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A bstract
M ultiplicities for K °  and charged particles in hard photoproduction events 
with 0 . 2  <  y <  0.85, containing a je t with E£e t  >  8  GeV and (771 <  0.5, 
have been measured at HERA using the ZEUS detector. The K °  and charged 
particle multiplicities as a function of transverse m om entum  are generally well 
described by the PYTHIA Monte Carlo with default hadronisation param eters, 
however, PYTHIA underestim ates the K °  and charged particle multiplicities at 
large pseudorapidity.
The mean K °  and charged particle multiplicities per je t are m easured as,
<  n K°/JET > = 0-40 ±  0.01 j:o!o2> and < ±/JET > =  3.11 ±  0.06 iSuo- The 
PYTHIA generator with default hadronisation param eters predicts
<  nKo/JET > = 0.52 ±  0.01, and < u^ / je t  > — 3.32 =b 0.04. Je t profiles 
show th a t PYTHIA predicts narrower jets than is observed in the data, and 
tha t the particle multiplicity excess is located in the je t cores. The m ean K °  
and charged particle multiplicities per jet predicted by PYTHIA with a lower 
strangeness suppression factor, and PYTHIA with multiple interactions are also 
in excess of the data.
The K °  and charged particle fragmentation functions are compared with 
PYTHIA and the results of a leading and next-to-leading order calculation. 
Despite the excess in particle multiplicities PYTHIA describes both K °  and 
charged particle fragm entation functions well. The leading and next-to-leading 
order calculation describes the K °  and charged particle fragm entation functions 
well.
Preface
Since the ZEUS and HI detectors came online in 1992 much work has been 
carried out in the field of high energy photoproduction. Direct photoproduction 
events, where the photon interacts as a fundamental particle, and resolved pho­
toproduction events, where the photon acts as a source of partons which interact 
with the proton, have been observed. Measurements of high transverse energy 
je t cross sections in photoproduction interactions have tested perturbative QCD 
and Monte Carlo predictions, increasing our understanding of photoproduction 
interactions and the structure of the resolved photon. However, a fuller under­
standing of photon structure and photoproduction events will inevitably require 
the study of many further aspects. This thesis presents the first measurements 
of single particle distributions in hard photoproduction events and aims to test 
their description by the PYTHIA Monte Carlo, and QCD calculations.
In comparison to high transverse energy jet production, the process of particle 
production is less well understood. This is due to the ‘running’ of the strong 
interaction coupling strength, o;s, preventing perturbative QCD calculations at 
the low energy scales associated with particle production. Phenomenological 
approaches are used instead to describe the relative production rates of different 
particle species. Single particle fragmentation functions enable, for example, 
the m om enta and pseudorapidity spectra of a given species of particle to be 
calculated, given the cross sections for all parton level processes contributing 
to an interaction, and ignoring all other particles in an event. Fragm entation 
functions have been measured at e+ e~ experiments taking advantage of the clean 
environment and well defined centre-of-momentum energy. Taking into account
differences between the fragmentation functions of different parton flavours, 
hadron production is however expected to be process independent. Therefore, 
fragm entation functions determined from e+ e~ data should not only be applicable 
to calculations of particle cross sections in photoproduction events, but when 
measured in photoproduction events should be consistent with the e+ e~ measure­
ments. One aim of this thesis is to compare fragmentation functions calculated 
from e+ e~ data  to fragmentation functions measured in hard photoproduction 
events at ZEUS. This provides a limited test of the universality of fragm entation 
since the flavour of the scattered partons is unknown. An alternative to the 
single particle fragm entation function method of parametrising hadronisation is 
provided by Monte Carlo techniques. Monte Carlos can provide more detailed 
simulation than single particle fragmentation functions. In addition, they are used 
in this thesis to compare the measured fragmentation function to the prediction 
averaged over all parton flavours.
Chapter 1 begins with a review of the current knowledge of fundam ental 
particles and their interactions, the historical development of this understanding, 
with emphasis on the physics of the strong interaction and QCD. As an introduc­
tion to the physics at HERA, an account of proton structure measurem ents by 
deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering and the explanation of proton structure 
measurements by QCD is given. The chapter concludes with a description of 
photoproduction processes at HERA, and a review of photon structure models.
The methods used to describe perturbative and non-perturbative aspects of 
strong interactions in high energy physics are discussed in C hapter 2. The use 
of single particle fragm entation functions to describe the non-perturbative phase 
of hadron production is outlined. A summary of a calculation of fragm entation 
functions for charged particles and neutral kaons by Binnewies et al. [1, 2] is given. 
The simulation of hard photoproduction events in Monte Carlos is then discussed, 
in particular, the simulation of perturbative QCD interactions by PYTHIA, and 
the non-perturbative hadronisation phase by JETSET.
The components of the ZEUS detector are described in chapter 3, concentrat­
ing on the components relevant to this thesis. Work carried out by the author on 
a global CTD calibration m ethod is reported in chapter 4, which is incidental to 
the main thrust of the thesis.
The methods and criteria for selection of hard photoproduction events are 
discussed in chapter 5. The online trigger criteria used during the 1994 data  
taking period, and the offline cuts developed by the author, are described. 
The selected events are shown to constitute a highly pure sample of hard 
photoproduction events.
The analysis of kaons in hard photodoproduction events carried out by the 
author is presented in chapter 6. The K °  finder developed by the author is 
described and shown to provide accurate K J reconstruction. The inclusive neutral 
kaon multiplicities, jvjir'g and ^yET"' dN^   ^ in hard photoproduction events
are presented. To study the production of kaons more closely related w ith the 
outgoing partons from the hard interaction, the mean K °  m ultiplicity per je t, 
and K °  fragmentation function were measured. A similar analysis of charged 
particles by the author is presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 1 
Theoretical Background
Listen, buddy, i f  I  could tell you in a minute what I  did, it wouldn’t 
be worth the Nobel Prize.
R. P. Feynman
1.1 Fundam ental P articles and Interactions
Our current understanding of the universe is th a t m atter is made from two classes 
of fundam ental fermions, quarks and leptons, which interact via the exchange of 
bosons. The known quarks, leptons and bosons are listed in table 1.1
W ithin the group or ‘family’ of 6 quarks there are three ‘generations’. Each 
generation contains two types or ‘flavours’ of quarks; one quark of charge |  and
Charge Quarks
l
3 d s b
2
3 u c t
Leptons
-1 e 9 T
0 J'e Vr
Interaction Boson Mass(GeV) Charge
Weak Z°, W ± 91, 80.2 0 ,±  1
Strong 9 0 0
Electromagnetism 1 0 0
Table 1.1: The known quarks, leptons and bosons.
1
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one of charge — |  in units of the proton charge. The main difference between each 
family is mass ranging from, ~  5 MeV for u and d, ~  200 MeV and ~  1.3 GeV for 
s and c, to ~  4.5 and 169 GeV for b and t. Unlike the quarks, leptons are either 
neutral or have charge -1. However, a similar structure is observed in the lepton 
family, where there are also three known generations apparently identical except 
for mass, though it is currently unclear whether the z/’s are massless. The reason 
why quarks and leptons are distinct will be clarified in the following sections.
There are 4 forces by which particles interact. Most obvious to humans 
is gravitation. However, in particle physics gravitation is negligible since its 
‘coupling’ strength is extremely weak. The reason it appears so manifest is th a t 
mass is cumulative and there does not appear to be antimass. G ravitation is 
hypothesised to be transm itted by exchange of massless gravitons. This leads 
to an inverse square law form for the gravitational force between two massive 
objects, enabling gravity to act over large distances.
The next weakest force is known as the weak force. It is responsible for flavour 
changing processes, such as nuclear /? decay and radioactivity. The strength of the 
weak force is apparently small because it is mediated by massive vector bosons, 
Z° and W ± . According to the Uncertainty Principle, the interval of tim e in which 
a weak interaction can occur is inversely proportional to the am ount of energy 
required to form the Z° or W ±. The weak force therefore has a range of only a 
few fermi for Z°  and W ± which have masses of 91 and 80.2 GeV respectively.
The second strongest force is electromagnetism. Probably the most im portant 
property of electromagnetism is tha t it binds electrons in atoms and is thus 
responsible for the whole of chemistry. Since electromagnetism is m ediated by 
massless photons it has an inverse square law dependence on distance and is 
therefore a long range force like gravity. However, electric charge can be either 
positive or negative. It is therefore possible to combine equal amounts of positive 
and negative charges on an object, rendering it electrically neutral, so tha t it does 
not interact electromagnetically.
Electromagnetic interactions were the first to be understood in term s of a
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quantum  theory, known as Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). Dirac’s relativis- 
tic quantum  theory predicted the existence of antiparticles and particles with 
intrinsic angular mom entum , S  = where % = and h is P lanck’s constant. 
The antiparticles of electrons, positrons, and the spin |  nature of electrons 
were both experimentally confirmed. The Dirac theory did not however explain 
how interactions between electrons and positrons arose. Interactions between 
electrons arise in QED because it is a gauge theory. Conservation of energy and 
charge require tha t physics is unchanged if the electromagnetic potentials are 
changed by a constant. This is reflected in quantum  theory where the phase 
of a wavefunction is not observable and can also be changed by a constant. 
QED becomes an interacting theory of electrons and photons when the electron 
wavefunctions are subjected to local phase transformations. This requires the 
addition of extra term s to the QED Lagrangian corresponding to a field with 
which electrons and positrons interact. The field is massless and thus represents 
photons. The strength of electromagnetism is quantified by the fine structure 
constant, a em ~  The small value of a em means QED calculations can be 
approxim ated by a series of ever more complex interactions using perturbation 
theory.
Finally, the strong force, as its nam e suggests, is the strongest. The strong 
force is responsible for binding protons and neutrons in atomic nuclei, overcoming 
the force of electromagnetic repulsion tha t protons exert on each other. It is an 
interaction between ‘colour’ (and/or anticolour) charges, of which there are three 
types, red, green and blue (antired, antigreen and antiblue). The strong force 
is propagated by electrically neutral, massless gluons, which carry colour. The 
fact tha t gluons carry colour means gluons couple directly with each other, unlike 
photons in QED. This leads to an im portant difference between the large distance 
behaviour of the strong and electromagnetic interactions as will be discussed 
in section 1.3. Quarks and leptons form distinct families because quarks carry 
colour but leptons do not. Leptons therefore do not interact via the strong 
force. Strong interactions are described by the quantum  field theory, Q uantum
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Chromodynamics (QCD), which is now discussed.
1.2 O rigin o f Q uantum  C hrom odynam ics
The concepts of quarks and colour, and thus QCD, arose from the study of baryon 
and meson spectroscopy [3]. In 1961 Gell-Mann and Ne’eman independently 
suggested a model to explain hadron spectroscopy known as the eightfold way. 
They observed th a t classifying the known mesons and baryons according to their 
angular m om entum  gave groups of eight particles which showed a similar structure 
when plotted in term s of isospin and strangeness. Following the discoveries of 
the £* and E* particles in 1963, Gell-Mann and Ne’eman used this model to 
predict th a t the A, E* and E* particles belonged to a group of ten particles 
which contained an as yet undiscovered particle, the Lt~ . The f2“ was discovered 
in 1964.
The success of the eightfold way led Gell-Mann and Zweig to explain hadron 
spectroscopy with the SU(3)fiavour model. They postulated tha t hadrons were 
composed of three types of spin 1/2 particles called quarks possessing flavour 
quantum  numbers, up(u), down(d) and strangeness(,s). SU(3)flavour assumed 
th a t baryons were formed from three particles, and mesons from quark-antiquark 
pairs. While this model succesfully accounted for the meson and baryon spectra, 
there were several problems.
In term s of the quark model the Ll~ was a composite sss  state which belonged 
to the lightest baryon states with J  = | .  It therefore had an L =  0, S  = § 
spatially and spin symmetric wavefunction. Also contained in this group of J  = | 
baryons were the A ++ and A - , composite uuu  and ddd states respectively. The 
A ++, A -  and are fermionic states which, according to the Exclusion Principle 
(EP), should have antisymmetric wavefunctions under spatial, spin and flavour 
rotations. The SU(3)fiaVour description of the A ++, A -  and Ll~ therefore violated 
the EP. A new degree of freedom in hadronic wavefunctions was proposed to 
preserve the EP; this was called colour.
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However, postulating the existence of quarks and colour led to  the problem 
th a t neither quarks nor colour had been observed. To explain the non-observation 
of colour, it was proposed th a t hadrons could only be formed in neutral colour 
states; baryons were composed of three different coloured quarks and mesons from 
a coloured quark and its anticoloured antiquark. This explained why baryon and 
meson states consisted of three quarks or a quark and an antiquark, an assumption 
of the SU(3)favour model. Colour was then proposed to be the charge of the 
strong interaction, and as discussed in section 1.3 was shown to confine quarks 
within hadrons, thus preventing free quarks and colour from being observed. In 
this way, the quark description of hadron spectroscopy changed from S U (3)flavour 
to SU{3^colour'
Though quarks and colour have not been observed directly, their existence 
as real physical phenomena has support from many experiments. The num ber 
of colours has been determined to be 3 from measurements of the to ta l e+e~ 
annihilation cross section at high energies, consistent with QCD. The existence 
of quarks as hadronic constituents is supported by lepton-nucleon scattering 
experiments as discussed in section 1.4.
1.3 R unning C oupling S trengths
The discussion of coupling strengths in section 1.1 was somewhat oversimplified 
since the coupling strength of each force is in fact not constant, but depends on 
the energy scale of an interaction, or equivalently, the distance scale at which 
particles interact. Coupling constants are said to ‘run’ with energy.
The energy dependence of coupling constants is different in QED and QCD. 
In each force an electrical or colour charge is surrounded by virtual particles. 
Polarisation of the virtual particles occurs so th a t the electrical or colour charge 
observed depends on the distance scale at which a particle is probed. In QED 
a charge a ttracts  opposite charges so tha t the surrounding virtual particles 
screen the ‘bare’ charge. The observed charge of a particle is therefore lower at
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large distances than  at small distances. By the Uncertainty Principle a particle 
scattered or probed at a large energy scale is observed to have a larger electrical 
charge than at a lower energy scale. The electromagnetic coupling strength is 
very small at low energies, a em =  5^ 7 - This allows the use of perturbation theory 
in QED calculations. By taking into account higher order term s in calculations 
of electromagnetic interactions, QED predicts a em increases with energy scale Q 
according to
(r\2\  _______ Qem(^_)_______  / -« -« \
where a em(/z2) is the value of a em at a reference energy scale, ji. If QED 
calculations are performed to all orders then their result is actually independent 
of jl.
In QCD the strong coupling strength decreases with energy. This effect occurs 
because gluons can interact with gluons, which introduces an extra  term  into the 
QCD analogue of equation 1 .1 .
^  ( n 2\ — ___________ a *(^2)___________  /1
( l  +  ^ ( 3 3 - 2^ ) l n ( Q 7 M2) 1 j
where Nf  is the number of quark flavours. So the strong coupling strength, a s, 
decreases as the energy scale of an interaction increases provided tha t N f  < 17.
The running of a s is im portant for several reasons. The large value of ols 
a t low energies explains why free quarks and gluons are not observed. By the 
Uncertainty Principle equation 1.2 could be rew ritten in term s of the distance 
scale at which the colour charge of a particle is measured; a s would then have a 
large value at ‘large’ distance scales, ~  1 fm. This can be expressed in term s of 
the potential energy of the colour field between two coloured objects.
^ ( r ) =  +  Kr (1-3)6 r
where a s is the high energy limit of equation 1 .2 , r  denotes the interquark or gluon 
separation and /c is a constant defining the energy density of the QCD field. The 
first term  is analogous to the electromagnetic potential and arises from the fact 
th a t gluons are massless. The second term  represents the effect of gluon-gluon
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self interactions. As the interquark separation increases, more and more energy 
is contained in the colour field until it becomes energetically more favourable for 
the colour field to break, converting some of the stored field energy into the mass 
of a quark antiquark pair. In this way, quarks produced in high energy particle 
physics experiments are not observed as isolated free particles, and colour is also 
not observed. Instead quarks are confined within hadrons by their colour charge.
The running of o;s also enables theorists to perform calculations using per­
turbation theory. Perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations are accurate for 
interactions at an energy scale above ~  0(1  GeV). This has led to a fuller 
understanding of hadron structure beyond the simple 517(3)colour model.
1.4 L epton N ucleon  Scattering
A schematic diagram of deep inelastic e+p scattering (DIS) is shown in figure 1 .1 . 
In the quark-parton model (QPM ), the e+ interacts with a charged parton in 
the proton via exchange of a 7 , Z°  or kP± . W hen the first measurements of 
proton structure were made it was not known if the proton constituents were 
the quarks and gluons of QCD, and the term  parton was used to reflect this 
ignorance. The partons were assumed to be free and non-interacting within the 
proton. This assumption was based on the fact tha t the rate of interactions 
between partons would be slowed down because of tim e dilation when the proton 
was ‘viewed’ from a frame where it had extremely high energy. The tim e scale 
of the hard scattering interaction is then much shorter than the tim e between 
parton interactions, allowing partons to be treated as free.
1.4.1 Kinematics
If k = ( i?e,0,0,  — E e) and P  = (Ep,0,0,  Ep) are the initial e+ and p 4-momenta, 
q the photon 4-momentum, k' = (E'e, 0, E'e sin0 e5 E'e cos 0e) the scattered e+ 4- 
momentum, then the interaction can be described by the Lorentz invariants,
Q 2 =  _ ( k _  y y  =  2EeE'e(l  +  cos 0e) (1.4)
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_  Q2 _  Ec £ ' ( l  +  cosfle) , ,
X 2P.q Ev 2Ee -  £ ' ( l - c o s 0 e) ( ’
y=S =i- f t (1_cos<g) (L6)
s = (k -+- P ) 2 =  4 E eE p (1-7)
W 2 = (q + P f  = (1.8)
X
where all mass term s have been neglected. Q 2 is the mass of the virtual photon 
interacting with the parton in the proton and x is the m om entum  fraction of the 
proton carried by the struck parton. In the proton rest frame, y is the energy 
fraction of the e+ transm itted  to the virtual photon. In the hadronic centre-of- 
m om entum  frame, where E'e = E e and the e+ is scattered through an angle 0*, 
y = | ( 1  — cos0*). s and W  are the e+p and 7 p centre-of-momentum energies 
respectively. Only two variables from Q2, x and y need to be measured to specify 
the scattering completely since Q 2 =  xys.
Expressions for Q2, x and y need not be w ritten in term s of the scattered e+ 
energy and angle. For example, in the Jacquet-Blondel m ethod [4], y is calculated 
as,
£ ; £ i ( l - c o s 0 i)
VJB =  2E  ' '
where the sum runs over all final state hadrons. To distinguish between using the 
scattered e+ variables and the Jacquet-Blondel m ethod, ye will be used to denote 
y calculated from the scattered e+ variables, and y j s  will be used to denote y 
calculated using the Jacquet-Blondel method.
1.4.2 The Quark Parton M odel
In the QPM the cross-section for e+p scattering is calculated from the sum of 
e+q scattering m atrix elements for each quark flavour, weighted by the parton 
distribution function of the respective quark flavour in the proton
da :(ep ->  e X ) =  ^ f i ( x )  ->  eg,-) (1 .10)
dxdQ2 . dxdQ:
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Figure 1.1: Feynman diagram of leading order deep inelastic scattering process
The factorisation of the ep cross sections into two term s is possible because of 
the difference in tim e scale between the hard scatter and interactions between 
the proton’s constituents, as remarked earlier. The parton distribution function, 
f i ( x ), is defined such th a t f{(x)dx  is the p robab ility  of a parton of flavour i 
having momentum fraction of the proton between x, x  +  dx.
The above cross section can be rewritten as
1 ~ ( e p  -  eX )  =  (*) +  ( 1  -  y)FI(x) )  (1.11)
where F f ( x ), F%(x) are dimensionless structure functions. The contribution from 
Z°  exchange is neglected in equation 1.11 as it only affects the cross section at 
large Q2.
According to QCD the charged partonic consituents of the proton are quarks. 
The spin 1/2 property of quarks then leads to the predictions,
F£(x) = x ^ 2  el f i ( x ) (1.12)
i
where et- denotes the charge on a quark of flavour i in units of the proton charge,
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and,
F%{x) = 2  x F p(x) (1.13)
The relationship in equation 1.13 is known as the Callan-Gross relation and was 
confirmed experim entally [5], suggesting th a t the charged partons in the proton 
are indeed quarks. Using equation 1.13, equation 1 . 1 1  can be rew ritten as
H ^ - 2(ep -  eX)  =  +  (1 -  » ) ) * ? ( * )  (1 .14)
Further evidence th a t the proton contains quarks, and th a t the quarks had 
fractional charges 2/3  and —1/3, came from measurements of F2 in up and un 
scattering, where it was observed tha t ,F2ep+en =  ^ F 2 P+I/n, in agreement with 
prediction.
1.4.3 QCD Corrections to the QPM
The assumptions of the QPM led to several predictions. The first was th a t at 
very large Q 2, F2 depends only on x , i.e. it does not depend on the Q2 of the 
scattering. This is known as scale invariance. Although initially observed at 
SLAC [6 ], subsequent analysis [7] showed a logarithmic dependence of proton 
structure on Q2\ thus F% — F ^ x ^ Q 2). Logarithmic dependence of on Q 2 at 
a fixed value of x arises in pQCD. Quarks within the proton can radiate gluons 
and similarly gluons radiate quarks. As Q2 increases the spatial resolution of 
the probing photon improves so th a t separate quarks and gluons can be resolved. 
Therefore, as Q2 increases more and more quark-gluon branchings are resolved. 
This has the effect of increasing(decreasing) F p at low(high) x  as Q2 increases.
The dependence of F p( x ,Q 2) on Q 2 in pQCD is calculated using the GLAP 
equations [8 ],
f i f 1 = “i f ,  f » (■■=)
dloeQ2' = i I ,  <116*
The ‘splitting’ functions Pqq(z), Pqg( z ), Pgq(z) and Pgg(z) give the probability 
th a t a quark or gluon will em it another quark or gluon carrying a m om entum
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fraction z of its parent. The observed dependence of F% (#, Q 2) on Q 2 in [7] was 
consistent with pQCD, which suggested the protons contain gluons as well as 
quarks.
The QPM assumption th a t the proton is entirely composed of charged 
particles leads to the momentum sum rule,
]T  /  xfi (x ,  Q2)dx = 1 (1.17)
. Jo
M easurements show that approximately half the proton’s m om entum  is carried 
by charged constituents, providing further evidence for a gluon contribution to 
proton structure.
1.4.4 Param etrisations of Proton Structure
Proton structure functions are parametrised by fitting physically motivated gluon 
and quark momentum distributions to several sets of lepton- nucleon and hadron- 
hadron collider data. The general approach is to choose the input parton 
distributions at a high enough initial energy scale Ql so tha t pQCD can be 
applied. It is usual to separate the quark distribution functions into valence and 
sea components, so tha t the total u quark distribution at the input scale is given 
by their sum, u(x, Ql) = uv(x ,Q l)  +  us(x ,Ql) ,  with a corresponding expression
for d quarks. Sea quarks arise from g —> qq splitting, so the to tal sea distribution
can be w ritten as
S (x ,Q l )  = us(x ,Q l ) - \ -u s(x ,Q l) - \ rds(x ,Q l)  + ds(x ,Q l)  +
Ss{x, Ql) +  ss{x, Ql) (1.18)
=  2(u(x, Ql)  +  d(x , Ql)  +  s(z , <2£)) (1.19)
where only 3 flavours have been considered. The relative contributions of different 
flavour quarks to S(x)  is dependent on the assumed values of quark masses. The 
parton distributions are then evolved using the GLAP equations and fitted to the 
data  sets. Scaling violations and sum rules constrain the normalisations of the 
gluon distribution of each quark flavour component.
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Before HERA, F2 was well determined above x ~  0.01, and there was 
much speculation on the behaviour of F2 at low x. Physically m otivated gluon 
distributions were used to determine param etrisations for F2 which gave F2 ~  x° 
and a: - 0 , 5  [9]. Measurements at HERA [10] have shown F2 ~  a: - 0 - 3  a t low x  and 
Q 2 ~  10 GeV2. O ther im portant recent results include measurements of the Drell- 
Yan asym m etry in proton-proton and proton-deuteron reactions by NA51 [1 1 ] and 
the charged lepton asym m etry from W +W ~  Drell-Yan production in pp collisions 
at CDF [12]. Both these measurements show tha t in the sea, u — d < 0. These 
features are incorporated in the MRSA [13] parton distribution functions used 
for the generation of Monte Carlo events in this analysis.
1.5 P h otop rod u ction  P rocesses
From the 1/Q 4 dependence of the cross section in equation 1.14 it is apparent 
th a t low Q2 e+p scattering events occur at the highest rate. These reactions 
involve photons whose properties appear very similar to those of real photons, 
and are referred to generically as ‘photoproduction’. At leading order the photon 
either reacts as a whole with a parton in the proton, which is known as direct 
photoproduction, or it may act as a source of partons which subsequently interact 
with the proton. The la tter process is known as resolved photoproduction, and 
in this class of processes HERA acts as a hadron-hadron collider rather than  an 
e+p collider.
In the resolved process the photon fluctuates into a qq pair. The quark- 
antiquark pair then interact giving the photon some partonic structure. The 
resolved process can be further broken down into contributions depending on the 
transverse momentum, kr,  of the 7  qq splitting. If the kx is small the resolved 
photon’s partonic structure and interactions are modelled as a vector m eson’s 
with the same quantum  numbers as the photon, J pc  =  1 , e.g. p, uj or <j>.
This is known as the vector meson dominance model (VMD). W hen the 7  qq 
splitting has a large kx  the process is known as anomalous photoproduction.
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In this scenario the parton structure of the photon can be calculated within 
the framework of pQCD [14]. The value of k f  at which the resolved process is 
separated into the VMD and anomalous contributions is of course arbitrary, as the 
above description is a simplification of physics expected to exhibit a continuous 
transition in the kx of the 7  —► qq splitting.
Examples of leading order Feynman diagrams for direct and resolved hard 
photoproduction are shown in figures 1.2(a) and 1.2(b) respectively. The classi­
fication of figure 1 .2 (c) as direct or resolved is ambiguous as it depends on the 
m om entum  transfer with which the gluon is em itted from the propagator.
yE,
a) b) c)
Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams of leading order direct (a) leading order resolved (b) and
next-to-leading order (c) photoproduction processes.
Analogously to x  in DIS, a quantity £7, representing the m om entum  fraction 
of the photon entering the hard interaction can be defined.
Xi = w  ( L 2 °)
where s' is the centre-of-momentum energy of the hard interaction between the 
photon or parton in the photon and the parton in the proton. Thus, at leading 
order, :r7  =  1 in direct events, while for resolved events z 7  <  1 .
Photoproduction events can be classified according to the m om entum  transfer 
of the scattering process. The events studied in this thesis are defined as ‘hard ’
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photoproduction, meaning there is a large momentum transfer scattering between 
the photon or parton in the photon and parton in the proton. The outgoing 
partons are observed as high transverse energy jets. In hard photoproduction 
events the momentum fraction of the photon, x7, entering the interaction can 
then be estim ated from
_OBS E i E i { l - c o s O i )  Ei-Er.e- ”' „  01^ ^ = — m — = (L21)
where the sum is over particles within the two highest transverse energy jets and 
E t ( and rji are the transverse energy and pseudorapidity of particles w ithin the 
jets. If all interactions proceeded at leading order and there were no hadronisation 
effects then x ° BS = x 1. This is not the case, but the definition of x ° BS enables 
experiment and theory to be meaningfully compared even though x ° BS and x 7 
are no longer identical. Similarly,
o b s  £ i  E i iX  + cos 0*) £,■ E L e Vi „  ooX
=  — w „—  =  (L22)
gives an estim ation of the m omentum fraction of the proton carried by its 
interacting parton.
Some im portant distinctions exist between direct and resolved event topolo­
gies. In direct events the final state is characterised by two outgoing partons and
a p rem nant. In resolved events there is also a 7  rem nant produced close to the
incident photon direction. Since the hard subprocess in direct photoproduction 
events generally has a larger centre-of-momentum energy than  resolved events 
the jet E t  spectrum  is harder in direct than in resolved photoproduction events. 
Similarly, the jet 77 spectrum is peaked towards the photon direction in direct 
events, whereas resolved events have a je t 77 spectrum  peaked in the proton 
direction.
1.6 P h oton  Structure
Much of the formalism used to describe proton structure can be applied to 
describe photon structure. Just as proton structure has been m easured in DIS e+p
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scattering experiments, photon structure has been measured in DIS e7  scattering.
This process occurs at e+e“ colliders as depicted in figure 1.3. The e+ emits 
a low Q 2 photon which is then probed by a higher Q 2 photon em itted  by the 
e~ . The scattered e“ is observed in the detector while the e+ carries on down 
the beampipe. Of course, the role of the e+ and e~ are interchangeable in this 
process.
e
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram o f  a deep inelastic e j  scattering process.
Analogously to DIS e+p scattering, the cross section for this process can be 
thought of as depending on quark densities within the photon param etrised by a 
function T j . Several effects make thie determ ination of F j  more demanding than
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F$ in e+p scattering.
Firstly, an additional 0 ( a em) appears in the e7  scattering cross section, 
because the probed photon has to be em itted. The m agnitude of F j  is also 
0 ( a em) [14]. The cross section for e7  scattering is therefore 0 ( a ^ m) two orders 
of m agnitude down on e+p scattering. This must be compensated for by higher 
e+e_ luminosity.
Secondly, the probed photons are not monoenergetic. Their energy spectrum  
has been approximated by Weizsacker-Williams [15]. The photon energy is not 
usually measured as the low angle scattered e± is not detected, so the fraction 
of the photon energy entering the interaction is determined only from the mass 
of the hadronic state, as in equation 1.8. Finite angular coverage of detectors 
means th a t some of the hadronic final state is not completely measured. Monte 
Carlo models are used to correct for the missing hadrons, however this leads to 
differences in F j  at low x  depending on the model used to unfold the data, and 
thus large systematic uncertainties.
Finally, the photon structure function does not obey a m om entum  sum rule. 
There is no fixed probability for the photon fluctuating into a hadronic state, 
so the momentum carried by the quarks and gluons cannot be known without 
measuring it. It is therefore not possible to use the fraction of the photon’s 
m om entum  carried by quarks to constrain the gluon content of the photon, G7; 
the to tal m om entum  in the the hadronic component of the photon and therefore 
the m om entum  carried by the gluon component is not determinable. Information 
on G1 could be obtained from scaling violations of FJ,  however, due to the reasons 
stated above, the current measurements of F^ are not sufficiently accurate for G7  
to be determined by this method.
1.7 P aram etrisation  o f P h oton  Structure
The above effects allow much more freedom in the param etrisations of the quark 
densities in the photon compared to those in the proton. As with proton parton
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distributions the approach used is to param etrise the photon structure function 
at a low energy scale, Ql,  then fit the param etrisation to higher Q2 m easurements 
by evolving the structure function with the GLAP equations. Currently available 
sets of photon parton distribution functions use several different input forms.
One approach is provided by the vector meson dominance model (VMD) 
where the resolved photon is assumed to have a parton distribution similar to 
a vector meson, such as the p [16]. The p structure function has however not 
been measured, and is instead approximated by the average of the 7r+ and w~ 
s tructure functions. The VMD contribution to F2 is then
pVMD( r\2 \ {F2 (x ,Ql)  + F2 (x, Q l)) oc.\
2 {x ,Q o) = k — p ---------------------2------------------   ^ '
where k is a constant which allows for 7  —> (f> or u  fluctuations in addition to the 
p. As in the treatm ent of proton structure functions the VMD contribution to 
the photon structure provides a param etrisation at a low energy scale Ql  from 
which the photon structure function can then be evolved by application of the 
GLAP equations. The models of GRV [17] and AGCFP [18] only use the VMD 
component, but evolve it from Ql = 0.25 — 0.30 GeV2. This value of Ql  is 
arguably too low for the application of pQCD, but the param etrisations provide 
an adequate description of current data, and so cannot be rejected on this basis.
In the model of LAC [19], the photon is param etrised as the sum of a term  
representing perturbative 7  —i► qq splitting and a term  motivated by counting 
rules of hadronic structure. The poor constraint provided by F2 measurements 
on the gluon content of the photon was exploited in the LAC distributions by 
assuming extreme forms of the gluon distributions at Qo. Of these distributions, 
LAC1 appears to be the only candidate which is in agreement with m easurements 
of the to tal photoproduction cross section [2 0 ] and inclusive jet production at 
HERA [21]. The LAC1 gluon distribution is soft, but steeply rising at low x.
The GS [2 2 ] photon structure function uses a m ixture of the above methods. 
It assumes a form containing a VMD component and a contribution from pertu r­
bative 7  —> qq splitting. The input energy scale is Ql = 5.3 GeV2 which avoids
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doubts over the applicability of pQCD. Two param etrisations are provided, G Sl, 
in which the gluon content arises from the VMD and perturbative components, 
and GS2, where the gluon content only arises from the VMD component of the 
photon.
Chapter 2 
M odels o f the Hadronic Final 
State
While pQCD has been very successful in describing strong interaction processes 
involving large m om entum  transfers, a theory which allows calculations to be 
made at low m om entum  transfers where quarks and gluons form hadrons does 
not currently exist. Rather than a complete theory of strong interactions, 
phenomenology is used to param etrise or model hadronisation.
After a brief introduction to the phenomenology of fragm entation functions, 
the details of a leading and next-to-leading order calculation of 7r± , K ± and 
K °  +  K °  fragmentation functions, with which results will be compared, are given 
in section 2.3. An alternative approach to modelling hadronisation is provided 
by Monte Carlo techniques, and is described in section 2.4.
2.1 F ragm entation  Functions
Fragmentation functions, D ) ( z , Q 2) are defined such tha t D j ( z , Q 2)dz is the 
probability of a gluon or quark of flavour /  producing a hadron h with m om entum  
fraction of the parent in z, z +  dz within a distance O  (1 jQ).  Fragm entation 
functions treat the production of each particle as though it was independent 
of the rest of the event and therefore can provide predictions of single particle
19
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distributions. Neglecting masses, the m om entum  fraction, z, is defined as
P h - P J E T  _  PhL (t? u
T?2 ^  TP v ' /Dj e T Dje t
where phL denotes the momentum of a particle along the axis of the je t to which
it is assigned, and jets are composed of massless particles 1. Alternatively,
* =  f r  (2 -2 )E f
Both these definitions are used in this thesis. The definition in equation 2.1 is 
more suited to hadron-hadron colliders and is similar to tha t used by UA 1 [23, 24]
and CDF [25] in studies of jet fragmentation in pp collisions. The definition of
equation 2 . 2  is used at e+ e~ experiments, where it is equivalent to,
2Eh (cy ox
2T =  —pr (2.3)
v 5
5  being the centre-of-momentum energy. The fragm entation functions to which 
data  will be compared are fits to measurements at e+e~ experiments, and 
therefore used the definition in equation 2 . 2
Analogies exist between hadron structure functions and fragm entation func­
tions; once a fragmentation function has been measured at a particular energy 
scale, (Jo, pQCD can be used to predict it at a different scale by use of the GLAP 
equations. Perturbative QCD predicts th a t fragm entation functions undergo 
logarithmic scaling violations with energy. The effects of logarithmic scaling 
are tha t a hadron is more likely to be produced at lower z from a high energy 
parton than from an identical lower energy parton. Constraints on fragm entation 
functions are placed by sum rules. For example, conservation of m om entum  gives 
the momentum sum rule.
Y , f  z D hs dz = 1 (2.4)
h ^
In addition, fragmentation functions are also believed to obey isospin and flavour 
relations, for example,
D f  = DZ~ =  u r  = D f  (2.5)
1The discussion of particle assignment to jets is deferred until later.
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2.2 M easuring Fragm entation Functions
The process e+e-  —► qq is ideally suited for measuring quark fragm entation 
functions; dijet events can be selected with an extremely high purity, e+e“ 
annihilation events do not contain rem nant jets from the beam particles and 
the energy scale of the interaction is unambiguously and accurately known to be 
the centre-of-momentum energy, enabling z to be determined accurately.
Measuring gluon fragmentation functions at e+e~ experiments is harder as 3- 
je t events are suppressed by a factor of 0 ( a s) relative to 2 -jet events. According 
to pQCD, gluon fragm entation functions are expected to be different from quark 
fragm entation functions. Perturbative QCD calculations predict th a t the larger 
probability of a gluon to radiate another gluon rather than a quark, causes 
gluon jets to have a larger particle multiplicity, softer fragm entation function and 
larger angular width than quark jets of a similar energy. Confirmation of these 
predictions at e+e~ experiments has proved difficult because in addition to the 
G ( a s) suppression of 3-jet events, statistics are further reduced by event topology 
selection criteria which ensure the gluon and quark jets are of similar energy so 
th a t an unbiased comparison can be made. The DELPHI [26], ALEPH [27] and 
OPAL [28] collaborations have measured the gluon-to-charged particle fragmen­
tation function and have confirmed the expected differences between quark and 
gluon jets. It is only recently tha t a study of identified particles within gluon jets 
has been performed by DELPHI [29].
2.3 P aram etrisation  o f Fragm entation Functions
Leading and next-to-leading order (LO and NLO) quark and gluon-to- tt± , K ± 
and K °  +  K °  fragmentation functions have been determined by Binnewies et 
al. [1, 2]. They param etrised fragmentation functions in the form
D ){z ,Q l )  = N , z ° > ( l - z Y > (2.6)
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where /  =  u ,d , s , c ,b ,g  at Qq = 2 GeV2. The free param eters of the fragmen­
ta tion  functions, N f ,  a  j  and /3f, were determined by fitting the energy fraction 
spectrum  1 of 7r± , K ± and K °  +  K °  measured in e+ e~ annihilation. The 
7r± and K ± data  were measured by the TPC collaboration [30] at y/s = 29 GeV 
and the ALEPH collaboration [31, 32] at y/s =  91 GeV. The K °  d a ta  were 
measured by the Mark II collaboration [33] at y/s =  29 GeV and ALEPH [34].
According to QCD, the energy spectra of hadrons of type h in e+e“ annihila­
tion is given by,
s da C d z ^ L ,  sdat , x  .
J hTX = E l - D ) M ^ s )  (2.7)
where y =  |  and the sum is over all active partons. As for structure functions, the 
GLAP equations relate D f(z ,  s) to the input form D f(z ,  Q q) .  Expressions for the 
parton level cross sections ^ - ( y , s )  at LO and NLO are given in [35]. The only 
condition imposed on the fragmentation functions were Z)J+ + * = D J+ + * and 
D ^ + +K = D ^ + + K . The ALEPH data [32] on charged hadron production 
is given for three cases; (i) sum over all quark flavours, (it) sum over u ,d , s  
quarks and (Hi) b quarks; and is used to constrain the fragm entation functions 
for different flavoured quarks. For the gluon fragmentation function, a  = — 1 
or 0, gave reasonable descriptions of e+e" data. However, comparison of the 
gluon fragmentation function [35] to OPAL measurements [28] showed a  =  0 
to be favoured by the data. Quark mass thresholds were accounted for during 
GLAP evolution, by including c  and b quark fragmentation at energy scales Q q = 
m (y c) =  2.979 GeV and Q q =  m (T ) =  9.460 GeV, respectively.
The K °  +  K °  fragmentation functions [2 ] were obtained in a similar m anner to 
the charged hadron fragmentation functions. The condition D^° +^° = L)^° + 
was applied. Unlike the charged particle fragmentation function calculations, no 
experim ental information on the relative contributions of different quark flavours 
or the gluon to K °  production in e+ e~ annihilation was available. Gluon 
fragm entation into neutral kaons was therefore taken to be the same as in the 
charged particle fragmentation function analysis, thus, D^° + ^° = £ )^+ + K .
The fragm entation functions derived in [1, 2] from e+e“ data  and described in
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section 2.3 are compared in this thesis to charged particle and K °  fragm entation 
functions measured in hard photoproduction events at ZEUS. An attem pt to 
separate gluon jets from quark jets is not attem pted in this analysis. A 
first comparison between measured and predicted fragm entation functions in 
hard photoproduction, averaged over all quark flavours and the gluon is made, 
providing a lim ited test of the universality of fragm entation functions. Since no 
a ttem pt is made to separate quark and gluon jets in the analysis presented in 
this thesis the subscript on D j(z ,  Q2) will be dropped to denote it represents an 
average over quarks and gluons.
2.4 T he P Y T H IA  M onte Carlo M od el
Monte Carlo models provide a technique for simulating interactions in high energy 
physics. A model usually involves three stages:
• simulation of the hard scattering;
• perturbative evolution of scattered partons by parton showering;
• hadronisation.
The data  in this analysis is compared to predictions of the PYTHIA [36, 37] Monte 
Carlo with hadronisation modelled by JETSET [38]. The generated sample of 
PYTHIA events were also used to calculate detector effects and efficiencies which 
were applied in order to make direct comparison between the data  and PYTHIA 
predictions.
2.4.1 The Hard Scatter and M ultiple Interactions
For photoproduction events generated in PYTHIA the hard scattering simulation 
starts by choosing the energy of the incident photon according to the Weizsacker- 
Williams approximation. The initial quark and gluon m om enta entering the hard 
scatter are then chosen from the parton distribution functions of the incident
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particles. This procedure determines the energies of initial state particles. The 
energy and m om entum  of the final state quarks or gluons are then generated 
according to the first order cross sections for all possible QCD interactions. 
To avoid the low energy region where pQCD calculations are not applicable a 
transverse momentum cut-off, pTmin■> is applied to the hard scatter.
It is possible in hadron-hadron interactions for more than one parton from 
each beam particle to interact and PYTHIA therefore includes an option for 
generating resolved photoproduction events with multiple parton-parton inter­
actions. Multiple interactions (MI) are motivated by the differences between 
the predictions and measurements of total cross sections at high energy. The 
theoretical uncertainty and lack of measurements in the low-a; region of parton 
distributions, and the divergence of pQCD calculations of the to tal cross sections 
as pTmin —► 0 means th a t many predictions exceed measurements [20, 39]. To 
avoid this problem total cross section measurements can be interpreted as hadron- 
hadron, rather than single parton-parton cross sections. The average num ber of 
parton-parton scatterings in an event,<  nscat > , is then given by
<  nscat > =  (2 .8 )
®hadron
where <Jhadron is the to tal hadron-hadron cross section and a^ard is the parton- 
parton cross section calculated according to
[S2/4 da 2 Zn n\
&hard\PTmin)  — J   ^ “j ^"dpy \ 2 . a j
PTmin H
PYTHIA generates multiple interactions by calculating the m ean num ber of 
parton-parton scatterings according to equations 2.8 and 2.9. The num ber of 
scatterings occurring in an event are determined using Poisson statistics, and 
each scattering is generated independently.
2.4.2 Parton Showers
As an approximation to higher-order QCD effects, Monte Carlo generators use 
a technique known as parton showering to simulate gluon radiation from the
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incident and scattered partons. This method corrects the first order cross-section 
with logarithmic term s corresponding to successive 1 —► 2  parton branchings. 
Two independent parton showers, initial and final state, are generated within 
PYTHIA. The GLAP splitting functions determine the m om entum  fractions of 
the radiated partons. In the initial state parton shower the incident partons 
become increasingly more virtual as they radiate gluons or quarks. After the 
hard scatter, the virtual partons radiate gluons or quarks, decreasing in virtuality 
until their mass reaches m mzn =  1 GeV, where non-perturbative effects become 
large and the event simulation enters the hadronisation stage.
Theoretical studies and experimental measurements [40, 31, 41, 42, 43] have 
shown the need to take into account an effect known as coherence w ithin parton 
showers. Coherence causes angular ordering of gluon emissions such th a t the 
angle at which gluons are em itted increases in the initial state parton shower and 
decreases in the final state  parton shower. While coherence does not naturally 
arise from the approach to  parton showers used in PYTHIA, its effects are 
simulated by forcing angular ordering of QCD radiation.
2.4.3 JETSET Hadronisation
The PYTHIA Monte Carlo uses the Lund string model [44] as implemented 
in JETSET to simulate hadronisation. The JETSET model is based on the 
description of confinement in section 1.3.
After the parton shower stage PYTHIA has produced a final state  consisting 
of quarks and gluons which are viewed as having colour fields or ‘strings’ stretched 
between them. As the final state  partons separate, it eventually becomes 
energetically more favourable for the string to break. In the Lund model, this 
process converts potential energy stored in the string into a qq pair.
W hen the colour field breaks the qq pair should be produced at the same 
point in space, otherwise local conservation laws such as those of charge and 
flavour would not be obeyed. However as some of the string’s potential energy is 
converted into the quark and anti-quark’s mass and momentum when the  string
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breaks, the Lund model appears not to satisfy these laws. This problem is avoided 
by postulating th a t the qq pair quantum  mechanically tunnel from the same 
point in space (obeying local conservation laws) to the end of the string where 
they are then ‘produced’ with the requisite mass and momentum. The quantum  
mechanical tunnelling probability  for production of a quark or antiquark with 
mass m q and transverse momentum relative to the string, px,  is then given by
*> =  e x p ( - ^ ) e x p ( - ^ i )  (2 .1 0 )
K K,
k is the energy density of the string at large distances as in equation 1.3. This 
process continues until the remaining mass to be hadronised is about 1 GeV. 
The cut-off mass varies from event to event, and is chosen so th a t the rapidity 
distribution of particles in the centre-of-momentum system is flat. At this point 
all quarks and anti-quarks are grouped into hadrons.
The lower production rate of hadrons containing s valence quarks relative to 
hadrons containing only u and d valence quarks is then explained in the Lund 
model as due to the larger s quark mass relative to u and d quark masses. 
The relative rates of u : d : s qq pair production in JETSET is given by 
1 : 1  :PS/ P u  where Ps/ P u is the strangeness suppression factor with default value 
Ps/ P u = 0.3. This value is not well determined since confinement prevents the 
quark masses from being directly measured experimentally, and at present there 
is no theoretical m ethod of predicting the quark masses. By this argum ent c 
or heavier quark production is suppressed by a factor 0(1O-13) and so are not 
produced by this method.
In addition to predicting overall particle production rates, Monte Carlo models 
must be able to simulate hadron m om entum  spectra. JET SET  uses the Lund 
symmetric fragm entation function as default,
D(z) = z -1 ( l — z)a exp (—brrij/z) (2-11)
where
2  z t i2  2  2  . 2  I 2m T = E  — pz = m  + p x + py (2 .12)
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is the ‘transverse m ass’ of a hadron with 4-momentum (E ,p x ,py,pz), z is the 
hadron m om entum  in units of its parent quark momentum, and a and b are free 
param eters which control the shape of the fragmentation function at high and low 
z, and the transverse m om entum  which qq pairs are created with. This form is 
derived from the condition th a t the momentum distribution of final state  particles 
does not depend on the end of the string from which the fragm entation started.
The treatm ent of hadronisation in gluon jets was neglected in the above dis­
cussion. As already discussed in section 2.3, differences between quark and gluon 
fragm entation functions are expected. Since the resolved process is dom inant in 
the kinem atic region studied in this analysis, most events contain a hard final 
state  gluon je t and so the JETSET simulation of gluon je t hadronisation will be 
tested in this analysis. Lorentz invariance requires tha t the hadronisation of high 
energy gluon jets is the same as gluons produced in the parton shower stage, and 
it is the la tte r case which will be considered here. In the Lund model, gluons are 
viewed as kinks on the string. Quark-antiquark pairs are produced in the string 
as described earlier. The gluon combines with a quark and antiquark produced 
by the string on either side of the kink to form a hadron, with the constraint 
th a t the hadron has the correct mass. Hadronisation of the strings on either side 
of the gluon then proceeds as in quark jets with qq pair production. Gluons are 
effectively treated  as consisting of two colour fields and this provides the Lund 
model explanation for differences between quark and gluon je t fragm entation.
2.4.4 Refinem ents to Hadronisation M odels
A more complete description of hadron production requires simulation of other 
processes, such as production of higher spin states and baryon production. This 
leads to a large num ber of param eters within the Lund model to control particle 
production rates. Baryon production is simulated in JETSET by the ‘popcorn’ 
mechanism in which qq pairs are successively produced in the field between 
other qq pairs to form qqq and qqq states. The ‘popcorn’ mechanism derives 
its name from the fact tha t the innermost qq pair may combine to form a meson
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(M), leaving the outer qq qq pairs to combine with neighbouring quarks and 
antiquarks. In this way, baryon anti-baryon (BB) pairs do not always appear 
next to each other in the fragmentation chain. The m agnitude of the popcorn 
param eter determines the relative occurrence of BB : BMB combinations in 
fragm entation. Particles are also produced by decays of heavy quark or excited 
states so th a t uncertainties in branching ratios of such states lead to uncertainties 
in the modelled production rate  and m om entum  spectra of lighter hadrons. 
There is also possible evidence tha t Bose-Einstein correlations [34, 45] should 
be considered in determ ining the hadronic final state  of events containing two 
identical particles. The effects described in this section are, however, beyond the 
scope of the analysis presented in this thesis.
2.5 M onte Carlo Sam ples
‘Enriched’ samples of resolved and direct photoproduction events containing at 
least one hadron je t as defined in section 5.1 satisfying E ^ AD > 5 GeV and 
\pHAD\ 2 . 5  were generated separately, with pTmin — 2.5 GeV using the  GRV 
LHO photon and MRSA proton parton distribution functions. This value of pTmin 
was chosen since it was the highest value of PTmin at which the cross section for 
production of jets with E t  > 5 GeV was independent of prmin • By using samples 
of unenriched PYTHIA events it was found th a t more than  97 % of all resolved 
and 99 % of all direct events which satisfied the calorimeter je t cuts discussed in 
section 5.2 also passed the je t enrichment cuts applied at the event generation 
stage. The data  is also compared to a sample of PYTHIA events generated with 
Ps/Pu =  0.20, and to PYTHIA with multiple interactions both using the  GRV 
LO photon parton distribution function. The resolved and direct events in each 
sample were combined according to their cross-sections, to produce a full set of 
photoproduction events.
Chapter 3 
The HERA Accelerator and 
ZEUS Experim ent
3.1 T he H E R A  A ccelerator
HERA (the Hadron-Elektron-SpeicherRing-Anlage) at DESY, Hamburg, is the 
world’s first high energy e±p colliding beam facility. The ring is 6.3 km in 
circumference and was designed to collide 30 GeV electrons or positrons with 
820 GeV protons at four interaction points. The nominal centre-of-momentum 
energy available in these collisions is therefore 314 GeV equivalent to a 53 TeV 
beam  incident on a fixed target. HERA was designed to operate at a luminosity 
of 1.5xl031 cm - 2s_1, to be achieved by colliding 60 mA e± and 160 mA p in 
220 bunches, with a bunch crossing interval of 96 ns. Of the 2 2 0  bunches in 
each beam 10 were to be em pty to enable background studies. These design 
specifications placed stringent conditions on the design of the ZEUS detector and 
trigger system, which will be discussed in later sections.
The layout of the HERA injection system and the HERA accelerator are shown 
in figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Proton injection starts with the acceleration of 
unbunched H~ ions to 50 MeV in the Proton Linac. The H-  ions are stripped and 
bunched in DESY III, where they are accelerated to 7.5 GeV. Once 70 bunches 
are transferred to PETRA the protons are accelerated to 40 GeV, then injected
29
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into the HERA proton storage ring. The injection process is repeated twice, then 
the 210 bunch p beam is accelerated to 820 GeV.
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Figure 3.1: The HERA injection system.
Electrons or positrons are initially accelerated to 450 MeV in LINAC2, and 
accumulated in PiA as a single bunch. The e+/e “ bunch is transferred to  DESY 
II for acceleration to 7.5 GeV, then into PETRA. W hen 70 bunches are stored in 
PETRA  they are accelerated to 14 GeV, then injected into the HERA electron 
storage ring to be accelerated to their full energy.
To m aintain a 30 GeV e+/e “ beam orbit, a 0.165 T bending field is required. 
This is achieved with the use of conventional magnets. To m aintain the p beam  
orbit, a bending field of 4.65 T is required. This is provided by superconducting 
magnets. Synchrotron radiation is a m ajor energy loss for the e+/e -  beam . This 
is compensated for by use of radio-frequency cavities.
In 1994, HERA operated for a short period in e~p mode then switched to  e+p
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Figure 3.2: The HERA Accelerator.
running, as the e+ beam had a lifetime approximately a factor of two longer than 
the e~ beam. The beam energies were 27.52 GeV and 820 GeV. HERA ran with 
153 paired e+p bunches, 15 unpaired (pilot) e± bunches and 17 p pilot bunches. 
From the 6.2 pb~x integrated luminosity delivered by HERA, 3.3 pb~l of data 
was w ritten to tape.
3.2 T he ZEUS D etector
The ZEUS detector has been described in detail in [46]. ZEUS employs a right- 
handed coordinate system with the +z-axis defined as the proton beam direction. 
Polar angles are measured with respect to the + z  (forward) direction. The 
asymm etric detector configuration reflects the difference in the initial s ta te  e± 
and p energies, which leads to a greater density of high energy particles being 
produced in the forward direction.
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Figure 3.3: Longitudinal cross-section of the ZEUS Detector.
A longitudinal cross section of ZEUS is shown in figure 3.3. The e+ and 
p beams collide in a 9 cm radius aluminium beampipe. Charged particles are 
observed with the Vertex and Central Tracking Detectors (VXD, CTD). The 
solenoid magnet provides a 1.43 T magnetic field with which to determ ine particle 
charge, momentum. The Vertex Detector (VXD) improves the charged particle 
m om entum  resolution over the CTD alone, and aids reconstruction of short 
lived particles. Tracking acceptance is increased in the forward direction by 
the Forward Tracking Detectors (FTD) and in the rear direction by the Rear 
Tracking Detector (RTD). In the future, Transition Radiation Detectors will 
enhance particle identification in the forward direction. In 1994, the VXD, CTD 
and RTD were operational and equipped with readout electronics.
Charged and neutral particle energies are measured in the Uranium Calorime­
ter (UCAL) which is split into three parts, forward, barrel and rear (FCAL,
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BCAL, RCAL). The magnet yoke is instrum ented to act as a backing calorime­
ter (BAC) for energy deposits not fully contained in the UCAL, and also acts as 
a muon tagger. Muon detectors are installed on the inner (FMUI, BMUI, RMUI) 
and outer (BMUO, RMUO) surfaces of the BAC. Muons produced at small angles 
in the proton direction enter the Forward Muon Detector (FMUON). A toroidal 
1.7 T magnet within the FMUON improves their m om entum  measurement over 
th a t from the CTD and VXD alone.
Other components not shown in figure 3.3 provide small angle tagging for 
low momentum transfer processes. The Luminosity Monitor consists of two 
calorimeters, EDET and GDET, 35 and 107 m downstream in the e+ direction, 
which tag the e+ and 7  from bremsstrahlung interactions. The EDET is also 
used to tag photoproduction events. The Leading Proton Spectrom eter (LPS), 
which comprises a series of six silicon planes stationed between 24 and 90 m, tags 
events where the proton is scattered at low angles.
3.2.1 Inner Tracking D etectors
The tracking detectors were designed to provide reconstruction of final state  
particles with high position and momentum resolution over a wide angular range. 
In order to study heavy flavour production and to act as a probe for new physics, 
accurate prim ary and secondary vertex reconstruction was also required. A 
tracking trigger based on the prim ary vertex position was considered vital to 
reduce the number of accepted events from p beam gas interactions. This trigger 
is also desirable for retaining charged current events.
V ertex D etector
The VXD is a high precision drift chamber positioned between the beam pipe 
and CTD. It has an active length of 1.59 m and inner and outer active radii of 
99 and 142 mm respectively. There are 12 radial layers of sense wires, which 
form 120 drift cells in azim uth. The sense wires lie parallel to the VXD axis. 
A stainless steel flange houses the readout electronics at the rear of the VXD.
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All other walls are made from carbon fibre to minimise particle scattering and 
photon conversions.
The chamber is operated at an electric field of 2 kV /cm  and is flushed with 
DME gas. The angle between ionisation drift and the negative electric field 
direction (the Lorentz angle) is small, 5°. The small Lorentz angle in addition 
to the fact th a t the VXD axis is not coincident with the beam  axis means the 
left-right am biguity is solved without requiring tilted drift cells. The single hit 
resolution ranges from 50 p m  in the cell centre to 150 pm  at the cell edges.
Central Tracking D etector
The CTD is a cylindrical drift chamber, with an active volume 2m in length, 
extending between 190 and 785 mm radially from the HERA beamline. It provides 
tracking information for particles emerging in the polar angle range 15° to 154°. 
An octant of the CTD is shown in figure 3.4. The CTD contains concentric 
field and sense wire layers, which are grouped into 9 superlayers. The wires in 
odd superlayers are strung parallel to the ZEUS 2 -axis; these are called axial 
superlayers. Wires in even numbered superlayers lie at small angles (±5°) to 
the ZEUS 2 -axis; these are called stereo superlayers. Each superlayer is further 
divided into cells containing a plane of alternating sense and field wires, bounded 
on either side by a plane of field wires. There are 576 cells in total, each containing 
8 sense wires. The num ber of cells increases with superlayer num ber such tha t 
the maximum drift distance in any cell is ~  25 mm. Cells are ro tated  such tha t 
a radius vector at the cell centre would make an angle of 45° with the sense wire 
plane.
The CTD was flushed with a 85:8:7 m ixture of Ar:C02:C2H6 bubbled through 
ethanol. The gas was chosen due to its high drift velocity, typically 50 p m /n s  and 
results in a high Lorentz angle, 43°. The direction of the Lorentz angle is opposite 
to the sense plane tilt, to obtain azim uthal ionisation drift. This gives optim al 
resolution for high pt  tracks. The choice of a high drift velocity gas enables the 
CTD to participate in the First Level Trigger.
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Figure 3.4: An octant of the CTD.
Signals induced in the sense wires by charged particles ionising the CTD gas 
are read out by two electronic systems, the 2 -by-timing and r-(j> systems.
All wires in superlayer 1, and alternate wires in superlayers 3 and 5 are 
equipped with 2 -by-timing electronics. The tim e difference between pulses 
propagating in opposite directions along sense wires is used to measure the 2 - 
position of particle tracks with a resolution of 4 cm. This information allows 
the First Level Trigger to estim ate if an event contains tracks consistent with an 
e+p interaction at the nominal interaction point. P atte rn  recognition and track 
fitting also uses the 2 -by-timing information as an aid in determining the polar 
angle of tracks. The 2 -by-timing system is concentrated in inner superlayers to 
provide good acceptance for 2  measurement of tracks at extreme polar angles.
All sense wires are used in the r-(j) system. Each sense wire is read out by a 
flash-analogue-to-digital converter (FADC), into a 10 ps pipeline. If the first level
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trigger accepts an event the pipeline is frozen and the pulseheight spectrum  is 
read out by the data acquisition system. The drift tim e of a signal is determ ined 
by a constant-fraction algorithm and is measured relative to the HERA clock. 
The pulse height spectrum  can also be used for particle identification by d E /d x .
The 45° sense plane tilt allows easy resolution of the left-right ambiguity. The 
distance from the sense plane at which a charged particle created ionisation is 
calculated from the drift time and drift velocities. W hen reconstructed at the 
correct position the ‘h its’ form track segments in each superlayer lying along a 
helical track originating from the interaction point. If the hit is reconstructed on 
the wrong side of the sense plane, the resulting segment of ‘ghost’ hits neither 
points toward the interaction point, nor towards a segment in another superlayer. 
Due to the tilted sense planes, unambiguous assignment of tracks to  an event is 
accomplished. High pt  tracks cross at least one sense plane in each superlayer 
and therefore have at least one hit less than 96 ns. Furthermore, the assignment 
of hits to the wrong event means track segments lose hits outside cell boundaries 
and are discontinuous at the sense plane. The single hit resolution achieved for 
high pt  tracks perpendicular to the 2 -axis in 1994 was ar$ = 190 pm.  Stereo 
superlayers provide tracking information in the 2 -direction. The nominal single 
hit resolution in the 2 -direction for stereo superlayer hits is crz = 1.6 mm. The 
CTD gives an accuracy on track im pact param eters of 300 p m  over much of its 
polar angle coverage. This is improved by a factor of 2 to 3 when combined with 
the VXD tracking.
Forward and Rear Tracking D etectors
In order to provide angular coverage for track reconstruction at small and large 
polar angles where the CTD acceptance is low, three (one) planar drift chambers 
are installed in the forward (rear) directions. The Forward and Rear Tracking 
Detectors provide polar angle coverage for track reconstruction in the polar angle 
ranges 7.5° < 9° < 28° and 160° < 0° < 170° respectively. The asym m etry in the 
initial state e±p energies will produce dense jets in the forward direction. Hence
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three chambers were installed there to allow track reconstruction and linking to 
the CTD and VXD. The FTD chambers are separated by two 210 mm gaps which 
contain the Transition Radiation Detectors. The RTD improves measurement of 
the scattered e± angle in low momentum transfer DIS.
Each planar drift chamber has the same structure. Three layers of wires are 
strung perpendicular to the beam axis. Each successive layer is ro tated  by 120° 
with respect to the previous layer and contains cells of six sense wires. The sense 
wires are staggered by ±150 p m  with respect to the median line through the 
cell. This allows resolution of the left-right ambiguity at an early stage of track 
reconstruction. The drift chambers are flushed with A r/C H 4(50/50).
In the 1994 running period only the RTD was fully equipped with FADC 
readout electronics. The single hit resolution obtained was 160 pm  [47].
3.2.2 The Uranium Calorimeter
The aim of the Uranium Calorimeter is to enable accurate reconstruction of 
the kinematics and energy flow in an event, and thus good energy resolution 
and containment are required. It has to provide energy measurements for 
neutral particles not measured in the tracking detectors, in addition to charged 
particles produced inside and outside the acceptance of the tracking detectors. 
To compliment the tracking resolution the calorimeter was designed to provide 
good angular resolution to enable jet structure to be studied and separation of 
jets to be achieved. The UCAL is also designed to provide the main mode of 
triggering, by means of global energy sums, missing transverse energy sums, and 
identification of likely scattered e± candidates in DIS events.
The UCAL is divided into three distinct components.
• Forward calorimeter, FCAL, covering polar angles from 2.2° <  0 <  39.9°;
• Barrel calorimeter, BCAL, covering 26.7° < 6 < 129.1°;
• Rear calorimeter, RCAL, covering 128.1° <  0 <  176.5°;
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The to tal solid angle coverage is 99.8% in the forward and 99.5% in the rear 
hemispheres. Geometrical acceptance losses arise only from particles leaving the 
interaction region by the HERA beampipe.
Each of the three calorimeter components are built in a similar modular 
structure, the basis of which is a ‘tower’ of alternating depleted uranium  (DU) 
and plastic scintillator tiles. A typical FCAL module is shown in figure 3.5. Each 
calorimeter tower is divided into electromagnetic (EMC) and hadronic (HAC) 
sections. The DU and scintillator tiles are 3.3 cm (equivalent to 1 Xo1) and
2.6 cm thick respectively. The scintillator tile thickness was chosen to achieve 
‘com pensation’ which is discussed later. The DU tiles are clad with stainless steel 
of thickness 0.2 m m  (0.4 mm) in the EMC (HAC). This serves to reduce noise 
due to uranium  decays, while still allowing the uranium  to act as a calibration 
source.
The EMC is segmented into cells of dimension 5x20 cm2 and 10x20 cm2 in the 
FCAL and RCAL respectively. The EMC cells are 25 Xo deep, and have a nuclear 
interaction length of ~  1A 2. There are two HAC sections in the FCAL and BCAL, 
but only one in the RCAL, the HAC depth varying from ~  6A in the FCAL to 
~  3A in the RCAL. The larger HAC depth in FCAL and BCAL is required to 
contain showers from the greater number of highly energetic particles produced in 
the forward direction. Beam tests showed the HAC to contain 95% of the energy 
for 90% of all jets. The cells in FCAL and RCAL are non-projective in polar and 
azim uthal angle. In the BCAL, EMC and HAC cells are projective in azim uth. 
BCAL EMC cells are almost projective in polar angle. To prevent particles from 
escaping from the interaction point through gaps between the BCAL modules, 
BCAL modules are rotated by 2.5° away from the radial direction in azim uth.
Each calorimeter cell is read out on two sides by wavelength shifter plas­
tic scintillator bars which also operate as light guides connecting the cells to
1The radiation length of a material, Xo, is the distance at which the energies of e± and 7 ’s
in an electromagnetic shower are a fraction 1/e of the energy of the initiating particle.
2The nuclear interaction length, A, is the distance at which the energies of particles in a
shower induced by a hadron are a fraction 1/e of the initiating hadron’s energy.
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Figure 3.5: An FCAL module.
photom ultiplier tubes. The wavelength shifter contains a fluorescent dye chosen 
because its absorption and emission suitably matches the scintillator tile emission 
and photom ultiplier tube response, respectively. The use of scintillator and 
photomultipliers in the readout system gives fast pulse rise times and good tim ing 
resolution, crt =  500 +  1500/a/ E  ps for particles of energy, E,  in GeV. Thus, for 
a 10 GeV particle <jt ~  1 ns. This enables the calorimeter to be used in the 
trigger; events can be accepted or rejected depending on whether calorim eter 
tim ing signals are consistent with a physics or background event. Pile-up is 
avoided since pulses are shorter than the 96 ns bunch crossing interval.
The thicknesses of the depleted uranium and plastic scintillator tiles were
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chosen so th a t the UCAL is compensating; it gives an equal response to elec­
trons and hadrons of the same energy, and hence optim al energy resolution for 
hadronic showers. The energy resolution of hadronic calorimeters is worse than 
electrom agnetic calorimeters because statistical fluctuations in the 7r° content of 
hadronic showers result in variations of the nuclear and electromagnetic shower 
components. The shower of electrons, positrons and photons generated by 
an electrom agnetic particle contains essentially all the energy of the initiating 
particle. However, the shower generated by a hadron typically has 15 — 20 % 
energy less than  the initiating hadron. The energy lost is used for ^-production 
and overcoming nuclear binding energy in nuclear break-up.
By using depleted uranium  as absorber, it is possible to compensate for this 
energy loss. Slow neutrons produced in nuclear break-up undergo np  scattering 
in the scintillator producing recoil protons with low energy. These protons create 
regions of very high ionisation density in the scintillator, boosting the scintillation 
light output and therefore the measured shower energy. The nominal energy 
resolution of the UCAL is
for electrons, and
for hadrons. (E  is in GeV and © stands for addition in quadrature.)
3.2.3 Backing Calorimeter
The Backing Calorimeter consists of 3.7 cm thick aluminium proportional tube 
modules separated by 7.3 cm thick iron plates which provide the re turn  path  for 
the solenoid field. It provides additional energy measurement for showers not 
contained in the UCAL and also acts as part of the muon trigger in the bottom  
yoke where no muon chambers are present.
The energy deposited in the BAC is measured by the wires of the proportional 
tubes with an energy resolution for hadrons of cte/ E  ~  1/aJ~E. Position
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measurement is by alum inium  cathode pads. Three layers in the bottom  yoke 
are provided w ith special pads giving a spatial resolution of about 1mm along 
the  tubes. The m agnetisation of the iron by the solenoid return flux is weak 
and non-uniform. Therefore conducting coils are added which provide a toroidal 
m agnetic field of about 1.6 T enabling muon m om entum  measurement.
3.2.4 Lum inosity M onitor
The Luminosity Monitor [48] consists of two separate sampling calorimeters for 
detecting low angle scattered e+ and photons em itted by the brem sstrahlung 
process ep —> ep^f. The scattered e+ are detected in the electron detector (EDET) 
at 35 m from the interaction point, and brem sstrahlung photons in the photon 
detector (GDET) at a distance of 104 — 107 m from the interaction point as shown 
in figure 3.6.
Scattered e+ in the energy range 0.2Ee < E'e < 0.9Ee and 6 < 6 m rad are 
deflected out of the e± beam by the HERA m agnet system into the EDET. The 
EDET is stationed behind a stainless steel window in the e+ beam  pipe. It 
consists of a lead/scintillator sandwich calorimeter which measures the scattered 
e+ energy, and scintillator fingers to measure the position of the scattered electron.
The GDET detects bremsstrahlung photons em itted at angles 9 <  0.5 mrad 
down the proton beam-pipe leaving through a copper-beryllium window at a bend 
in the p beam-pipe 80 m from the interaction point. A carbon filter of thickness
0.5 — 3.5Ao absorbs synchrotron radiation. An air filled Cerenkov counter behind 
the carbon filter vetoes events where a photon has pair produced in the carbon 
filter. The photon energy is measured in a lead/scintillator sandwich calorim eter 
behind the Cerenkov counter. Two crossed planes of scintillator fingers at a depth 
of 7Xo in the calorimeter provide a m easurement of the photon position. The 
scintillator plates are read out by wavelength shifter bars and photom ultiplier 
tubes, the scintillator fingers by photodiodes.
The luminosity is determined from the Bethe-Heitler process, ep —> ep7 , by 
measuring the rate  of brem sstrahlung photons, R^  in the GDET. The cross-
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Figure 3.6: The layout of the Luminosity monitor.
section for this process, (Teh, is theoretically well known [49]. However, before 
converting the measured photon bremsstrahlung ra te  into a luminosity, the 
background rate  from e+ beam gas interactions has to be subtracted. This is done 
by measuring the rate of bremsstrahlung photons from e+pilot bunch crossings, 
Re-p i lo t  • The true rate of bremsstrahlung photons from the Bethe-Heitler process 
is then
R ep =  R 1 ~  Re-pilot  (3 .1)
^e—pilot
where I ep are the currents of the e+ bunches paired with p  bunches and I e- puot is 
the current in e+ pilot bunches. The luminosity is then determined by
C  =  (3 .2)
&BH
The luminosity monitor is also used to tag photoproduction events when the
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scattered e+ gives a signal in the EDET but there is no photon signal in the 
GDET. Radiative events are tagged by a photon signal in the GDET with the 
absence of an e+ signal in the EDET.
3.2.5 Background Rejection
O ut of tim e p beam induced background events are rejected using tim ing 
m easurements from a series of detectors stationed on the p beamline before 
the ZEUS detector. The VETOWALL at z = —7.3 m consists of an 87 cm 
thick iron wall with scintillator hodoscopes on each side. It protects the main 
detector from the p beam halo as well as providing timing measurements. The C5 
counter, a lead/scintillator counter at z = —3.2 m and the SRTD, a silicon pad 
tracking detector on the inner face of the RCAL provide tim ing m easurements for 
rejecting p beam induced events occurring between the VETOWALL and nominal 
interaction point.
3.3 T he ZEUS Trigger
Since bunch crossings occur every 96 ns the trigger has to  be capable of handling 
a ra te  of 10 MHz. The actual event rate from e+p interactions is expected to 
be ~  240 Hz dominated by photoproduction processes at a luminosity of 2 x 
1031 cm -2s-1 . This rate is swamped by background processes such as p beam-gas 
interactions, synchrotron radiation and cosmic rays which occur typically at the 
level of 105 Hz at the HERA design luminosity. ZEUS uses a three level trigger 
which reduces the rate from ~  105 Hz to < 5 Hz, the maxim um  speed with which 
events can be w ritten to tape.
The First Level Trigger (FLT) aims to reduce the rate  from ~  105 Hz to  ~  1 
kHz. FLT decisions are based mainly on UCAL and CTD information, but also 
use the F/BM UON, BAC, LUMI, LPS and VETOWALL. The FLT accepts events 
passing to tal energy, total transverse energy and missing energy sums calculated 
from the UCAL information, or which have a prim ary vertex consistent with an
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e+p  interaction as determined by the CTD z-by-timing tracking. Tracks found 
by the z-by-timing system are classified according to whether they do or do 
not point towards the prim ary vertex; tracks pointing to  the prim ary vertex are 
‘good’ tracks, otherwise they are called ‘any’ tracks. Less stringent UCAL and 
CTD requirements are placed on events tagged by the LUMI or LPS. Each FLT 
component has a 5 p,s pipeline which stores data from every bunch crossing. After
2.6 p,s every component sends a decision to the Global First Level Trigger, which 
accepts or rejects events 4.4 p,s after the event entered the pipeline. Accepted 
events are then sent to the Second Level Trigger.
The Second Level Trigger (SLT) analyses in more detail events passing the 
FLT. At an input rate of 1 kHz the SLT aims to reduce the background rate  
by a factor of 10. More accurate calculations than are possible at the FLT are 
made on parallel transputers. The UCAL SLT calculates similar energy sums 
to the FLT but uses individual cells in the calculation. Calorimeter tim ing is 
also used to discriminate between physics and background events. The Global 
Second Level Trigger (GSLT) combines results of second level component triggers, 
passing accepted events to the Event Builder.
The Event Builder combines data from each component for analysis by the 
Third Level Trigger (TLT) which runs on a farm of SGI workstations. The TLT 
runs a simplified version of the offline reconstruction code, providing for example, 
a full 3d track and vertex fit and je t finding. According to the results of the 
reconstruction the TLT identifies potentially good events, reducing an input rate 
of ~  100 Hz to an output rate  of 3-5 Hz. Events passing the TLT are sent over 
a high speed optical line to an IBM mainframe which writes them  to tape.
3.4 ZEUS D etector  S im ulation  and R econ stru c­
tion  Software
Apart from providing predictions of physics at HERA, Monte Carlos are used 
to understand effects due to detector response in the data. This is achieved by
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treating the output from an event generator as though it were actual da ta  from 
a real e+p collision and analysing it with the same software used for actual data. 
The event simulation procedure has three stages.
Z D IS  The ZEUS interface to Monte Carlo generators. The output of this stage 
consists of particles and their 4-vectors. This information is kept through 
the whole detector simulation and event reconstruction process to  allow an 
understanding of how the observed distributions in the data are related to 
the true generated distributions.
M O Z A R T  The final state particles produced by ZDIS are propagated through 
the components of the ZEUS detector. The GEANT [50] package simulates 
the effects of the magnetic field, particle energy loss and multiple scattering 
on the generated particles. The output from this stage contains for example 
raw hits in the CTD and energy deposits in the UCAL which can then be 
used in the full event reconstruction.
Z G A N A  The ZEUS trigger simulation.
3.4.1 Event Reconstruction
Events are reconstructed by the program ZEPHYR. It uses as input either ‘real’ 
events recorded by the ZEUS detector, or Monte Carlo events which have been 
processed by the detector simulation, MOZART, and the trigger simulation, 
ZGANA. ZEPHYR reconstructs events in several phases.
P h a s e  1 The calibrated raw data  in each component is used to give physics 
information, for example, tracks in the CTD and VXD and cell energies in 
the UCAL.
P h a se  2 Global aspects of the event reconstruction are performed, for example, 
linking tracks in the different tracking chambers, and matching tracks to 
energy deposits in the UCAL.
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P h a s e  3 Combines measurements from several detectors to provide a more 
detailed understanding of an event and is intended for running standard 
analysis algorithms, such as e+ identification routines and je t finders. In 
1994 only e+ finder algorithms were ran in phase 3.
D S T  se le c tio n  The outcome of the event reconstruction is analysed by a physics 
filter routine and used to set DST (D ata Summary Tape) bits to  classify 
events. These allow quick selection of events during analysis by identifying 
events which, for example, contain a high transverse energy jet.
T rack  R e c o n s tru c tio n
The K °  reconstruction algorithm employed in this analysis uses as its input, 
tracks from the reconstruction program VCTRAK [51]. In the first stage of the 
track reconstruction pa ttern  recognition is performed which identifies candidate 
tracks. The second stage determines particle trajectories by a helix fit to the 
candidate tracks.
The pattern  recognition stage starts track candidates from a segment of three 
axial seed hits in an outer CTD superlayer. Axial layer hits are added as the 
candidate trajectory  is extended inwards. To guide the trajectory  inwards a 
broad virtual hit at x = y = 0 is used. Hits from the z-by-timing system  are 
m atched to the resulting trajectory to estim ate the intercept and slope of the 
track with respect to the ^-direction. Stereo superlayer hits are then m atched to 
the track by interpolating the circular trajectory between axial superlayers.
Track candidates are then fitted to a 5-parameter helix model by extrapolating 
the trajectory provided by the pattern  recognition outwards from the innermost 
hit. From the helix fit determ ined at one layer, the distance between the 
extrapolated track and the measured hit at the next layer is calculated. This 
provides an estim ate of the error on the next point on the trajectory, to  which 
the helix fit is applied. The process of extrapolating the track outwards and 
repeating the helix fit is performed until the final hit on the track has been used.
The track fit calculates a covariance m atrix for use in the prim ary vertex fit.
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Coulomb scattering in m aterial between the interaction region and the innermost 
hit is included in this m atrix.
Prim ary V ertex Fit
The prim ary event vertex is determined using a perigee fitting technique [52]. 
The perigee of a track is the point of closest approach to the nominal vertex 
point in the r</> plane. In the vertex fit tracks are considered as occupying regions 
in space defined by their track param eters and errors. A weighted mean of the 
perigee positions of the tracks can then be used to identify the actual prim ary 
vertex position of the event. The vertex fit has three stages:
1. Only tracks which reached superlayer 1 in the CTD and are consistent with 
production at the beamline are used.
2. A simple vertex fit is performed by calculating the weighted centre-of- 
gravity of the selected tracks. Tracks which contribute a large am ount to 
the vertex y 2 are removed from the fit, which is repeated until an acceptable 
X2 is reached.
3. The resulting prim ary vertex candidate is used in a full vertex fit which 
solves for the final vertex position then refits tracks, constraining them  to 
the prim ary vertex.
Chapter 4
CTD Calibration
4.1 In troduction
In order to precisely reconstruct charged particle tracks, the CTD has to be 
accurately calibrated. In this chapter an iterative algorithm for calibrating the 
CTD r  — <f) system based on the least squares m ethod is presented. The calibration 
constants are defined in section 4.2 and the m ethod is explained in section 4.3. 
Monte Carlo test results proving the reliability of the m ethod are presented in 
section 4.4. Results obtained from ZEUS data are given in section 4.5.
4.2 T he C alibration  C onstants
W hen traversing the CTD a high energy charged particle loses energy by ionising 
the gas along its path. In any given cell, the ionisation drifts onto a sense wire 
inducing a signal which is recorded by the CTD readout electronics. The time 
taken by the ionisation to drift onto the sense wire, the drift tim e, is the only 
free variable used to reconstruct a ‘h it’, the position where ionisation occurred. 
Three calibration constants affect the position at which a hit is reconstructed.
Drift tim e is measured relative to the bunch crossing tim e defined by the 
HERA clock. The tim e for a signal to propagate through the CTD and its readout 
electronics before arriving at the FADC’s is therefore included in the drift time.
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In addition, if an e+p collision occurs at a position other than the nominal ZEUS 
interaction point then a tim e offset is incurred in all drift tim e measurements. 
This naturally occurs because of the p bunch length, or, if the e+p  bunches do 
not cross in synchronisation with the HERA clock. To determ ine the true  drift 
tim e, a tim e offset, t0, in the measured drift tim e has therefore to be taken into 
account.
From the measured drift time, the drift distance //,• of a hit can be calculated 
from the time-to-distance relationship
rti
Pi = f  v(t)dt (4-1)
Jo
where v(t)  is the drift velocity at a distance corresponding to drift tim e from a 
sense wire. Using the Lorentz equation for motion of charged particles in electric 
and magnetic fields and assuming tha t the ionisation drift velocity, t>o, is constant, 
it can be shown th a t [53]
p ( _  E x B  ( E ' B ) - B  ,
v° = I t S h  e + — wr + Ip  “  t  )  (4-2)
where lj =  — r  is the mean tim e between collisions of the ionisation and gas 
molecules, and p = jjj is the electron’s mobility. For perpendicular electric and 
magnetic fields, E  =  ( ^ , 0 , 0 )  and B =  (0,0, B z), as in the ZEUS CTD,
Vx =  p E x 1+u,2t 2 ? vy — ~ p E Xl+u2 T 2 5 vz =  0 ^
so th a t the drift velocity is,
vo =  p E x /- l —=  (4.4)
V l T
The calibration m ethod assumes a constant drift velocity so the tim e-to-distance 
relationship is simply pi =  v0ti.
Having calculated the drift distance, a h it’s position can be fully reconstructed 
if the ionisation drift direction is known. From equation 4.3 it can be seen tha t 
the ionisation drifts at an angle with respect to the electric field such tha t
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t a n $ L  =  l o t . 0l  is known as the Lorentz Angle. Rearranging, to express $ l  in 
term s of the drift velocity and applied fields gives,
tan  $l = —J r  (4.5)Jb
The reconstruction uses the planar drift approximation [54], in which ionisation 
drift is assumed to occur in a plane of negligible thickness, at the angle 0l with 
respect to the negative electric field vector.
4.3 C alibration  M eth od
The aim of the calibration m ethod is to find the values of the calibration constants 
which produce tracks tha t best fit the hits in the CTD. This is performed by a
least squares minimisation of the residuals, i.e. by minimising
5  =  £ (  J ) 2 (4.6)
i=l ^
Charged
particle
5> 0
Sense wire plane
8<0
Figure 4.1: Definition of the residual.
The sum runs over hits associated with tracks. The residual, as shown in 
figure 4.1, is the distance between the hit and the track reconstructed without 
tha t hit. Hits at azim uthal angles above(below) the sense wire plane are defined 
to have positive(negative) drift distances. This sign convention means hits at 
azim uthal angles above(below) tracks have positive(negative) residuals.
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For small differences between the true calibration constants, t0true , v 
6Ltrue, and the constants used in the hit reconstruction t '0, Vq, and 0'L 
make a Taylor expansion of equation 4.6, giving,
O f j  ' \  Cfj. n \ c j . 8 S  c cn
* (^ 0^5 v0> ®l ) — Uo, 0l ) +  7 7 ^ 0  T o — $ v 0 T  +OlQ UVq Oul
1 r d 2 S c , 2  a  & S  c ,  c o  d 2 S  C/1
0 IT T h —  0 0 LTTTTcT 0 L +  • •  • )2 a t o dtodvQ d t od0L
The best estim ates of t0 , u0 and 6l are given by minimising 4.6,
dS   n dS   n dS   a
dt0 ~  ’ d„n ~  ’ dOr ~vo L
which is equivalent to solving for 8t0 , 8vo and 8$l in the equation,
( d2S
dti
d2s  d2s
d2S ____
dtodvo dtodOi,d2s W  St0 N
d2s
d vod to  dvfi dvo dOj^
d2S d2S d2S
\  ddLdto dOidvo dd2L J
8 V0 
86l
(  ds_ \
dto 
dS
dvo
dS 
\  Ml
The  residual is expected to have the form [54, 55],
8i — v08t0 +  ti8vo +  \m\ cot ^[86l
where
• ti =  drift tim e for the ith  hit.
•  fi{ =  drift distance of the zth hit.
m — angle between nominal electron drift direction and track
• 8to = to — tQUe = m iscalibration of to
• 8v o = v 'q — v lQUe =  miscalibration of vq
• 86l = 0'L — 6t£ ue = m iscalibration of
Jrue and 
one can
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
The first two terms represent the error in position caused by assuming a 
linear time-to-distance relation. The third term  represents the error in the h it’s
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Figure 4.2: Contribution to the residual from a miscalibrated Lorentz angle.
position caused by reconstructing with the wrong drift direction as can be seen 
from Figure 4.2.
Differentiating 4.6 and 4.10 then substituting in 4.9 gives
/
£ 2 .1  ( ^ )  
U 2 '
E n  ( wolwl  c o tip '-  x \  /i=l I ----  )
E n  (  t i  |Mi I c° t  i/'i \t = l l  a?  )
£ ? =1( ^ ) 2
E L iC ’f ) ( £ 2 . i ( * ‘)
E n  ( vo l/^ iI c° t  \  i  ii\H-i\co t tp - \  \ -^n  /  I I  c °t ■j/'v n2* = i l  ^ --------- )  2 ^ i = i  I — ^ — ) Z ^ i = i t — - — L)
(
S t0
S v0
s e L
£ “= i ( ^ f )
£ 2 . i ( ^ )
E n  ( |Mi I c° t  V'.- \i=l f ^---  )
(4.11)
or in m atrix  notation, H 6a  =  q
The m atrix elements were evaluated by summing over hits associated with 
tracks. The track reconstruction gave all hits the same weight, This is 
reasonable because to a first approximation, errors on hits will depend on the 
chamber properties rather than  the hit itself. To avoid systematic effects which
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influence the reconstructed hit positions, the following cuts were applied:-
• Track number of degrees of freedom > 30. This means only hits belonging 
to long, well measured tracks were used.
• As the expression used for the residual, equation 4.10 was not valid for 
stereo superlayer hits, only axial superlayer hits were used.
• \fii\ > 0.8cm and fJ,max ~  \pi\ > 0.3cm where fimax is the m aximum drift 
distance for the hit wire. These cuts limited hits to the uniform field region 
of a drift cell where the residuals were well understood [56].
•  Only hits in the region \Az\ < 50cm and in the first 5 superlayers were 
used. The axial magnetic field is uniform to within 2% in this region [57].
•  To avoid using badly reconstructed hits |<S;| <  0.2cm.
• Hits with only ^-by-timing information were not used.
A polynomial correction function was used in the hit reconstruction to remove 
a system atic effect in the drift distance determ ination for hits on tracks with 
extrem e tj) values [56]. The corrected drift distance was used to evaluate a 
corrected drift tim e from t{ = fii/v0, with which the m atrix elements were 
evaluated.
The calibration procedure was performed iteratively. Starting with either an 
uncalibrated sample of data events, or a sample of MC events, corrections to  the 
calibration constants were determined. These were applied within the program 
which determined a new set of corrections. The error in each calibration constant 
was obtained from the corresponding entry on the main diagonal of H -1 .
4 .4  M onte Carlo Tests
The calibration method was tested using 1000 events each containing a single fi~ 
or / i + , generated by the ZEUS detector simulation program, MOZART. The test
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was to obtain the true values of the calibration constants when the reconstruction 
was started  from incorrect values.
MOZART generated the events with the following calibration constant values.
t0 = 0.0 dsp units, u0 =  47 /rni/ns, 0l = 45° (4-12)
Since system atic effects were not modelled in the detector simulation the i/>' drift 
distance correction function was not applied in the hit reconstruction. However, 
the cuts listed in section 4.3 were applied, in order to provide a realistic test of 
the calibration procedure.
4.4.1 Null Test
The aim of this test is to prove the calibration procedure was not significantly 
biased towards any calibration constant values. The test was performed starting 
the track reconstruction with the true MOZART calibration constants. Figure 4.3 
shows tha t no significant corrections to the calibration constants were found and 
the calibration was stable. Small systematic shifts in t0 and $l were observed. 
The observed shift was A ( t0) =  0.1 dsp units. Subsequent analysis [58] has shown 
this to be due to a spurious correlation between to and tan 6l • The system atic 
shift in tan $l can be assigned to non-uniformity of the axial magnetic field. 
The magnetic field non-uniformity was at most ~  —2 % corresponding to 
a variation in tan0£ , 1 < tan#L < 1.02. This meant the calibration m ethod 
determ ined an average value of tan0£, over the volume of the CTD \z\ <  50 cm, 
r  <  51 cm. A small positive system atic shift of at most 2 % in the calculated 
tan  9l value is therefore expected. The observed shift was A(tan0£,) =  0.013.
4.4.2 £o Test
The results obtained calibrating from a wrong value of t0 are shown in Figure 4.4. 
The initial value of t0 was t0 = 2 dsp units with u0 and 0l set at their true values. 
After two iterations the calibration constants were observed to have converged to 
the true values within error.
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Figure 4.3: Calibration test using the true calibration constant values. No overall corrections
to the calibration constants were calculated.
4.4.3 vq Test
The results obtained calibrating from a wrong value of u0 are shown in Figure 4.5. 
The initial value of uo was v0 = 50 /zm/ns with to and Ol set at their true values. 
After two iterations the calibration constants were observed to have converged to 
the true values within error.
4.4.4 Ol  Test
The results obtained calibrating a wrong value of Ol are shown in Figure 4.6. 
The initial value of Ol was tan  Ol  — 1-05 with t 0 and i>o set at their true values. 
After one iteration the calibration procedure calculated tan  Ol = 1.028 ±  0.02. 
No significant change was found a t the next iteration, and it naively appeared
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Figure 4 .4: Calibration test with the initial calibration constant values t o  =  2.0 dsp units,
i>o =  47 fim/ns,  and tan Ol =  1.0.
th a t the calibration m ethod had failed this test. However, as explained in 4.4.1 
the magnetic field non-uniformity means the calibration procedure actually 
determines a value of tan0£  averaged over the chamber volume. The value of 
tan  6l obtained in this test after one iteration is consistent with the average 
value obtained in 4.4.1.
4.4.5 Full Test
The results obtained when all the calibration constants were set at a wrong value 
are shown in Figure 4.7. The initial values of the calibration constants were
t0 = —1.5 dsp units, u0 =  50 //m /ns, tan0£  =  0.93 (4.13)
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Figure 4.5: Calibration test with the initial calibration constant values t o  =  0.0 dsp units,
wo =  50 /im /ns, and tanfh, =  1.0.
After two iterations the calibration constants were observed to have converged to 
the true values within error.
It is interesting to note in the calibration test shown in figure 4.7, to and 
Uo calibrated on the first iteration while calibrated on the second iteration. 
This is due to the fact tha t 6l calibration is mostly affected by hits at large 
drift distances or extreme values of ip'. Because the calibration constants used 
in the first iteration were very different from their true values many of these hits 
were either not reconstructed on tracks, or failed the drift distance selection cuts 
and were therefore not used by the calibration procedure. This can be seen in 
figure 4.8 where the number of recontructed hits passing the selection cuts and 
the mean drift distance of these hits are plotted against iteration. The num ber 
of reconstructed hits and the mean hit drift distance increase with each iteration
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Figure 4.6 : Calibration test with the initial calibration constant values t o  =  0.0 dsp units,
vq =  47 f im/ns ,  and tan0£ =  1.05.
so th a t the hits necessary for calibrating Ol, were used.
4.4.6 M onte Carlo Test Conclusions
Taking into account systematic effects, no significant difference was observed 
between the values of the calibration constants used in the detector simulation 
and the calibration constants calculated by this calibration method.
4.5 C alibration  o f D ata
The output from calibration of run 10020 is shown in Figure 4.9 The $  drift 
distance correction was applied. Hits used to determ ine the m atrix  elements were 
subject to identical cuts applied in the Monte Carlo tests. Only small changes in
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Figure 4.7: Calibration test with the initial calibration constant values to =  —1.5 dsp units,
vo = 50 fim/ns, and tan#£ =  0.93
the calibration constants relative to the default values were found.
The r  — <f> resolution, oy^, is plotted as a function of iteration in Figure 4.10. 
After the first iteration oy  ^ improved, then remained stable at 288 /mi.
4.6 C onclusions
A global CTD calibration program based on the least-squares minimisation 
procedure has been developed. Tests on simulated data  have proven the m ethod 
reproduces the true calibration constants accurately. W hen applied to real data  
the calibration constants and r — (j> resolution obtained were compatible with 
values obtained from the official calibration procedure.
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Figure 4.8: The number of hits passing the selection cuts, and mean magnitude of their
drift distance as a function of iteration. The initial calibration constant values were to =  
— 1.5 dsp units, =  50 fim/ns, and tanf?£, =  0.93. After three iterations all hits which had 
failed the cuts due to using the wrong calibration constants had been recovered.
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Figure 4 .9: Calibration of data taken during run 10020. The only significant correction
occurred at the first iteration.
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Figure 4.10: The resolution obtained for run 10020 as a function of iteration.
Chapter 5 
Hard Photoproduction Event 
Selection
The m ethod by which hard photoproduction events were selected from the 
1994 data  sample is described in this chapter. To ensure the selected events 
contain a hard interaction, events were required to contain a high E t  je t. The 
je t finding algorithm used is described in section 5.1. The kinem atic region 
in which photoproduction events were selected is then defined in section 5.2. 
The trigger criteria and background rejection cuts used to select the sample of 
hard photoproduction events in the analysis are described in sections 5.3 to  5.6. 
The residual contam ination from processes other than hard photoproduction is 
evaluated in section 5.7, and the PYTHIA Monte Carlo is shown to adequately 
describe general event properties in section 5.8
5.1 Jet R econstruction
Jets were reconstructed using a standard ZEUS cone algorithm jet finder, EU- 
CELL [59], which satisfies the Snowmass convention [60]. Cone algorithms 
reconstruct jets by searching for groups of particles or calorimeter energy deposits 
w ithin a specified cone which have a transverse energy above a threshold value. 
EUCELL reconstructed jets either from energy deposits in the UCAL cells as
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m easured in ZEUS data or in events passed through the detector simulation, 
which will be referred to as UCAL jets, or from the four vectors of final state 
particles produced by the Monte Carlo simulation, which will be referred to as 
hadron level jets or hadron jets throughout this thesis. The je t finder operated 
in rj — <j) space so tha t its results were invariant with respect to  a boost along the 
^-direction.
The procedure for reconstructing jets was the same for UCAL and hadron 
level jets:-
1 . S tarting at a high pseudorapidity value, r}max =  3.5 and going in the 
direction of decreasing 77, preclusters of UCAL cells formed from arrays 
of 3 x 3 cells (‘windows’) with to tal transverse energy Ef£eclus >  E ^ ed were 
searched for in 77—$ space. An E j ed value of 1 GeV was used in this analysis. 
To reduce effects of radioactive noise from the DU absorber m aterial in the 
calorimeter cells with energies E e m c  > 60 MeV and E h a c  > 1 1 0  MeV in 
the EMC and HAC sections of the UCAL were used to form the preclusters. 
The initial je t direction was taken as (rjpreclus, (j)Preclus  ^ given by the cell at 
the precluster centre.
2. The to tal transverse energy deposited in UCAL cells within the radius
R = yJ(rji -  T)Preclus)2 +  (<t>i -  (f)Preclusy -  } 
was calculated according to
£ “ '“  =  £ £ , s i n 0 ;  (5.1)
i
where E{ were the cell energies and i}i, <t>i and $i were the pseudorapidity, 
azim uthal and polar angles of cell centres with respect to the prim ary vertex 
coordinate.
3. The je t axis was evaluated from the cells within the cone radius according 
to
cone _  E t Enrji 
^ Ej?ne
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icone _  Hi Erifc
E!j?ne
4. Stages 2  and 3 were repeated until the distance between the je t axes at each 
iteration, A R  <  0.01, or until 15 iterations had been performed.
5. If E ^ ne > E to the UCAL cells formed a jet. A transverse energy threshold 
value E to >  6  GeV was used at the je t reconstruction stage in this analysis. 
The total jet energy and m omentum components were then calculated from,
E cone =  E . E u  pcone  =  £ .  cog
(5.2)
Py0ne = Hi Ei sin (j) sin 0, P czone = £,• E { cos 6 
The reconstructed jets were therefore not massless.
6. Jets were reconstructed in order of decreasing Ex- During each scan of the 
window over the calorimeter, if a je t had a higher E t  than a previously 
reconstructed jet, the previous jet information was overwritten with the 
new reconstructed jet information. If the je t had lower E t  than  other 
reconstructed jets its information was also saved, but could be overwritten 
at a later stage. The algorithm returned to stage 1, continuing from the 
next 3x3 array of cells.
7. After the window had scanned over all calorimeter cells in the pseudorapid­
ity range 3.5 > rj > —3, cells contained in the reconstructed jet cone(s) were 
removed from the list of calorimeter cells to be used in je t reconstruction and 
the reconstructed jets were perm anently stored. The algorithm returned to 
stage 1 , and scanned through the calorimeter starting from rjmax, looking for 
more jets. This loop was repeated until no more reconstructed jets above 
the E t  threshold were found.
5.2 D efin ition  o f K inem atic R egion
The choice of kinematic region from which hard photoproduction events are se­
lected for this analysis is motivated by previous studies on hard photoproduction
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data  selection [61] and the ZEUS inclusive jet measurem ent [21, 62]. For the 
analysis presented in this thesis, particle production is studied in events with jets 
of
E $ ad >  8  GeV and \pHAD\ <  0.5 (5.3)
in the kinematical region
0.2 < y <  0.85 and Q2 < 4 GeV2 (5.4)
where E ^ ad and rjHAD refer to jets reconstructed at the final state hadron level 
in the Monte Carlo. The hadron jet and kinematic selection criteria define a 
region which is largely free from non-photoproduction background processes and 
where the acceptance and purity  correction factors determ ined in [2 1 ] were not 
large.
To select events measured in the ZEUS detector which correspond closely to 
the kinem atic region defined by equations 5.3 and 5.4 the response of the UCAL 
was studied with a sample of resolved and direct PYTHIA events. Figures 5.1 
and 5.2 show the E t  and rj resolution of ‘m atching’ UCAL and hadron level jets. 
Hadron level and UCAL jets were considered to be m atching if,
A R  = r,UCAL -  nHADY  + (4>UCAL -  <j>HAD)2 <  1 (5.5)
where r]UCAL, (j)UCAL and rjHAD,<f>HAD were the UCAL and hadron level je t axes 
respectively. W hen two reconstructed jets satisfied the above criterion the UCAL 
je t closest to the hadron level je t was chosen. For both direct and resolved events a 
system atic shift of -13 % is observed in E j<cal with respect to  E ^ ad in figure 5.1. 
This was observed in [21], and is due to several effects, such as, energy losses of 
particles in dead m aterial before interacting in the UCAL and low px  particles 
failing to reach the UCAL surface because of the effect of the magnetic field on 
their trajectory. No significant shift is observed in rjUCAL with respect to rjHAD in 
figure 5.2. So to take account of the 13 % difference between the energy scales of 
hadron level and reconstructed jets, inclusive je t events with at least one UCAL 
jet satisfying
e u c a l  >  ?  G e y  i n  \v u c a l \ <  0>5
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were used in this analysis.
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Figure 5.1: E j <c a l  resolution in direct events (a) and resolved events (b).
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Figure 5.2: r)U C A L  resolution in direct events (a) and resolved events (b).
The m easurement of y was also observed to suffer from the effects of particle 
energy loss in dead m aterial in front of the calorimeter in [21, 63]. Figure 5.3 shows 
the resolution of yjB,  when compared to yLUMi and also the resolution in yjB vs. 
Vl u m i  i n  the data sample selected in this chapter, y j s  was calculated from the 
reconstructed UCAL cell energy deposits (including any DIS e+ candidates) and
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Vl u m i  from the energy of the scattered e+ in the LUMI EDET. Vl um i  was shown 
to measure accurately the true value of y in [21, 63]. The mean reconstructed value 
of yjB  is observed to be 20 % lower than Vl u m i • The deviation from linearity 
at low vlumi  is a result of a trigger threshold described in the next section, 
while at high vlumi  it is a result of particle losses down the rear beam pipe. To 
a good approximation, hard photoproduction events from the kinem atic region 
corresponding to equation 5.4 were selected by requiring,
0.15 < vjb <  0.7 (5.7)
It will be shown in section 5.7.2 tha t this cut also reduces the num ber of DIS 
events selected in the data to a negligible fraction.
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Figure 5.3: Resolution of y j s  with respect to Vl u m i  (left) and resolution of y j s  as a function
o f  v l u m i -
5.3 Trigger
Events were required to satisfy the following trigger slots/branches.
• FLT CALgTRK94. This is an .OR. of five FLT slots in coincidence 
with a CTD z-by-timing track pointing to the nominal vertex. The five
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contributing FLT slots placed conditions on global or regional energy sums 
which are given in table 5.1. The beam-gas background rate is reduced 
in three of the FLT slots by excluding the ring of calorimeter cells closest 
to the beampipe. High trigger thresholds are set so th a t photoproduction 
events which contain a hard scattering are selected from the m ajority  of soft 
photoproduction events. Events with a tim ing signal in the VETO WALL, 
C5, or SRTD consistent with p beam induced background events were 
rejected.
• SLT High Et. Events were required to satisfy E  — pz > 12 GeV and pz/ E  < 
0.95, where E  = Yli Ei is the sum of calorimeter cell energies and pz =
E{Cos6i is the total longitudinal momentum, 0t- being evaluated at the 
centre of each cell with respect to the nominal interaction point as tracking 
information was not available at the SLT in 1994. Both sums exclude cells 
within 10° of the FCAL beampipe hole.
• TLT One or Dijet. The TLT selected events with jets identified using a 
modified version of the cone jet finder described in section 5.1. The jet 
finder was modified to increase its speed; it sought any je t above threshold 
and did not perform the iterative stages. The one je t branch required 
at least one je t satisfying E t  > 6.5 GeV.AND.2 < rjJET <  2.5 .OR. 
E t  > 5.5 GeV.AND.r]JET <  2. The dijet branch required two or more 
jets each satisfying either E t  > 4.0 GeV.AND.2 < rjJET < 2.5 .OR. 
E t  > 3.5 G e V .A N D y ET < 2.
•  DST One or Dijet. In addition to the above criteria the DST filter required 
the calorimeter timing to satisfy t r > —6 ns, t f  — t r <  6 ns and th a t the 
event had a prim ary vertex with 114t f  +  zvtx\ <  60 cm.
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Trigger Meaning Threshold (MeV)
CAL_E Total calorimeter energy 14968
EMC_E EMC energy excluding forward beampipe region 10068
Et Transverse energy excluding forward beampipe region 11574
BEM C.E BCAL EMC energy 3404
REMC.E RCAL EMC energy excluding rear beampipe region 2032
Table 5.1: FLT triggers, and energy thresholds contributing to the FLTgTRK94 slot.
5.4 P relim inary E vent Sam ple
Events were selected from a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 
2.65 pb -1 , 648156 events satisfied the trigger and filter criteria. Requiring at
least one je t to satisfy the criteria of section 5.1 reduced this sample to 51739
events. Of these, 8549 events contained a e+ with E  > 5 GeV in the LUMI EDET 
monitor. In the following sections these events will be referred to as the LUMI 
tagged sample.
5.5 D etecto r  O peration
In addition to the cuts outlined below, events were required to pass the EVTAKE 
routine. EVTAKE required that:
•  the CTD high voltage was fully on and there were no large dead regions in 
the CTD;
• the solenoid m agnet was on;
• the calorimeter was operating, and did not contain a large num ber of
neighbouring dead cells; and,
• the luminosity monitor was on.
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5.6 B ackground R ejection
Under the assumption th a t LUMI tagged events constituted a background free 
sample of e+p physics events, background rejection cuts were established by 
comparing distributions of quantities in the inclusive je t sample and the LUMI 
tagged sample. The cuts are listed in this section in the same order as they were 
applied in the analysis.
5.6.1 Radiative Event Rejection
Radiative photoproduction events were removed by requiring less than  2 GeV 
energy deposited in the LUMI GDET.
5.6.2 Primary Vertex Position
The prim ary vertex zvtx coordinate distribution for the inclusive je t and LUMI 
tagged samples are shown in figure 5.4. Vertices were required to be well 
reconstructed with x 2/ nctf <  10 . Both event samples have a similar Gaussian 
shape in the region — 30 <  zvtx < 30 cm. The tails above and below this region 
can be attribu ted  to p  beam gas interactions by comparing with the distribution 
from p pilot bunches. The LUMI tagged sample was well fit by a Gaussian with 
mean < z > =  3.5 cm and standard deviation, az — 10.4 cm. Events were required 
to satisfy a 4(7* cut on the prim ary vertex ^-coordinate:
—37 <  z <  45 cm (5-8)
5.6.3 Proton Beam  Gas Rejection
Events originating from proton beam gas interactions produce many high momen­
tum  tracks in the proton direction associated with a prim ary vertex upstream  of 
the detector. The num ber of well measured tracks attributable  to an upstream  p
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Figure 5.4: Primary vertex distributions for all events (solid histogram) and for LUMI tagged 
events (dashed histogram). The results of Gaussian fits to the central range of the distributions 
and limits of the zvtx selection cut are also shown.
beam background event, ribad, was defined as the num ber of tracks satisfying 
pT > 0.15 GeV, 5° <  9 <  70°, zhelix < - 7 5  cm
(5.9)
ndf  ^  20, riax 5, riste ^  h
where Zhelix is the ^-coordinate of the point of closest approach of the track to 
the z-axis, and nax and nste are the number of axial and stereo layer hits on the 
track, respectively.
Figure 5.5 shows the ribad distributions for the inclusive je t and LUMI tagged 
event samples. Both samples show a peak at low values of ribad, however there is a 
tail in the inclusive je t sample, not present in the LUMI tagged sample. The ribad 
distribution for events originating from p pilot bunches is also shown in figure 5.5 
and is similar in shape to the inclusive je t sample at ribad >  4. The tail in the 
inclusive je t sample is therefore attributable to p beam gas events. An event was 
accepted if it satisfied,
ribad < 4 (5.10)
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Figure 5.5: The number of bad tracks in all events (solid histogram), LUMI tagged (dashed 
histogram), and unpaired p bunch events (dash dotted histogram). The vertical line at rn,aci = 4 
denotes the upper limit of the event selection cut.
5.6.4 DIS Event Rejection
To lim it the event sample to photoproduction interactions, DIS events were 
rejected by anti-tagging scattered positrons. Scattered e+ candidates were 
identified in the UCAL by the difference in their shower shape from muons and 
hadrons by a standard ZEUS electron finder, ELEC5 [64]. Figure 5.6 shows a 
plot of yjB vs. ye for events containing a e+ candidate. In this analysis y j s  
was calculated from a sum over all particles in an event, and so included any e+ 
candidate. This is different from DIS analyses where the sum does not include 
the e+ candidate. Events are observed to particularly populate two regions in 
figure 5.6(a).
• A band at high ye extending over the range of y j s  values. This arises from 
photoproduction events where a ‘positron’ has been found. These positrons 
usually arise from misidentified 7r° decays, from low energy ^  showers or 
from semi-leptonic decays. Since they usually have low energy, ye has a
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high value.
• A cluster of events at y j s  > 0.7 and low ye due to DIS. Energy and 
m om entum  conservation gives yjB =  1 for a fully contained, perfectly 
reconstructed DIS event, but the finite calorimeter energy resolution, energy 
losses of particles in dead m aterial before the calorimeter and particle losses 
down the beampipe degrade the yjB measurement.
A plot of yjB vs. ye is shown for events where a scattered e+ is found in the 
LUMI EDET in figure 5.6(b). The LUMI tagged events populate the high ye 
region with very few events in the region y j s  >  0.7.
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Figure 5.6: Correlation plots of y j s  vs. y e for all events (a) and LUMI tagged events (b),
containing a e+ reconstructed in the UCAL.
Figure 5.7 shows a plot of ye for events containing a scattered positron with
E e+ >  5 GeV. The distribution from the inclusive je t sample extends over the
full range of ye, while the LUMI tagged sample does not extend below ye ~  0.7.
DIS events were therefore removed by rejecting events containing a scattered 
positron with
E e+ > 5 GeV and ye < 0.7 (5.11)
and by also requiring
Vj b  <  0.7 (5.12)
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Figure 5.7: ye distribution for all events with a scattered e+ candidate (solid histogram),
LUMI tagged events (dashed histogram), unpaired p bunches (dash-dotted histogram), unpaired 
e+ bunches (cross-hatched histogram) and empty buckets (shaded histogram). The event 
selection cut at ye = 0.7 is shown as the vertical line.
As explained in section 5.2 events were also required to satisfy
Vj b  > 0.15 (5.13)
This cut also had the benefit of removing a kinematic region where contam ination 
from p beam induced background events was originally high [61]. However, as 
can be seen in figure 5.8 there are very few events with a low yjB due to the 
E  — Pz and pz/ E  cuts at the SLT.
5.6.5 Charged Current and Cosmic Ray Rejection
Cosmic and charged current events were rejected using a missing pp cut. Missing 
transverse momentum was calculated from pjr— yj(Yli Pxi )2 +  (IZ Vyi )2 where the 
sum is over all calorimeter cells, and angles were evaluated at the cell centres. 
Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of ^ =  for the inclusive je t and LUMI tagged 
samples. Both samples are peaked at low ;^ = . The inclusive je t sample exhibits
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Figure 5.8: y j B  distribution for all events (solid histogram), LUMI tagged events (dashed 
histogram) and unpaired p bunches (dash-dotted histogram). The event selection range lies
between the two vertical lines.
a shoulder at higher values of not present in the LUMI tagged sample. 
Figure 5.9 also shows the ^=|= distribution for events triggered in coincidence 
with an em pty bucket crossing which has a similar shape to the inclusive jet 
distribution at high values of Cosmic ray and charged current events were
removed from the da ta  sample by requiring,
<  2 GeV1/2 (5.14)
The UCAL tim ing accuracy of ~  1 ns allows discrimination of real physics 
events from background events. Cosmic ray event rejection was enhanced by 
applying a cut on the average time of signals in the upper and lower halves of the 
UCAL. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of tu — td for events with well defined average 
tim e measurements in  the upper and lower halves of the calorimeter. Both the 
inclusive je t and LUMI tagged samples peak at tu — td ~  0, but the inclusive 
je t sample also contains events at t u — td < —6 ns not present in the LUMI 
tagged sample. Also shown in figure 5.10 is the tu — td distribution for events
0 .2  0 .3  0 .4  0 .5  0 .6  0 .7  0 .8  0 .90.10 1
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Figure 5.9: Missing transverse momentum distribution for all events (solid histogram), LUMI 
tagged events (dashed histogram), unpaired p bunches (dash-dotted histogram), unpaired e+ 
bunches (cross-hatched histogram) and empty buckets (shaded histogram).
triggered in coincidence with an em pty bunch crossing. These events have a 
similar distribution to the inclusive jet sample at low values of tu — td. Cosmic 
ray events were therefore further rejected by requiring,
tu — td >  —6 ns (5.15)
5.6.6 Diffractive Event Rejection
DIS Events containing little energy flow in the region near the FCAL beam pipe 
were reported in [65]. These diffractive events were interpreted as interactions 
in which the structure of a colourless object em itted by the proton was being 
probed instead of the proton. Events of this nature were identified from the 
pseudorapidity distribution of the most forward energy deposit rjmax. The r]max 
distribution for energy deposits with E t  > 400 MeV in the selected sample of 
hard photoproduction events is shown in figure 5.11 and is observed to show 
an excess of events at rjmax < 1 . 5  compared to the mixed resolved and direct
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Figure 5.10: t u —td distribution for all events (solid histogram), LUMI tagged events (dashed 
histogram), unpaired p bunches (dash-dotted histogram), unpaired e+ bunches (cross-hatched 
histogram) and empty buckets (shaded histogram). The event selection cut at tu — td = —6 ns
is shown as the vertical line.
Tjmax distribution from PYTHIA. Diffractive events were removed from the hard 
photoproduction event sample by requiring,
V m a x  > 1.5 (5.16)
5.7 S elected  E vent Sam ple
Applying the above cuts to events satisfying the trigger criteria gave a sample 
of 35695 hard photoproduction inclusive jet events, of which 8309 were LUMI 
tagged. The number of events passing each stage of the event selection are given 
in table 5.2.
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Figure 5.11: Pseudorapidity distribution of the most forward energy deposit with Et  >
400 MeV for data (dots) and PYTHIA resolved plus direct Monte Carlo (solid histogram).
5.7.1 Non ep Physics Contamination
Of the inclusive je t events, 5 were from unpaired p bunches, 2 were from 
unpaired e+ bunches, and 4 were from em pty bunch crossings. The background 
contam ination from e-gas, cosmics and charged current events was therefore 
estim ated to be <  0.1 %, and 0.17 % for p-gas events, and was neglected in 
the analysis.
5.7.2 DIS Contamination
The e+ anti-tag cut employed, limits the selected event sample to the region 
Q2 <  4 GeV2. This is shown in figure 5.12. A sample of 59913 HERACLES +  
ARIADNE DIS Monte Carlo events with Q2 > 1.8 GeV2 were passed through 
the full detector simulation and were subjected to the trigger and event selection 
criteria above. The Q2 distribution of this Monte Carlo sample before and after 
all selection criteria were applied is shown in figure 5.12. From 25369 events 
with Q2 >  4 GeV2, 4 passed the trigger and event selection criteria. This
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Event Selection Cut Events Selected
Trigger and filter 648156
E^ < 2 GeV 620541 (101101)
E t  > 7 GeV, |?71 < 0.5 51739 (8549)
—37 < z < 45 cm 50473 (8402)
^ bad ^  3 50362 (8402)
0.15 <  yJB < 0.7 36637 (8358)
Reject E e > 5 G eV ,ye <  0.7 36239 (8346)
7E7 ^  2 GeVV2 35896 (8340)
tu — td >  - 6  ns 35843 (8338)
^max ^  l*h 35695 (8309)
Table 5.2 : The number of events passing each stage of the event selection cuts. The cuts are 
listed in the order they were applied in the analysis. Numbers in brackets correspond to the
LUMI tagged sample.
dem onstrates th a t the criteria above have selected an essentially pure sample 
of photoproduction events with Q2 < 4 GeV2.
The residual contamination from DIS events with Q2 > 4 GeV2 was estim ated 
using a sample of 192081 Q2 > 4 GeV2 HERACLES +  ARIADNE DIS Monte 
Carlo events. A total of 62 events passed the event selection cuts. The luminosity 
of the Monte Carlo sample was 444 nb-1 , therefore one expects approxim ately 
310 DIS events in the hard photoproduction sample am ounting to 0.9 % of the 
inclusive je t event sample.
5.7.3 Diffractive Contamination
The cross section for jet production in diffractive hard photoproduction events 
w ith 0.2 <  y < 0.85, E?ET > 8 GeV and \yJET\ <  1 for different values of r)max 
was reported in [66]. For 1.5 < r]max <  2.4 the cross section is 156.3 pb, equivalent 
to 414 jets in the hard photoproduction sample selected in this analysis. Assuming
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Figure 5.12: The Q2 distribution of the HERACLES +  ARIADNE DIS Monte Carlo sample 
with Q2 > 1.8 GeV2 is shown as the solid histogram. The Q2 distribution of events from this 
sample passing the combined trigger and event selection criteria is shown as the cross-hatched
histogram.
all diffractive events contain just one reconstructed je t, the contam ination in 
the selected hard photoproduction sample from diffractive processes is 1.2 %. 
This is an upper lim it due to the above assumption and also since the rj region 
of the measured je t cross section is |r)JET\ <  1, whereas the selected hard 
photoproduction event sample used in this analysis satisfies <  0.5
5.8 C om parison o f Inclusive Jet D ata  w ith  M on te  
Carlo S im ulation
Distributions of reconstructed variables in the hard photoproduction data  sample 
and mixed resolved and direct Monte Carlo sample are compared in figure 5.13. 
There is good agreement in all the distributions, except for the large rj region 
of the r]JET distribution. This is in agreement with the excess of the je t cross 
section in data over Monte Carlo observed in [21]
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of reconstructed variables in selected events in DATA (filled circles) 
and mixed resolved +  direct MC (solid histogram).
Chapter 6 
K 0 Analysis
In this chapter the method used and cuts applied to identify K J are described 
and the accuracy of the K J reconstruction method is established. The properties 
of reconstructed K ,  in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample are shown to reproduce 
adequately the distributions of reconstructed K J in data  events selected using 
the criteria of section 5, and the efficiency of the K J reconstruction procedure 
is determined from the Monte Carlo sample. Corrected K ° px, V spectra, 
multiplicities per jet, and fragmentation functions in hard photoproduction events 
are derived and systematic errors in each of the distributions are calculated.
6.1 K ®  R econstru ction
were identified by their charged decay mode —> 7r+7r . This decay mode 
is easily identifiable since K °  decay via the weak interaction, with a lifetime 
r  ~  10-10 s, so tha t in many cases their decay vertices are spatially separated 
from the prim ary event vertex.
In addition to reconstructing mesons, A particles were identified by their 
decay A —► p7r. An analysis of A production was not made. Instead, A 
candidates were removed from the reconstructed K ° sample in order to enable 
better determ ination of the combinatoric background in the K J signal.
A general outline of the reconstruction algorithm is given here. For details of
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the algorithm  see appendix A. The reconstruction starts by pairing oppositely 
charged tracks. Conditions were placed on the track transverse m om entum , 
P t  > 150 MeV and pseudorapidity, \rj\ < 1.75 since these tracks were known to 
be well reconstructed by the tracking detectors and offline reconstruction code. 
Particle tracks were assumed to be circular in the transverse plane, since most 
K® decays occurred in the central region of the ZEUS tracking detectors. As 
already discussed in chapter 4 the magnetic field is uniform to 2 % in this region. 
Candidate secondary vertices were found for each pair of tracks by calculating 
their two intersection points in the transverse plane. The ^-coordinates of both 
tracks at each candidate vertex were calculated assuming uniform m otion in the 
^-direction. If the tracks did not intersect in the transverse plane, the track 
pair was rejected from the reconstruction algorithm. Scattering of particles in 
the walls of the VXD and CTD was neglected. The m om entum  components of 
each track measured at the perigee point with respect to the ZEUS z-axis, were 
extrapolated to each candidate secondary vertex where the to ta l invariant mass 
of the two particles was calculated assuming they were pions in the case of K J 
decay and pir in the case of A decay.
6.2 K ®  Selection  C uts
To improve the K ° signal to background ratio, cuts were applied on:-
1. the separation in z  between the daughter tracks at the secondary vertex;
2. the angle, a ,  between the candidate K ° m om entum  and its line-of-flight 
from the prim ary vertex;
3. the im pact param eter of each track with respect to the prim ary vertex;
4. the mass of the pair of tracks;
Each cut was developed by a similar m ethod to [67], using the default sample of 
PYTHIA events passed through the full detector simulation. For each variable
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studied, the purity and efficiency of K ° reconstruction were calculated as a 
function of the cut variable. Purity was defined as the ratio  of true K J —> 7r+ 7r-  
decays to the total number of candidates passing the cuts. Efficiency was defined 
as the fraction of true K ° —► 7r+ 7r-  decays which passed the cut. The optim al 
value for each cut was selected to be at the maximum of purity*efficiency.
6.2.1 \ A z \  Cut
The separation in z between the K® daughter tracks, at the candidate secondary 
vertex with minimum |Az| is shown in figure 6.1. The |A,z| distribution for 
true K® is observed to be narrower than for all K J candidates. There is little 
variation in the purity  ^ efficiency distribution above \Az\ = 3 cm, therefore to 
keep the combinatoric background at a minimum K J candidates were required to 
satisfy \Az\  <  3 cm.
!_ □  All C a n d id a te s
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IAZI u p p e r  l imit
Figure 6.1: Distribution of the z separation between daughter tracks (left) for all K®
candidates, and true K® candidates. The purity and efficiency (right) of K® reconstruction
as a function of the |Az| upper limit.
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6.2.2 Collinearity Cut
The collinearity angle, a, was defined as the angle between the K® transverse 
m om entum  and the line joining the prim ary to secondary vertex projected onto 
the x — y plane. The distribution in a  for all K® and true K® candidates is shown 
in figure 6.2. The distribution in a  is broader for all K® candidates than  for true 
Kg candidates. The Kg reconstruction purity and efficiency suggest the optim al 
choice of cut to be a  <  8.1°, or equivalently, cos a  >  0.99.
1 J  All C a n d id a te s
50 100 150
^  d e g r e e s
Efficiency
- . .P u r i ty
- 1
Purity .Effic iency
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a  u p p e r  l imit
Figure 6.2: Collinearity Angle (left) distribution for all K,  candidates, and true K , candi­
dates. The purity and efficiency (right) of K, reconstruction as a function of the collinearity
angle upper limit.
6.2.3 Impact Parameter Cut
To reduce the combinatoric background from false K J candidates associated with 
tracks on the prim ary vertex, a cut was made on the im pact param eter, |e|, of 
the daughter tracks used in Kg reconstruction. Figure 6.3 shows the im pact 
param eter distribution for the daughter track with minimum im pact param eter 
for each Kg candidate. Since kaons typically decay a few centim etres from the 
prim ary event vertex, the daughter tracks from true K ° candidates have a larger 
impact param eter than tracks from all K ° candidates, most of which are formed
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from track pairs intersecting at the prim ary event vertex. Compromising between 
reconstruction purity and efficiency suggests requiring both daughter tracks 
to have an im pact param eter |e| >  0.3 cm.
□ □  All C a n d id a te s
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Figure 6.3: Impact parameter (left) distribution for all K ,  candidates, and true K°
candidates. The purity and efficiency (right) of K, reconstruction as a function of the impact
parameter lower limit.
6.2.4 Photon Rejection Cut
If a particle of mass m undergoes two body decay to equal mass daughter particles, 
then the energies of the daughters, Ei,  E 2 and the opening angle between them , 
$1 2 , are approximatley related by (Ei  +  ^ 2 ) ^ 1 2  =  2m. Figure 6.4 shows the 
(Ei + E 2)0 i 2 distribution for photon conversions in the double-hatched histogram. 
Placing a cut at (E\  +  i?2)0i2 >  0.2 GeV removes 95 % of the photon conversions 
in the K °  sample. Also shown is the (Ei  +  ^ 2 ) ^ 1 2  distribution for K ° candidates 
passing the collinearity, \Az\,  and impact param eter cuts. As expected, a peak 
at approxim ately 1 GeV is observed.
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Figure 6.4: The (E\ -f £'2)^12 distribution for K,  candidates passing the collinearity, |Az|, 
and impact parameter cuts for all candidates (blank histogram), true K® decays (single-hatched 
histogram) and true photon conversions (double-hatched histogram).
6.2.5 A(A) Rejection Cut
By assuming the higher momentum daughter track to be a proton instead of a 
7r, the A mass hypothesis was calculated for each track pair. Figure 6.5 shows a 
plot of m(p7r) vs. m(7r+7r- ) for each track pair satisfying the above Kg selection 
cuts. Kg candidates with a A mass hypothesis m(p7r) < 1 .1 2  GeV were rejected 
from the Kg sample.
The p tt~ and p 7r+ mass spectra for A and A candidates with px  >  0.5 GeV 
and \r)\ <  1.5 in the selected data events are shown in figure 6.6. The numbers of 
A and A’s are expected to be equal in this pseudorapidity region. The p tt~ and 
p 7r+ mass spectra were fitted by the function
f ( m )  = g(m) + bg(m) (6.1)
where the signal was given by the Gaussian,
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Figure 6.5: Invariant mass of candidates using two mass hypotheses, 7r+ 7r and pir. Candi­
dates in K® sample with m(p7r) < 1 .12  GeV were rejected as being probable A candidates.
and the background by,
bg(m) = [m — rriTHR)a • exp (bm +  cm 2 ±  dm 3) (6-3)
mrHR  =  1-077 being the threshold mass. The fit gave 297 ±  22 A and 320 ±  25 
A candidates. The A and A masses were determined to be m(A) =  1116.0 ±  
0.2 MeV and m(A) =  1116.1 ± 0 . 2  MeV, in fair agreement with the PDG value, 
1115.7 ±  0.006 MeV [68].
6.2.6 D ata - Monte Carlo K °  Selection Cut Comparison
A comparison between data and the PYTHIA Monte Carlo simulation of the cut 
variables used in the isolation of a K J signal is shown in figure 6.7. Plots 6.7(a - c) 
show a comparison of the |Az|, cos a  and |e| distributions, requiring only th a t the 
candidates have m(7r+7r“ ) =  0.497±0.25 GeV. The background candidates in 
the signal region are therefore still present in these plots. Although the widths of 
the peaks in the data and Monte Carlo differ in the \ Az \  and cos a  distributions, 
the cuts generously contain the peaks, are not in sensitive regions and the tails
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Figure 6.6: Invariant mass spectra of A (left) and A (right) candidates with p t  >  0.5 GeV 
and |?7| <  1.5 in hard photoproduction events with 0.15 < Vj b  < 0.7, containing a calorimeter 
jet with E $ CAL > 7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ < 0.5.
are well described. Figure 6.7(c) shows good agreement in the im pact param eter 
distribution in data  and Monte Carlo. The +  £^ 2 ) ^ 1 2  distribution is plotted 
in figure 6.7(d) before applying any K J selection cuts and shows good agreement 
between the data and Monte Carlo.
A comparison of the combined p tt~ and p 7r+ mass spectra in the data  
and resolved plus direct Monte Carlo is shown in figure 6.8. The Monte Carlo 
histogram is normalised to the number of entries in the data histogram  and is 
seen to agree well w ith the data.
6.3 K ®  R econ struction  R eso lu tion
The accuracy and resolution of the K® reconstruction m ethod was evaluated 
from PYTHIA events with default param eter settings passed through the full 
detector simulation, by comparing the values of reconstructed and true variables 
for true K ° candidates. The accuracy of the secondary vertex reconstruction 
is dem onstrated in figure 6.9 and 6.10. The error bars in figures 6.9 and 6.10 
represent the RMS of the plotted quantities.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of \z\ (a), cos a (b), |e| (c) and (E\ +  £'2)^12 (d) distributions in data 
(filled circles) and mixed resolved plus direct PYTHIA Monte Carlo (histogram).
The difference between the reconstructed and true ( x , y , z )  coordinates of 
the secondary vertex are plotted in figures 6.9(a), (d) and (g). The mean of 
each distribution is compatible with zero. Figures 6.9(b), (e) and (h) show 
the difference between the reconstructed and true ( x , y , z )  coordinates of the 
secondary vertex plotted against azim uthal angle of the secondary vertex. The 
reconstructed secondary vertex is accurately reconstructed over all azim uth. 
The RMS of the vertex reconstruction is observed to vary in x  and y with 
azimuth. This was attributed  to the error in the secondary vertex coordinate
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Figure 6 .8 : Combined invariant mass spectra of A and A candidates with px >  0.5 GeV and 
|7)| < 1.5 in hard photoproduction events with 0.15 < y js  < 0.7, containing a calorimeter jet 
with E!pCAL > 7 GeV and \r)UCAL\ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared to the resolved 
plus direct default PYTHIA Monte Carlo distribution (histogram).
reconstruction being dominated by the radial position rather than  azim uthal 
angle. Figures 6.9(c), (f) and (i) show the difference between the reconstructed 
and true ( x , y , z )  coordinates of the secondary vertex plotted against polar 
angle of the secondary vertex. The reconstructed secondary vertex is accurately 
reconstructed over the whole polar angle range.
Figures 6.10(a) (d) and (g) show the difference between the reconstructed /Vj 
(p r , V,Pz) and the true K, (px, f],Pz)', the offset in p^eco, rjrec0 and przeco relative to 
the true value is negligible. The resolution was observed to be dependent on px 
and but flat in tj, a(rj) = 0.01 in figures 6 .1 0 (b), (e) and (h). Figures 6.10(c), 
(f) and (i) show the difference between the reconstructed and true (px ,p ,pz) 
as a function of pseudorapidity. Only the pz reconstruction resolution is observed 
to be tj dependent and only at large [771.
The bin sizes for the multiplicity measurements in px  and rj were chosen such 
th a t migration effects due to the reconstruction resolution were negligible,
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and also so tha t there was a large enough K J signal with which to evaluate the 
Kg reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 6.9: K ° secondary vertex reconstruction resolution. The error bars represent the RMS
of the quantity plotted.
6.4 K ®  Signal
The 7r+7r-  mass spectra obtained from the ZEUS 1994 e+ p data  and the default 
PYTHIA resolved plus direct Monte Carlo after applying all event and K ° 
selection cuts are shown in figure 6 .1 1 . A K® peak over a low level, slowly 
varying background is observed in both the data  and Monte Carlo distributions. 
The number of reconstructed K ° was estim ated in this analysis by using a
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Figure 6.10: Kg reconstruction resolutions in p t ,  f] and pz . The error bars represent the
RMS of the quantity plotted.
background subtraction technique. In this method the K ° signal was calculated 
as the number of candidates within 25 MeV of the nominal K J mass and the 
background was given by the average of the number of candidates within windows 
at 0.4 — 0.45 and 0.55 — 0.6 GeV. The Monte Carlo histogram in figure 6.11 was 
normalised to have the same average number of candidates in the background 
windows as the data. A signal of 3580 ±  65 K J candidates was obtained from 
the data  sample. This result was checked by fitting the tt+7t~ mass spectrum  
with a double gaussian signal and a linear background. The fit gave 3759 ±  40 
candidates which was consistent with the background subtraction technique 
once candidates in the tails of the K ° signal outside the 25 MeV signal window
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had been accounted for. In the Monte Carlo 96 % of K® candidates contained 
in the two gaussian signals were reconstructed with a mass inside the K® signal 
region. This was consistent with the data where 95 % of K J candidates in the 
two gaussian signals lay in the K J signal region.
The K ° mass was calculated from the double gaussian fit by weighting the 
m ean of each gaussian according to the fraction of the to tal num ber of K J 
candidates contained in each gaussian. The K J mass determ ined from the data  
was 497.2±0.2 MeV, consistent with the mass obtained from the M onte Carlo, 
497.1 MeV, but slightly low compared to the PDG value of 497.674=0.03 MeV [6 8 ]. 
The Kg mass quoted above was determined using the VXD, CTD and RTD 
tracking detectors. It was consistent with the K® mass determ ined using the 
CTD tracking information alone.
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Figure 6.11: The reconstructed 7r+7r-  mass spectrum from 1994 ZEUS data (full circles)
compared to the 7r+ 7r“ mass spectrum predicted by the default resolved plus direct PYTHIA
Monte Carlo (histogram).
As a further check of the K ° reconstruction figure 6.12 shows the proper 
cr distribution in the data (full circles) compared to the default resolved plus 
direct PYTHIA Monte Carlo (histogram). The contribution to the cr distribution
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from K® background candidates was subtracted from the data  and Monte Carlo
histograms. The Monte Carlo was normalised to give the same number of entries
as the data. The K J lifetime was estim ated using a similar approach to TASSO’s
B  hadron lifetime measurement [69]. The default Monte Carlo K ° cr distribution
was reweighted to give different K® lifetimes according to
/
nK ° ( CTb CT') — nK ° ( CTi’, C T o )  exp{cTi(—-----^ ) )  (6.4)3 3 CTqC T
where raJ^F(cTt-; crQ) is the number of observed decays in the bin cr; for a K ° 
lifetime of cr0. The K ° decays were simulated by MOZART with a lifetime of 
cr0 = 2.676 cm and the cr distribution was reweighted to lifetime values in the 
range 2.45 <  c t  < 2.95 cm. The \ 2 value for each K J lifetime was calculated 
according to
„ ( ^ D A T A /  \  _  P Y T H I A /  r T ' \ \ 2
_  V  {nK°, (CT’> " K  yCT» CT»  ,fi
k  (n%fTA(cri) +  n #  cr')) ^
where the sum was taken over all bins in the range, 0.5 <  ct; <  10 cm. The
lifetime obtained was insensitive to inclusion of the first bin of the cr distribution.
The dependence of x 2 °n K ,  lifetime is also shown in figure 6.12. The best fit of
the PYTHIA lifetime distribution to the data is shown in figure 6.12 and gave a
lifetime of c t 0 = 2.72lto]o4 cm i*1 agreement with the value used for the Monte
Carlo generation and the PDG value [6 8 ].
6.5 U ncorrected  K ®  Inclusive M u ltip lic ities.
The starting point for determining the inclusive multiplicities Nj1ets dN}J>a ^  ? 
agists dNdr)^ *n ^ ar(  ^ photoproduction events was calculating the numbers of 
reconstructed K J uncorrected for K ° reconstruction and event selection ineffi­
ciencies, and the effect of the detector on the reconstruction of the quantities 
characterising the kinematics of hard photoproduction events, yjB and the 
je t transverse energies. The background subtraction technique described in 
section 6.4 was used to estimate the numbers of reconstructed K ° from the 7r+7r~ 
mass spectra split into pr  and rj bins.
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Figure 6.12: The reconstructed A'° proper lifetime distribution in data (full circles) and the 
reweighted resolved plus direct PYTHIA distribution (histogram) which best fit the data (left) 
and the x 2 distribution as a function of A° lifetime (right).
Figure 6.13 shows the 7r+7r-  mass spectra in the chosen px  bins and the 
num ber of reconstructed K ° is given in table 6.1. The uncorrected dN} p ^
inclusive multiplicity is compared to several PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples in 
figure 6.15(a). The default PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample describes the data  
reasonably at 0.5 < pt < 0.75 GeV, and well at px > 0.75 GeV. PYTHIA 
reweighted with the LAC1 photon structure function also provides a good 
description of the data. The Ps/P u =  0 . 2 0  PYTHIA sample underestim ates 
the uncorrected number of K® in the data over the full px  range, while PYTHIA 
with m ultiple interactions tends to overestimate the data  at low p x .
The 7r+7r~ mass spectra in the chosen r) bins are shown in figure 6.14, and the 
num ber of reconstructed K ° are given in table 6 .2 . The uncorrected dN^ a^
inclusive multiplicity is compared to several PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples in 
figure 6.15(b). In contrast with the px spectrum, the Ps/ P u = 0.20 PYTHIA 
sample describes the data better than the default PYTHIA and LACl Monte 
Carlo samples in the negative pseudorapidity region. There is, however, an excess 
in the data  at rj > 0.75 which is poorly modelled by all the Monte Carlo samples, 
except for PYTHIA with multiple interactions. However, PYTHIA with m ultiple
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P t  range (GeV) Reconstructed
0.5 <  pT <  0.625 332 ±  24
0.625 <  pT <  0.75 384 ±  24
0.75 <  p t  < 1.0 716 ±  30
1.0 < p t  < 1.4 814 ± 3 1
1-4 <  P t  <  1-95 661 ±  27
1.95 <  pT <  2.5 341 ±  20
2.5 < pT <  4.0 302 ±  19
Table 6.1: Numbers of reconstructed K,  in p t  bins.
77 range Reconstructed
-1 .5  < 77 < -1 .125 80 ± 1 0
-1 .125 <  77 < -0 .75 252 ±  18
-0 .75  <  77 < -0 .375 398 ±  22
-0.375 <  77 < 0 642 ±  28
0 <  77 < 0.375 768 ±  31
0.375 <  77 < 0.75 652 ±  29
0.75 <  77 < 1.125 498 ±  26
1.125 <  77 <  1.5 313 ± 2 1
Table 6.2: Numbers of reconstructed K °  in 77 bins.
interactions overestimates the K J multiplicity at central pseudorapidities. Inte­
grating over \tj(K°)\ < 1.5 apparently averages out the difference in shape of the 
data and Monte Carlo 77 spectra so that the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo p t  
spectrum appears to give a good description of the data.
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Figure 6.13: Reconstructed 7r+ 7r mass spectra in the bins used for j^J1ETS dN} ^   ^ multiplicity
determination.
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Figure 6.14: Reconstructed 7r+ 7r mass spectra in the bins used for ^ J1ETS dN^  ^ multiplicity
determination.
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Figure 6.15: Uncorrected K, inclusive multiplicities as a function of p t  (a) and 77 (b) in hard 
photoproduction events with 0.15 <  y js  < 0.7, containing a calorimeter jet with Ej>c a l  > 
7 GeV and \r)UCAL\ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA samples of 
direct (triangles), resolved (inverted triangles), mixed resolved plus direct (solid line), mixed 
PsjP u = 0.20 (dash-dotted line), mixed with LAC1 photon structure function(dotted line), and
with multiple interactions (sparse dotted).
6.6 C orrection Procedure
The uncorrected PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample described the shape of the 
uncorrected K ° pp and 77 spectra in the data  reasonably well, except in the region 
77 >  0.75. It was therefore possible to use the PYTHIA sample to determ ine 
correction factors which could be applied to the uncorrected data  to obtain the
true inclusive multiplicities — ^ ^ — dNI K-J. corrected back to  hadron
^  N j e t s  d p ?  ’ N j e t s  dr]
level events defined in section 5.2, bearing in mind tha t the results in the region 
77 >  0.75 suffer from a model-dependent system atic error.
For any distribution, the following bin-by-bin correction factors were calculated:-
• R e c o n s tru c tio n  Efficiency. This was determined from Monte Carlo 
events passing the data selection criteria of section 5. For any variable, x,
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the K ° reconstruction efficiency was defined as,
' * ( * )  =  (6 -6 )SELRECO\x )
where NgELREC0(x) was the number of observed K ° —► 7r+7r decays counted 
using the background subtraction technique in selected reconstruction level 
events, and N 9s eELREC0(x) was the number of generated K ° —► 7r+7r_ decays 
in selected reconstruction level events.
• Trigger Efficiency. This correction factor accounted for losses in the 
num ber of reconstructed K J due to event selection cuts or trigger criteria. 
The trigger efficiency was defined as
« * ( * )  =  (6-7)
i y R E C O \ x )
where N REC0(x) was the number of generated —> 7r+7r-  decays in all
events reconstructed as having 0.15 < y j s  <  0.7 and at least one je t
satisfying E ^ CAL > 7 GeV, \rjUCAL\ <  0.5, irrespective of whether they
satisfied the trigger criteria.
• R EC O -to-H A D R O N  level Correction Factor. This was defined as
C (r \  ^RECo(X) (n o\
C ( X ) = 1 & )  ( 6 ' 8 )
where N R^ D{x) was the number of generated K ,  —► 7r+7r~ decays in hadron
level events with 0.2 < y <  0.85 and at least one je t satisfying E ^ AD >
8  GeV, \qh a d \ < 0 .5 .
In this way, the correction factors accounted for
• K J reconstruction efficiency due to selection criteria;
• daughter track reconstruction inefficiency;
• event selection and reconstruction efficiency;
•  migration in p r  and 77;
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• migration in jet E t  and 7 7 .
The effects of migration are discussed in section 6.7. The errors on the K J 
reconstruction and trigger efficiencies were calculated according to the binomial 
theorem, for example in each p x  bin the error on the K J reconstruction efficiency 
was calculated from,
a ( e K  0 ) = eK °(  1 ~  < fr°) . .\  ATgen VD,y/
\  iVSELRECO
Figure 6.16 shows the reconstruction efficiency as a function of p x  and 7 7 . 
The main factor contributing to the low value of the K ° reconstruction efficiency 
is the impact parameter cut, which enhances the signal-to-background ratio in 
the 7r+ 7r“ spectrum by removing candidates arising from the large number of 
intersecting tracks at the primary vertex. The reconstruction efficiency increased 
with p x  until p x  ~  2  GeV then decreased. One expects low p x  particles to
have a lower track reconstruction efficiency than higher p x  tracks because low
momentum tracks which do not have enough transverse momentum to traverse 
all 9 superlayers in the CTD, describe several periods of a helical trajectory, then 
exit at the CTD endplates. These particle tracks are less accurately measured 
than higher p x  tracks since they are often split during the track reconstruction 
and have fewer measured points. The decrease in K ° reconstruction efficiency at 
p x  >  2 GeV was attributed to longer lived K ,  decay within the tracking detectors 
decreasing the daughter track length available for reconstruction.
The event selection efficiencies for accepting events with a calorimeter level 
jet satisfying E ^ CAL > 7 GeV, r)UCAL <  0.5 as a function of K ,  p x  and 77 are 
shown in figure 6.17. All distributions were flat at around 95 %. As one would 
expect, losses arose here from events failing the background rejection cuts rather 
than the trigger criteria.
The UCAL-to-HADRON level correction factor is shown in figure 6.18 as a 
function of K ° p x  and 7 7 . There is no strong dependence on either p x  or 7 7 .
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Figure 6.16: K® reconstruction efficiency as a function of pr  (left column) and rj (right
column) for direct (top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom
row) PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples.
6.7 E ffects o f M igration
In section 6.3 it was shown tha t the K J pt  and 77 reconstruction was extrem ely 
accurate. Since the bins in the inclusive multiplicity distributions are much larger 
than  the K® reconstruction resolution bin-to-bin migrations will be very small and 
have been neglected in this analysis.
The je t reconstruction resolution is, however, a large source of event migration. 
While the je t 77 reconstruction was shown to be accurate and had a resolution of 
6 ° there is a shift of -13% between the hadron and calorimeter level je t E t  with 
a resolution of 1 1 %. Coupled to the steeply falling je t cross section in E t , the jet 
reconstruction gives rise to event migrations. A PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample was 
generated as described in section 2.5 but without any je t enrichment requirements 
to study event migration. It was found th a t approximately 30% of generated
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Figure 6.17: Trigger efficiency as a function of pr  (left column) and r) (right column) for
direct (top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom row) PYTHIA
Monte Carlo samples.
events which passed the hadron level selection criteria failed the calorimeter 
level criteria and so migrated out of the measurement region. Conversely, 
approxim ately 2 0 % of events which failed the hadron level selection criteria passed 
the calorimeter level criteria, m igrating into the measurement region.
Of more im portance to this analysis is how the migrating events change the 
inclusive m ultiplicity distributions. Figure 6.19 shows the resolved plus direct 
uncorrected K J multiplicity px and rj spectra for events passing the je t and yjB 
selection criteria. These are compared to the K J spectra for events m igrating into 
and out of the measurement region. In general, the px  and p spectra of selected 
and m igrant events are consistent within errors. The m ultiplicity decreases 
by 1 % due to event migration.
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Figure 6.18: Correction factor as a function of px (left column) and 77 (right column) for
direct (top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom row) PYTHIA
Monte Carlo sample.
6.8 S ystem atic  Errors
The system atic errors for each of the K°  distributions have been calculated on 
a point-by-point basis. The systematic error attributed  to each aspect of the 
analysis was calculated by changing a cut or reconstruction procedure in the 
Monte Carlo and data, and comparing the subsequent corrected result with the 
corrected result from the nominal cuts and procedure. W here two changes were 
made to a particular cut e.g. the prim ary vertex cut, the system atic error on each 
point was taken as the largest shift in the measured quantity. The to ta l systematic 
error was then calculated by combining the change from each system atic variation 
in quadrature. The changes made to the analysis procedure are discussed in the 
following section.
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Figure 6.19: The uncorrected K°  multiplicity spectra (diamonds) as functions ofpy (left) and 
77 (right), compared to the multiplicity spectra for events migrating into (circles), and events 
migrating out of the event selection region (squares).
6.8.1 System atic Changes to Analysis Procedure
The following changes were made in the analysis procedure to calculate the 
system atic errors associated with each cut, or reconstruction procedure.
Event Selection Cuts
1 . As shown in figure 5.3, for events with a e+ scattered into the LUMI 
EDET the value of y j s  measured in the UCAL was about 20 % lower 
than  ulumi• The stability of the distributions obtained by correcting data 
events satisfying 0.15 < y j s  < 0.7 with Monte Carlo events satisfying
0.2 < y < 0.85 was tested by changing the data  cut to 0.2 < y < 0.8 and 
leaving the Monte Carlo cut unchanged.
2. The prim ary vertex position cut was changed from —37 <  z <  45 cm to 
—32 <  z  <  40 cm and —42 < z <  50 cm.
3. The ribad cut was changed from ribad <  3 to n^ad ^  2 and ribad ^  4-
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4. The missing transverse momentum cut was changed from < 2 GeV 1 / 2 
to  <  1.8 GeV1/ 2 and <  2.2 GeV 1/ 2
V  Ej T  Y  th j*  —
5. The UCAL timing cut was changed from tu — td >  — 6  ns to tu — td >  —5 ns 
and tu — td >  —7 ns
6 . The EEXOTIC [70] and SINISTRA [71] electron finders were used instead 
of the ELEC5 finder.
7. The pmax cut was changed from i)max >  1.5 to r]max > 1 .3 5  and r)max > 1 .6 5  
K °  S e le c tio n  C u ts
The following systematic changes were calculated for the K °  analysis.
1. The cut on z separation between the 7r+ 7r-  tracks at the reconstructed 
secondary vertex was changed from \Az\  <  3 cm to |A z| < 2 . 7  cm and 
\Az\  <  3.3 cm
2. The collinearity angle cut was changed from cos a  > 0.99 to cos a  > 0.985 
and cos a  >  0.995
3. The anti- 7  cu! was changed from (Ei  +  ^ 2 ) ^ 1 2  >  0.2 GeV to (E\  +  ^ 2 ) ^ 1 2  > 
0.18 GeV and (E1 +  E 2)6l2 > 0.22 GeV.
4. The impact param eter cut with which tracks were selected for input to the
reconstruction algorithm was changed from |e| >  0.3 cm to |e| >  0.27 cm 
and |e| >  0.33 cm.
5. The anti-A cut was changed from m(p7r) < 1 .1 2  GeV to m(p7r) < 1.117 GeV 
and m (p7r) <  1.123 GeV.
6 . The signal, 0.475 — 0.525 GeV and background regions, 0.4 — 0.45 and 0.55 — 
0.6 GeV, used to count candidates were changed to 0.47 — 0.53 GeV, 
0.44 — 0.47 and 0.53 — 0.56 GeV respectively.
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C alorim eter Energy Scale
The uncertainty in the UCAL energy scale has been shown to be 5 % [62], The 
system atic error associated with this uncertainty was calculated by correcting the 
data  with Monte Carlo samples where each UCAL cell energy deposit had been 
changed by ± 5  %.
Proton and Photon Structure Functions
The data  were corrected using correction factors calculated from the default 
PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample reweighted by the LACl photon structure function. 
The LACl photon structure function contains a large gluon contribution at low 
x 7. Similarly, the systematic error associated with the param eterisation of the 
proton structure function was estim ated by correcting events with the default 
PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample reweighted by the GRV proton structure function.
Track R econstruction A lgorithm
The track reconstruction algorithm used in the default analysis employed infor­
m ation from the VXD, CTD and RTD. The analysis was repeated using only the 
CTD information for track reconstruction.
6.9 K °  M u ltip lic ities.
The inclusive multiplicity NyE~  dN} ^   ^ was calculated as a function of px  using 
the following procedure. First the reconstructed K® pr  spectrum  was corrected 
using
dnK » nKo (pT) 1
dpj< 2p t A p t B R  e 
where n Ko(px) was the number of K ° candidates in the bin px  to px  +  A px,
B R  = B R ( K °  —► K®)BR(K° —> 7r+7r~) which accounts for unseen K °  decay
modes, e = eKoetrigC is the correction factor.
The observed number of calorimeter jets with E j<CAL >  7 GeV and |?7 | <  0.5
was then corrected to give N j e x s , the number of hadron jets w ith E ^ AD > 8  GeV
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and \rjHAD\ <  0.5 in events with 0.2 < y  <  0.85 using a correction procedure
similar to that used for K® decays. These numbers were then combined to give
the corrected multiplicity, Nj 1ets  ^• A similar procedure was used to calculate 
1 dN(K°)
N  J E T S  dr]
The systematic changes in the K °  multiplicities after altering a selection cut 
or reconstruction algorithm are plotted in figures 6.20 and 6.21. The largest 
systematic error is associated with the choice of track reconstruction algorithm. 
Using the CTD tracking alone gave a multiplicity higher than using the combined 
VXD, CTD and RTD tracking. The effect was approximately 12% at low p x  and 
decreased to 2 % at high px .  As a function of 77 the tracking package systematic 
error was 20% at backward 77 and decreased to 5% at forward 7 7 . The largest 
systematic error associated with event selection was the choice of the region in 
y j B  used to select data events. This gave rise to a 5% error at low p x  which rose 
to approximately 10% at p x  =  3.25 GeV, and an error of approximately 5%, flat 
in 7 7 . Other errors due to the event selection cuts were typically less than 2 %. 
Systematic errors arising from the K °  selection cuts were typically less than 5%, 
but in some cases rose to 10% at the lowest and highest 77 bins. The systematic 
errors arising from the photon and proton structure functions were found to be 
typically 5%. The ±5% uncertainty in the calorimeter energy scale gave up to a 
1 0 % uncertainty in the inclusive multiplicities.
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Figure 6.21: Systematic errors in •
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Figure 6.22 shows Nj^ts  ^ o^r hard photoproduction events in the defined 
kinem atic range. The bold error bars denote the statistical error on each point 
arising from data  and Monte Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical 
and system atic errors combined in quadrature. Also shown are the predictions 
of the default PYTHIA direct, resolved and resolved plus direct Monte Carlo 
samples, the reweighted LACl, the Ps/ P u = 0.20 PYTHIA and PYTHIA with 
m ultiple interaction samples. Both resolved and direct contributions are required 
to describe the measured cross section. As noted with the uncorrected data, 
the default resolved plus direct PYTHIA sample is in good agreement with the 
m easured inclusive multiplicity except at low p x , however, this is probably due 
to integration over the region, \r](K®)\ <  1.5, in which the data  contains an 
excess over the Monte Carlo. As observed in the uncorrected data, PY THIA  with 
m ultiple interactions overestimates the K °  multiplicity at low px- The effect of 
m ultiple interactions is to increase the overall ‘background’ energy in an event. 
This leads to softer jets than in the default case passing the je t E t  threshold, 
and hence an increase in the multiplicity of soft particles.
Also shown in figure 6.22 is f°r hard photoproduction events in
the defined kinem atic range. The bold error bars denote the statistical error 
on each point arising from data and Monte Carlo. The th in  error bars denote 
the statistical and systematic errors combined in quadrature. As noted with 
the uncorrected data, the default resolved plus direct PYTHIA sample tends to 
overestim ate the data  at low pseudorapidity. Except for PYTHIA with m ultiple 
interactions, all the models shown underestim ate the K °  m ultiplicity at high 77, 
while PYTHIA MI overestimates the K °  multiplicity at central pseudorapidities. 
It is interesting to  note tha t at backward pseudorapidities PYTHIA with Ps/ P u = 
0 . 2 0  best models the data.
In [21] it was found that the inclusive je t cross section in hard photoproduction 
events was larger at high 77 than all Monte Carlo predictions, except when LACl 
was used as the photon structure function. Since most of the high 77 kaons 
will have been produced in jets outside the selection region, \qHAD\ <  0.5, it
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is plausible tha t the K°  multiplicity excess and the inclusive je t cross section 
excess arise from a common cause.
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Figure 6.22: Inclusive K° multiplicities as a function of p t , (a), and rj, (b), in hard
photoproduction events with 0.2 < y < 0.85, containing a hadron jet with E ^ AD > 8 GeV and
I vh a d \ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA samples of direct (triangles), 
resolved (inverted triangles), mixed resolved plus direct (solid line), mixed P3/P u = 0.20 
(dash-dotted line), mixed with the LACl resolved plus direct (dotted line), and with multiple 
interactions (sparse dotted). The bold error bars denote the statistical error on each point 
arising from data and Monte Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and systematic
errors combined in quadrature.
6.10 K °  P roduction  w ith in  Jets.
We have seen th a t the K °  77 spectrum  is only approximately described by 
the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo, and tha t the discrepancy arises at forward 
pseudorapidity. By studying kaons produced in association w ith the jet(s) 
satisfying the event selection criteria, E ^ CAL >  7 GeV in \rjUCAL\ <  0.5, where 
the measured inclusive jet cross section is in fair agreement with predictions 
from PYTHIA [21], je t fragmentation was studied more closely than  with the 
inclusive multiplicity distributions. It was also hoped tha t problems arising from 
PY T H IA ’s inability to describe the K°  spectrum  at forward pseudorapidity would
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be avoided. In this section the criteria for associating K ° with jets is established. 
This is used to calculate the mean K °  multiplicity per jet, and the fragm entation 
function into K °  averaged over all parton flavours.
6.10.1 K °  - Jet Profiles.
The uncorrected distributions in (j> and rj of K® relative to jets with Ej>c a l  >  
7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ <  0.5 are shown in figures 6.23(a) and (b). The K J were 
required to satisfy the same kinematic criteria as in the multiplicity measurement, 
P t  >  0.5 GeV, \r}\ <  1.5. Kg candidates with 7r+ 7r mass in the windows used 
to perform background subtraction for the inclusive m ultiplicity measurements 
have been subtracted from the distributions shown in figures 6.23(a)-(c). The 
most significant systematic errors in the inclusive K °  m ultiplicity spectra were 
found to be due to the calorimeter energy scale uncertainty and the choice of 
tracking algorithm. Their effects have been calculated from the data  sample. 
Their system atic errors have been added in quadrature and are shown as the 
grey bands in figures 6.23(a)-(c).
Peaks at A </> «  0 and A </> «  ± 7r in figure 6.23(a) suggest th a t K® are being 
produced in association with jets, since momentum conservation means the two 
jets produced in typical photoproduction events occur at opposite (j). PYTHIA 
predicts a narrower distribution of Kg within jets, and a slightly lower m ultiplicity 
in the wings of the profile than is observed in the data. For Kg je t pairs with 
A (f) < the corresponding profile in rj is shown in figure 6.23(b). As with 
the azim uthal profile, the data and PYTHIA agree well in the wings of the je t, 
bu t PYTHIA predicts a narrower distribution than  is observed within the je t at 
A 77 «  0. The - jet profile prediction from PYTHIA with multiple interactions 
is broader than  the default PYTHIA prediction, but it also overestimates the 
data. As noted earlier, this is due to the increased ‘background’ energy in multiple 
interaction events, leading to softer jets passing the E t  threshold, and manifests 
itself as a higher pedestal in the Kg - je t profiles.
The distance in 77 — (j) space between a Kg and a je t, R  = \/Arj2 +  A<^2, is
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Figure 6.23: Uncorrected distributions of K® with respect to calorimeter jets of E ^ CAL > 
7 GeV and \r)UCAL\ < 0.5 in <f> (a), ij (b) and R  (c). The data (filled circles) is compared 
to PYTHIA distributions of direct (dashed-line), resolved (dash-dotted line) and resolved plus 
direct (solid line) mixed according to the Monte Carlo cross section, in all plots. The direct 
and resolved Monte Carlo distributions have been normalised to show the fraction of the K° 
multiplicity arising from the direct and resolved processes respectively. In (c) the data is also 
compared with the mixed Ps/Pu =  0.20 (triangles), and LACl resolved plus direct (diamonds) 
PYTHIA samples. The grey band represents the systematic error due to the systematic errors 
associated with the calorimeter energy scale uncertainty and track reconstruction method.
shown in figure 6.23(c). A pronounced peak at small values of R dem onstrates 
th a t K J are being produced in association with jets. For R  < 0.5 PYTHIA 
predicts an excess over the data but is in good agreement with the data  for 
0.5 < R  < 1. In the inter-jet range, 1 < R  < 2, PYTHIA underestim ates the 
data. This is partially associated with the high rj K °  excess in the data  observed in 
figure 6.15 as the description of the inter-jet region improves if the R  distribution 
is plotted using kaons with rj <  0.5. The effect of the excess is less apparent in 
figure 6.23(c) than in figure 6.22(b), since figure 6.23(c) is an uncorrected plot 
and also because of the low reconstruction efficiency at high pseudorapidity.
To establish if the deficit of K® within the je t core was due to poorly 
understood tracking in the jet core, the K ° - je t profiles were made for jets 
containing a varying number of charged particles (ie. contained within R  <  1
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and assigned to the primary vertex). Figure 6.24 shows th a t the discrepancy 
rem ained even when only one or two charged particles were contained in the jet. 
As will be shown in chapter 7, the average number of such charged particles 
contained in a jet was approximately 3. It therefore seems unlikely th a t the 
discrepancy can be explained by a track reconstruction efficiency problem in the 
detector simulation.
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Figure 6.24: Uncorrected distributions of K® with respect to calorimeter jets of E ^ CAL > 
7 GeV and \r)UCAL\ < 0.5 for jets with only one track (left) and at most two charged particles 
(right) associated with the primary vertex as functions of <f) (top), rj (middle) and R  (bottom). 
The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA distributions of direct (dashed-line), resolved 
(dash-dotted line) and resolved plus direct (solid line) mixed according to the Monte Carlo cross 
section, in all plots. The direct and resolved Monte Carlo distributions have been normalised 
to show the fraction of the K° multiplicity arising from the direct and resolved processes
respectively.
Changing the photon structure functions to the ACFGP, GRV NLO and 
GS2 param etrisations also failed to adequately describe the data  for R  <  0.5. 
The discrepancy also exists in the default PYTHIA sample of direct enriched
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photoproduction events shown in figure 6.25, while the Ps/ P u = 0.20 PYTHIA 
sample provides a good description of the data for R  < 1. These were selected by 
requiring events to have two or more jets with E ^ CAL >  7 GeV, \r)UCAL\ <  0.5 and 
x o b s  > o 7 5  for the two highest E t  jets, as in [72]. The x ° BS spectra in da ta  and 
Monte Carlo events are shown in figure 6.26. The Monte Carlo has been mixed 
to provide the best fit of the x ° BS distribution in the data. In figure 6.25 the 
Monte Carlo direct and resolved events were mixed in proportion to the fraction 
of events with x ° BS >  0.75. Removing events from the Monte Carlo which were 
in itiated  by charm quarks in the photon, in order to reduce the num ber of K ,  
from charmed particle decays, did not alleviate the discrepancy.
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Figure 6.25: Uncorrected distributions of K, with respect to calorimeter jets of EX CAL > 
7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ < 0.5 as functions of (a), 77 (b) and R  (c) in a sample of direct enriched 
events selected as described in the text. The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA 
distributions of direct (dashed-line), resolved (dash-dotted line), resolved plus direct (solid 
line), and Ps/P u = 0.2 mixed according to the fraction of events with x ° BS > 0.75. The direct 
and resolved Monte Carlo distributions have been normalised to show the fraction of the K° 
multiplicity arising from the direct and resolved processes respectively.
The PYTHIA sample generated with Ps/P u = 0.20 shows a reduction in the 
numbers of K® over the measured phase space. So while agreement is improved 
between data  and PYTHIA with Ps/P u =  0 . 2  in the je t core (R  < 0.5), the 
previous agreement at 0.5 < R  < 1 is lost and the discrepancy at R  > 1 worsens.
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Figure 6.26: Uncorrected x ° BS distributions of events with 0.15 <  y j s  <  0.7 and at least two 
jets jets satisfying Ej c^al > 7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared 
to PYTHIA distributions of direct (dashed-line), resolved (dash-dotted line) and resolved plus 
direct (solid line) mixed to give the best fit to the data.
6.10.2 K °  M ultiplicity per Jet
The differences between the K °  production rates in the data  and M onte Carlo 
models has been quantified by measuring the K °  multiplicity per jet. To 
measure this we defined the criterion for associating a K® with a je t to  be,
R{K® — J E T )  < 1. The K °  multiplicity per jet < n K o/JET >  was then
calculated as
^ K° 1 /  \
< nK°/JET >= -  (6 'H )njETS MR
where n K o was the number of K ° assigned to a calorimeter je t, u j e t s  was the 
num ber of calorimeter jets in each r}UCAL bin, and B R  is the to ta l branching ratio 
for K °  —> 7r+7r“ . The number of K® in each r]JET = rjUCAL bin was calculated 
using the background subtraction technique of section 6.4. The uncorrected K°  
m ultiplicity per jet is shown in figure 6.27, where it is observed th a t the shapes 
of the data  and PYTHIA are in good agreement.
The to ta l correction factors for the separate direct, resolved, and resolved plus 
direct PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples are shown in figure 6.28. The correction
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factors are flat as a function of r]JET with a m agnitude principally determ ined by 
the efficiency of the K°  reconstruction.
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Figure 6.27: Uncorrected A 0 multiplicity per jet as a function of rjJET. The data (filled
circles) is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample 
(solid line), the Ps/Pu = 0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (dashed line), the LACl resolved plus 
direct PYTHIA sample (dotted line) and the PYTHIA multiple interaction sample (scarce
dotted).
As for the K °  multiplicities the largest systematic error associated with event 
selection is due to the y j s  region from which the data is selected and is typically 
5%. The system atic error from the K °  selection cuts was 10% in the lowest and 
highest rjJET bins dominated by the background subtraction m ethod and 5% in 
the central rjJET bins due to the A rejection cut. The dominant system atic error 
is due to the difference between the VXD, CTD plus RTD and CTD only track 
reconstruction algorithms. The systematic error due to CTD tracking information 
is less than  10% at low rj and between 10 and 20% at positive rj. The effect of 
the UCAL energy scale uncertainty on the number of K °s and jets was expected 
to cancel in the K °  multiplicity per jet, since it is a ratio. The system atic error 
arising from the UCAL energy scale uncertainty is typically 5% in all rjJET bins.
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Figure 6.28: K°  multiplicity per jet correction factor as a function of rjJET for direct (top 
left), resolved (top right) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom left) PYTHIA Monte Carlo
samples.
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Figure 6.29: Systematic errors in <  nKo/JET >■
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The corrected K°  multiplicity per jet, for jets with E e a d  >  8  GeV and 
\t]h a d \ <  0.5, is shown in figure 6.30. The jet pseudorapidity was shown to be 
accurately reconstructed in section 5.2 so rjHAD = r]JET = r)UCAL. The bold 
error bars denote the statistical error on each point arising from data  and Monte 
Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and system atic errors combined 
in quadrature. Both data and Monte Carlo predictions appear to be independent 
of je t pseudorapidity. Integrating over the region <  0.5 the m ean K°
multiplicity per je t was found to be, <  nKo/JET >=  0.40 ±  0 .0 llo!o2 where the 
first error is statistical and the second error is systematic. For PY THIA  with 
the strangeness suppression factor Ps/P u =  0.3 using the GRV LHO photon and 
MRSA proton structure functions, one obtains <  nKo/JET >=  0.52 ±  0.01, while 
PYTHIA with multiple interactions predicts <  nKojJET >=  0.56 ±  0.01, both 
overestim ating the measured rate. Varying the photon structure function had 
little effect on <  nKo/JET > . The PYTHIA prediction with Ps/ P u =  0 . 2  is 
<  nKoj JET >=  0.43 ±  0.01 in good agreement with the measured value.
6.10.3 K °  Fragmentation Function
For A ° assigned to jets as in section 6.10.2, the longitudinal m om entum  fraction 
of the je t carried by the K °  was calculated according to the definition,
* =  (6.12)
&JET
where p K o was the 3-momentum of the A°, and p j e t  and E j e t  the 3-momentum 
and energy of the jet to which the A j was assigned. The uncorrected A 0 
fragm entation function was then calculated from
D k ° { z ) =  1 - (6.13)
N j e t s  A z B R
where N j e t s  is the total number of calorimeter jets with E ^ CAL >  7 GeV and 
\rjUCAL^  <; nKo(z) was the number of A ° candidates with p t  >  0.5 GeV, 
\rj\ <  1 . 5  and in the jet momentum fraction range z to z + A z  calculated using 
the background subtraction technique of section 6.4. B R  is the to tal branching 
fraction for K °  —> 7r+7r~.
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Figure 6.30: K°  multiplicity per jet as a function of r)JET in hard photoproduction events 
with 0.2 < y < 0.85, containing jets with E ead  > 8 GeV and \rjHAD\ < 0.5. The data 
(filled circles) is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA 
sample (solid line), the P3/P u =  0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (dashed line), the LACl resolved 
plus direct PYTHIA sample (dotted line) and the PYTHIA multiple interaction sample (scarce
dotted).
The uncorrected fragmentation function is shown in figure 6.31. There is 
good general agreement between the uncorrected data and PYTHIA M onte Carlo 
predictions. The da ta  and Monte Carlo points are plotted at the m ean £ value 
within each bin. The shape of the fragmentation function in the M onte Carlo 
and data  at z <  0.05 is affected by the requirement tha t p x ( K °) > 0 .5  GeV.
The accuracy and resolution of the reconstructed K ° je t m om entum  fraction 
is shown in figure 6.32 by calculating zreco — ztrue- There is a small shift of +0.02 
in the reconstructed je t momentum fraction relative to the  true je t m om entum  
fraction. A shift in the reconstructed jet momentum fraction is expected because 
the je t energy measured by the UCAL is lower than the true  value because of 
effects described in section 5.2, while the tracking provides a K J m om entum  
measurem ent free of any such bias.
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Figure 6.31: Uncorrected K°  fragmentation function. The data (filled circles) is compared 
to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample (open squares), the 
Ps/ P u = 0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (open triangles) and PYTHIA with multiple interactions
(open diamonds).
The shift in the reconstructed jet momentum fraction was proportional to the 
true  je t m om entum  fraction, as shown in figure 6.32. Applying a 10 % reduction to 
the reconstructed jet momentum fraction gave the m om entum  fraction resolution 
shown in figure 6.33 which shows a negligible shift. The difference in the K °  
fragm entation function calculated with and without correcting the je t m om entum  
fraction carried by the K J for the CTD-UCAL energy scale difference is included 
in the system atic error evaluation.
A bin-by-bin correction procedure for determining the corrected K °  frag­
m entation function in events containing a hadron je t with E ^ AD >  8  GeV, 
^ had  | <  0  5  as discussed in section 6 . 6  was applied. The to tal correction factors 
for the separate direct, resolved and resolved plus direct PYTHIA M onte Carlo 
samples are shown in figure 6.34.
The system atic errors due to event selection cuts were typically less than  5% 
in any bin except for high 2  where the yjB systematic error reached 40%. The
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Figure 6.32: The jet momentum fraction resolution (left) and jet momentum fraction 
resolution as a function of true jet momentum fraction (right) without taking into account 
the energy scale difference between the tracking and UCAL.
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Figure 6.33: The jet momentum fraction resolution (left) and jet momentum fraction
resolution as a function of true jet momentum fraction (right) taking into account the energy 
scale difference between the tracking and UCAL.
system atic errors due to the K °  selection cuts were typically less than  5% up 
to z < 0.3. At high z the im pact param eter cut and A rejection cut were the 
dom inant systematic errors, of the order of 15-20%. The A rejection system atic 
error in the final 2  bin was 1 0 0 0 %, this was due to statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 6.34: K°  fragmentation function correction factors as a function of z for direct (top 
left), resolved (top right) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom left) PYTHIA Monte Carlo
samples.
The system atic error from correcting the data with different photon and proton 
structure functions was typically less than 5% but reached 20% at high z. The 
track reconstruction algorithm was found to be the dominant system atic error at 
low 2  contributing at most 75%, but typically 15 - 40%. The system atic error 
arising from the uncertainty in the calorimeter energy was less than 5% at low z 
and increased to 30% in the final z bin. Correcting the calculated je t m om entum  
fraction for the difference in energy scale between the CTD and UCAL produced 
an uncertainty of typically 5% which increased to 30% at high z.
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Figure 6.35: Systematic errors in DK°(z).
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The corrected K °  fragmentation function is compared to the predictions of the 
default, Ps/ P u =  0.20 and multiple interaction PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples in 
figure 6.36. The data and Monte Carlo points are plotted at the m ean z  value 
within each bin, without taking into account any shift in z arising from the CTD- 
UCAL energy scale difference. The bold error bars denote the statistical error 
on each point arising from data and Monte Carlo. The th in  error bars denote 
the statistical and systematic errors combined in quadrature. The results from 
Binnewies et al. [2] are shown as the two curves. The flavour of the scattered 
partons is not known and the choice of LO and NLO is not well defined in 
the present context. The curves represent the limits of the range of LO and 
NLO D K° (z) values at a scale of 8  GeV. The lower curve corresponds to NLO 
g fragm entation for z < 0.45 and d quark fragmentation for z > 0.45. The 
upper curve corresponds to LO d, c and u quark fragm entation for z  <  0.15, 
0.15 <  2r < 0.40 and z > 0.40 respectively. The data lies between PYTHIA with 
default fragm entation parameters and Ps/ P u = 0 . 2 0  at z <  0.3, while there is a 
tendency for the data to lie below both PYTHIA samples at z >  0.3. Similar 
conclusions are reached when comparing the data with the results of [2 ].
The definition of z used in the fragmentation function measurement was 
slightly different from that used by Binnewies et al. In their calculation, 2  
had been defined by the e+ e~ experiments which they used to calculate their 
fragm entation functions. The fragmentation function analysis presented in this 
thesis was repeated using the corresponding definition,
z- =  p ^  (6.14)
& J E T
to investigate the effect of the z definition. The resulting fragm entation function, 
D K° (V), is shown in figure 6.37, where it is compared to the the results of [2 ] and
»-q Pj^O'PJET
the fragm entation function, D K (z), determined using —. The error
bars on the data points represent the systematic errors added in quadrature, 
calculated in the same manner as before. One expects z' > z  since z ~  z ’ cos 9, 
where 9 is the angle between a kaon and the jet to which it is assigned and 
therefore the maximum of D K°(zf) occurs at z' =  0.12 while the m axim um  of
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D K°(z) was at 2  =  0.07. The error on the point at z' = 0.04 is so large because of 
the pT(I<s) > 0 .5  GeV cut. The agreement between data  and the calculations of 
Binnewies et al. is improved by using the momentum fraction defined according 
to z ' .
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Figure 6.36: The K°  fragmentation function in hard photoproduction events with 0.2 <
y < 0.85, containing jets with E ^ AD > 8 GeV and \r)HAD\ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) 
is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample (open 
squares), the Ps/Pu = 0 .20  mixed PYTHIA sample (open triangles) and PYTHIA with multiple 
interactions (open diamonds). The range covered by the prediction of [2] lies between the solid
lines.
6.11 Sum m ary O f K °  R esu lts
As stated in section 6.9, — dNj ^ - ^ is well described by the default resolved
’ N j e t s  dp*T  J
plus direct PYTHIA sample. However, the Nj1ets dN^   ^ measurement shows tha t
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Figure 6.37: The K° fragmentation function in hard photoproduction events with 0 .2  < y < 
0.85, containing jets with E ^ AD > 8 GeV and |rjHAD\ < 0.5. The result obtained using the 
definition z' =  (open circles) is compared with the range covered by the prediction of [2].
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The result obtained using the definition z = —  is depicted by the filled circles.JET
PYTHIA achieves this by overestimating the K °  multiplicity at backward pseudo­
rapidities and underestimating the K °  multiplicity at rj >  0.5. The Nj1ets 
distribution at rj < 0.5 is modelled better by PYTHIA with Ps/ P u — 0.20, while 
PYTHIA with multiple interactions provides the best description of the  d a ta  at 
7] > 0.75.
The uncorrected distributions of kaons relative to jets in 0, rj and R  all show 
th a t the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo predicts narrower jets than is observed 
in the data. The difference in jet shape between the data  and PY THIA  is 
not attributable to a problem with the track reconstruction efficiency in the 
detector simulation, and is not solved by changing the photon structure function.
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Integrating over the region \rjHAD\ <  0.5 the mean K °  m ultiplicity per je t was 
found to be, < nKo/JET >=  0.40 ±  0.01 1 o!o2 - The K °  multiplicity per je t is 
overestim ated by the default PYTHIA and PYTHIA with multiple interactions. 
PYTHIA with Ps/P u = 0 . 2  provides the best description of the K °  m ultiplicity 
per jet.
There is good agreement between the K °  fragm entation function m easured in 
the data  and predicted by the default and Ps/P u =  0.20 PYTHIA Monte Carlo 
samples, while PYTHIA with m ultiple interactions predicts a softer fragm entation 
function than is observed in the data. The data and results of [2] are in good 
agreement.
Chapter 7 
Charged Particle Analysis
The previous chapter has shown that PYTHIA predicts a larger production ra te  
of strange mesons than in the hard photoproduction data. This stems from the 
poor description of the jet shape provided by JETSET with default hadronisation 
param eters. An analysis of charged particle production analogous to the K °  
analysis has been made in order to determine if the conclusions are peculiar to 
K °  production, or are general properties of hard photoproduction events.
7.1 C harged P article  Selection
As for the K °  analysis, charged particles with px  >  500 MeV and \rj\ <  1.5 
associated with the primary vertex were used in this analysis. The pseudorapidity 
of charged particles was calculated from their fit param eters at the prim ary vertex. 
The CTD acceptance and systematics are well understood in this region since such 
tracks leave the CTD without completing a loop of the helix and therefore do not 
suffer splitting effects which occur when reconstructing low px  tracks.
The reconstructed charged particle data was corrected with, and compared 
to, ‘tru e ’ charged particles generated by PYTHIA in the same px  and rj region 
as the reconstructed particles. The true charged particles were either,
• A stable charged particle generated at the prim ary vertex, or,
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• A daughter of a particle with lifetime t  < 10 8 s, or,
•  A K ± or generated at the prim ary vertex, which decayed weakly (but 
not their daughters).
Thus, decay products of K °  and A were not included in the ‘tru e ’ distributions. 
This is in contrast with the data which was used in the derivation of fragm entation 
functions by Binnewies [1 ], where daughters of K J and A decay were included 
in the true charged particle distributions. The reconstructed charged particle 
distributions were corrected back to the true distributions using the same m ethod 
and Monte Carlo sample as the K °  analysis.
7.2 U ncorrected  Charged P artic le  In clu sive  M u l­
tip lic ities
The uncorrected charged particle inclusive multiplicities as a function of px  and r) 
in hard photoproduction events with 0.15 <  y j s  <  0.7, containing a calorimeter 
je t with E t CAL >  7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ <  0.5 are shown in figures 7.1(a) and (b) 
respectively. The default, the Ps/P u = 0.20 and the LACl PYTHIA resolved 
plus direct samples all describe the uncorrected dNd p ^  spectrum  well. As
noted in the K °  analysis, PYTHIA with multiple interactions overestimates the 
charged particle multiplicity at low px
As in the K °  analysis, there is some difference between the shape of the 
uncorrected inclusive multiplicity in the da ta  and predicted by
PYTHIA. For rj <  0.75 the shapes of the data and PYTHIA agree to within 
±10 %, but the data shows a 20 % excess at rj > 0.75. Since this effect occurs 
at forward pseudorapidity, it is plausible that it originates from the same cause 
as the K °  and inclusive jet cross section excess observed in [21]. The prediction 
of PYTHIA with multiple interactions is in better agreement with the data  at 
77 >  0 .7 5 , however it overestimates the charged particle m ultiplicity at central 
pseudorapidities.
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Figure 7.1: Uncorrected charged particle inclusive multiplicities as a function of p t ,  (a), and 
r], (b) in hard photoproduction events with 0.15 < yjB < 0.7, containing a calorimeter jet with 
Ej,c a l  >  7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ < 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA samples 
of direct (triangles), resolved (inverted triangles), mixed resolved plus direct (solid line), mixed 
Ps/P u =  0.20 (dash-dotted line), mixed with LAC1 photon structure function(dotted line) and 
PYTHIA with multiple interactions (scarce dotted).
7.3 C orrection P rocedure
The default PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample was used to determ ine correction fac­
tors with which to calculate the inclusive multiplicities. A bin-by-bin correction 
procedure similar to that outlined in section 6 . 6  was applied in the multiplicity 
determ ination.
Figure 7.2 shows the reconstruction efficiency for charged particles on the 
prim ary vertex as a function of pr  and 77. The efficiency is constant at 95 % as 
a function of p t ■ The track reconstruction efficiency is 97 % for tracks at 77 =  0, 
and decreases to 92 % for tracks at large [771. Lower track reconstruction efficiency 
for particles at large (77! is expected since these particles have shorter tracks in 
the CTD and therefore less hits than more centrally produced particles.
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Figure 7.2: Charged track reconstruction efficiency as a function of px (left column) and
tj (right column) for direct (top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct 
(bottom row) PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples.
7.4 C harged P article  Inclusive M u ltip lic ities
The charged particle multiplicities as a function of px and rj and their system atic 
errors were calculated analogously to the K°  multiplicities. The difference 
between positive and negative charged particle distributions were considered as 
an additional systematic error.
The system atic changes in the charged particle multiplicities after changing a 
selection cut or reconstruction algorithm are plotted in figures 7.5 and 7.6. The 
dom inant system atic errors were the choice of track reconstruction algorithm  and 
the calorimeter energy scale. Using the CTD tracking alone gave an inclusive 
multiplicity higher than using the combined VXD, CTD plus RTD tracking. 
The effect was approximately 5% at low px,  decreased to 2% at high px,  and 
was approximately flat in 77, at 4%. The effect of the ±5%  uncertainty in the
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Figure 7.3: Trigger efficiency as a function of pt (left column) and 77 (right column) for direct 
(top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom row) PYTHIA Monte
Carlo samples.
calorim eter energy scale was negligible at px = 0.5 GeV, but increased to ±7%  at 
px = 3.25 GeV. The calorimeter energy scale uncertainty gave a system atic error 
of at most d=3% in the charged particle 77 spectrum. The system atic errors arising 
from event selection and the choice of photon and proton structure functions were 
found to be at most 1 %.
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Figure 7.4: Correction factor as a function of p t  (left column) and 77 (right column) for direct 
(top row), resolved (middle row) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom row) PYTHIA Monte
Carlo samples.
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Figure 7.7 shows the corrected inclusive multiplicities, Nj1ets
n ^ets dNdr)  ^ 0^r charSed Particles in hard photoproduction events defined in 
section 5.2. The bold error bars denote the statistical error on each point arising 
from data  and Monte Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and 
system atic errors combined in quadrature. Also shown are the predictions of 
the PYTHIA resolved, direct and resolved plus direct samples generated with 
the default conditions and structure functions defined in section 2.4. In addition, 
the predictions of PYTHIA with Ps/P u =  0.20, with the LAC1 photon structure 
function, and with multiple interactions are shown.
Since similar correction factors have been applied to the uncorrected data  and 
M onte Carlo, similar conclusions are reached when comparing the corrected plots. 
In general, the charged particle px and rj spectra are equally well described by 
the default, Ps/P u = 0 . 2 0  and LACl reweighted resolved plus direct PYTHIA 
samples. However, at rj > 0.75 the PYTHIA samples underestim ate the data 
by approximately 20 %. This effect is probably related to the inclusive jet 
cross section excess observed by ZEUS [21]. PYTHIA with multiple interactions 
provides a good description of the charged particle multiplicity at 77 >  0.75, 
however it predicts a larger charged particle multiplicity at low px  than  is observed 
in the data, and generally overestimates the charged particle m ultiplicity at 
77 <  0.75.
7.5 Charged P article  P rodu ction  w ith in  Jets
7.5.1 h ±  - Jet Profiles
The uncorrected distributions in (j) and 77 of charged particles relative to jets 
w ith E t CAL >  7 GeV and \t]UCAL\ <  0.5 are shown in figures 7.8(a) and (b). 
Similar features to the K°  - jet profiles are observed; PYTHIA has an excess 
over the data in the jet core, and shows a small deficit with respect to  the data 
in the region outside the jet. The jet profile as a function of the distance R  
between a charged particle and je t axis is shown in figure 7.8(c). The PYTHIA
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Figure 7.7: Corrected charged particle inclusive multiplicities in pr, (a), and r], (b), in hard 
photoproduction events with 0.2 < y  < 0.85, containing a hadron jet with Et > 8  GeV and 
I77I > 0.5. The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA samples of direct (triangles), resolved 
(inverted triangles), mixed resolved plus direct (solid line), mixed Ps/Pu =  0.20 (dash-dotted 
line), LAC1 resolved plus direct (dotted line), and PYTHIA with multiple interactions (scarce 
dotted). The bold error bars denote the statistical error on each point arising from data and 
Monte Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and systematic errors combined in
quadrature.
Monte Carlo with default settings predicts an excess over the da ta  in the jet 
core, R  <  0.4. Compared to PYTHIA, the data shows a slight excess outside 
the je t core. Approximately 50 % of this excess is associated with the high 
pseudorapidity charged particle excess, the rem ainder being due to the difference 
in the je t shapes.
The system atic effects of the calorimeter energy scale uncertainty and the 
track reconstruction algorithm on the shape of the je t profile were considered 
as they were found to be the dominant system atic errors in the Njets 
and n j1ets dNjfy  ^ measurements. Changing the track reconstruction algorithm 
increased the charged particle multiplicity by approximately 5 % over the whole 
je t profile. The ±5  % calorimeter energy scale uncertainty gave rise to  a ± 6  % 
uncertainty in the charged particle multiplicity in the je t core which became 
negligible in the inter-jet region. The systematic errors arising from these effects
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Figure 7.8: Uncorrected distribution of charged particles with respect to calorimeter jets in 
hard photoproduction events with 0.15 < yjB < 0.7, E ^ CAL > 7 GeV and \r)UCAL\ > 0.5 in 
<f) (a) and 77 (b) and R  (c). The data (filled circles) is compared to PYTHIA distributions of 
direct (dashed-line), resolved (dash-dotted line), resolved plus direct (solid line) and PYTHIA 
with multiple interactions, mixed according to the Monte Carlo cross section in all plots. The 
direct and resolved Monte Carlo distributions have been normalised to show the fraction of the 
charged particle multiplicity arising from the direct and resolved processes respectively. In (c) 
the data is also compared with the mixed Ps/P u = 0.20 (triangles), and LAC1 resolved plus 
direct (diamonds) PYTHIA samples. The grey band represents the systematic error arising 
from the calorimeter energy scale uncertainty and tracking algorithm.
have been added together in quadrature and are depicted by the grey band in 
figure 7.8. Neither of these systematic effects could account for the difference 
between je t profiles in the data and PYTHIA Monte Carlo models tested. The 
discrepancy in the jet profiles between data and PYTHIA remained when the 
photon structure function was changed. As in the K °  analysis, the jet profiles 
in the direct enriched sample of dijet events shown in figure 7.9 were in better 
agreement with the Ps/P u = 0.20 PYTHIA sample at R  <  1 , than  the default 
PYTHIA sample.
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Figure 7.9: Uncorrected distributions of charged particles with respect to calorimeter jets of 
E%CAL > 7 GeV and \rjUCAL\ <  0.5 as functions of <f> (a), q (b) and R  (c) in a sample of 
direct enriched events selected as described in the text. The data (filled circles) is compared to 
PYTHIA distributions of direct (dashed-line), resolved (dash-dotted line), resolved plus direct 
(solid line) and Ps/Pu — 0.20, mixed according to the fractions of events with x ° BS > 0.75, in 
all plots. The direct and resolved Monte Carlo distributions have been normalised to show the 
fraction of the K°  multiplicity arising from the direct and resolved processes respectively.
7.5.2 M ultiplicity per Jet
As in the K °  analysis, charged particles were assigned to jets if they satisfied 
R (h ± — J E T )  < 1. The charged particle multiplicity per je t was calculated as
nh±
< nh±/JET > — (7 .1 )
n j E T S
where rih± is the number of reconstructed charged particles which were assigned 
to a calorimeter jet and t i j et s  was the number of calorimeter jets in each q JET =  
qUCAL k-n uncorrected charged particle multiplicity per je t for da ta  and
PYTHIA is shown in figure 7.10. The shapes of the data  and M onte Carlo 
predictions are in good agreement, confirming again th a t the Monte Carlo can be 
used to correct the data using a bin-by-bin method.
The to tal correction factors for the separate direct, resolved and mixed 
resolved plus direct PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples are shown in figure 7.11. 
The correction factors are flat as a function of qJET and are close to unity.
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Figure 7.10: Uncorrected /i± multiplicity per jet as a function of r f ET. The data (filled
circles) is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample 
(solid line), the Ps/Pu = 0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (dashed line), the the LAC1 reweighted 
PYTHIA sample (dotted line) and PYTHIA with multiple interactions (scarce dotted).
As for the charged particle p? and rj spectra the largest system atic error 
associated with event selection is due to the yjB region from which the data 
is selected. However, this effect dominates only in the highest two pJET bins, 
contributing approximately 2% to the systematic error in these bins. The 
dominant system atic error is due to the tracking algorithm. Using only the 
CTD tracking information causes a systematic error of 2-4% which decreases 
with rjJET. The effect of the UCAL energy scale uncertainty on the num ber of 
charged particles and jets was expected largely to cancel in the charged particle 
multiplicity per jet, since it is a ratio. This is indeed the case; the system atic 
error arising from the UCAL energy scale uncertainty is less than 2% in all pJET 
bins.
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Figure 7.11: h± multiplicity correction factor as a function of rjJET for direct (top left),
resolved (top right) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom left) PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples.
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The  corrected charged particle multiplicity per je t in the data  is compared
to the default, Ps/P u =  0 .2 0 , LAC1 photon structure function and multiple 
interaction PYTHIA predictions in figure 7.13. The je t pseudorapidity was shown
in quadrature. The data is essentially flat, while the Monte Carlo predictions
multiplicity per jet was found to be, < u^ / je t  >  =  3.11 ±  0.06touo where the 
first error is statistical and the second error is systematic. The default PYTHIA 
prediction was <  rih±/jET >  — 3.32 ±  0.04. Changing the photon structure 
function from GRV to LACl gave a slightly lower value of <  n h±/ je t  >  =  3.26 db
0.03, while decreasing the strangeness suppression factor to Ps/P u =  0 . 2  led to 
a value of <  tl^ / je t  > =  3.39 ±  0.04. PYTHIA with m ultiple interactions 
predicted <  rih±/jET > =  3.43 ±  0.04.
7.5.3 Charged Particle Fragmentation Function
The fragm entation function into charged particles has been determ ined using 
a similar m ethod to the K °  fragmentation function. Charged particles were 
assigned to jets using the criterion of section 7.5.2. The longitudinal je t momen­
tum  fraction carried by charged particles and the charged particle fragm entation 
function were calculated according to the definition,
to be accurately reconstructed in section 5.2 so r]HAD = r)JET = r)UCAL. The bold 
error bars denote the statistical error on each point arising from da ta  and Monte 
Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and system atic errors combined
HAD
exhibit a slow rise as rjJET increases. As shown in [21] the r)JET cross section is 
dominated by the resolved process at forward r]JET. The rise in <  ti^ / j e t  >  is 
possibly due to the increased proportion of gluon jets produced in the resolved 
interactions. Integrating over the region \r}HAD\ < 0 .5 , the mean charged particle
Ph± •P j e t  
E j e t
(7.2)
and,
rcjj±(s) 1 
N j E T S  A z
(7.3)
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Figure 7 .13: /i± multiplicity per jet as a function of r)J E T  in hard photoproduction events 
with 0.2 <  y <  0.85, containing jets with E e a d  >  8 GeV and \r)HAD\ <  0.5. The data (filled 
circles) is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample 
(solid line), the P3/Pu =  0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (dashed line) and the LAC1 resolved 
plus direct PYTHIA sample (dotted line). The bold error bars denote the statistical error on 
each point arising from data and Monte Carlo. The thin error bars denote the statistical and
systematic errors combined in quadrature.
where N j e t s  is the total number of jets with E ^ e t  > 7 GeV and |rjJET\ < 0.5, 
rih±(z) was the num ber of charged particles fitted to the prim ary vertex with 
P t  > 0.5 GeV, \ij\ < 1.5 and in the je t momentum fraction in the range 2  to 
z +  A z .
The uncorrected charged particle fragmentation function is shown in fig­
ure 7.14. The da ta  and Monte Carlo points are plotted at the mean z value 
within each bin. There is good general agreement between the uncorrected data 
and PYTHIA Monte Carlo predictions. The shape of the fragm entation functions 
determ ined from the Monte Carlo and data are affected at z <  0.05 by the 
requirement th a t px{h±) > 0.5 GeV.
The accuracy and resolution of the reconstructed charged particle je t mo-
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Figure 7.14: Uncorrected charged particle fragmentation function. The data (filled circles) 
is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample (open 
squares), the Ps/P u = 0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (open triangles) and PYTHIA with multiple
interactions (open diamonds).
m entum  fraction is shown in figure 7.15 by calculating zreco — ztrue. There is a 
small average shift of + 0 . 0 2  in the reconstructed je t m om entum  fraction relative 
to the true je t momentum fraction. This is compatible with the shift in the jet 
m om entum  fraction carried by K A shift in the reconstructed je t m om entum  
fraction is expected because the jet energy measured by the UCAL is lower than 
the true value because of effects described in section 5.2, while the CTD provides 
a m om entum  measurement free of any such bias.
The shift in the reconstructed jet momentum fraction was proportional to the 
true jet m om entum  fraction, as shown in figure 7.15. Applying a 10 % reduction to 
the reconstructed jet momentum fraction gave the m om entum  fraction resolution 
shown in figure 7.16. As in the K °  analysis the difference in correcting or not 
correcting the fragmentation functions for the CTD-UCAL energy scale difference 
has been included in the systematic errors.
The resolution in je t momentum fraction, az, as a function of jet m om entum
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Figure 7.15: The jet momentum fraction resolution (left) and jet momentum fraction
resolution as a function of true jet momentum fraction (right) without taking into account 
the energy scale difference between the tracking and UCAL.
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Figure 7.16: The jet momentum fraction resolution (left) and jet momentum fraction
resolution as a function of true jet momentum fraction (right) taking into account the energy 
scale difference between the tracking and UCAL.
fraction is given in table 7.1. The charged particle fragm entation function was 
calculated in bins of width approximately 2 az .
A bin-by-bin correction procedure for determining the corrected h± fragmen­
tation function m events containing a hadron jet with E ^ ^ ^  8  GeV, \r,HAD\
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z
0. < z < 0 . 2 0 . 0 2
0.2 < z < 0.4 0.05
0.4 <  * <  0.6 0.08
0 . 6  <  z <  0 . 8 0 . 1
0 . 8  <  z <  1 . 0 . 1 2
Table 7.1: Resolution in jet momentum fraction.
as discussed in section 6 . 6  was applied. The to tal correction factors for the 
separate direct and resolved and mixed resolved plus direct PYTHIA Monte 
Carlo samples are shown in figure 7.17. The 2  dependence of the correction 
factors arises from bin-to-bin migrations caused by the CTD-UCAL energy scale 
difference, since modifying the reconstructed z for the effect of the CTD-UCAL 
energy scale difference gave correction factors which were flat as a function 
of z. Despite this effect, the good agreement between the uncorrected data 
and Monte Carlo distributions gives confidence in the validity of the bin-by- 
bin correction procedure. Furthermore, the system atic error determ ination used 
different correction methods which ignored and accounted for the CTD-UCAL 
energy scale difference. These two methods gave compatible results and thus 
confidence in the bin-by-bin correction procedure.
The system atic errors due to event selection cuts were all found to be small; no 
more than  2 % in any bin. Correcting the data  with different photon and proton 
structure functions each contribute approximately 2 % to the system atic error. 
The track reconstruction algorithm was found to be the dom inant system atic 
error at low z contributing at most 8 %, but typically 5%. The uncertainty in the 
calorimeter energy scale produces a 2 % systematic error at low je t m om entum  
fraction which increases to 30% in the final z bin. Correcting the calculated 
jet m om entum  fraction for the difference in energy scale between the CTD and 
UCAL produced an uncertainty of typically 5% which increased to 30% in the
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Figure 7.17: /i± fragmentation function correction factors as a function of z for direct (top 
left), resolved (top right) and mixed resolved plus direct (bottom left) PYTHIA Monte Carlo
samples.
final z bin.
The corrected charged particle fragmentation function is compared to the 
predictions of the default PYTHIA, Ps/P u = 0.20, PYTHIA with m ultiple 
interactions and the results of [1 ] in figure 7.19. The data  and Monte Carlo 
points are plotted at the mean z value within each bin, w ithout taking into 
account any shift in z arising from the CTD-UCAL energy scale difference. 
The lower curve corresponds to NLO u quark fragm entation for z < 0.25 and 
c quark fragmentation for z > 0.25. The upper curve corresponds to LO s quark 
fragm entation for 0  < 0.35 and u = d quark fragm entation for z > 0.35. Good 
agreement in the charged particle fragmentation function is observed between the 
data and both PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples. The data  and results of [1] are in 
good agreement for z < 0.3, while the data lies slightly below the results of [1] for 
higher je t momentum fraction. Part of the discrepancy may be a ttribu tab le  to 
the difference in definition of final state charged particles adopted in this analysis 
and in [1 ].
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Figure 7.18: Systematic errors in Dh±(z).
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As in the K °  analysis the effect of the different definitions of jet m om entum  
fraction, z, between this analysis and the calculation of Binnewies et al. has been 
investigated. Figure 7.20 shows fragmentation functions D h±(z) and D h±(z') 
using similar definitions of z and z' as in the K °  analysis. Also shown in figure 7.20 
is the range covered by the calculations of Binnewies et al. The measured D h± (z') 
is clearly in better agreement with Binnewies et al.
ZEUS 1994
NT5
•  ZEUS Data
-H
□ PYTHIA? 10 
Bz
A PYTHIA P,/P„ = 0.20 
0 PYTHIA Ml
 Binnewies et al. Q = 8 GeV
10
■2
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0 .2  0 .3  0 .4  0 .5  0 .6  0 .7  0 .8  0 .9 10 0.1
Figure 7.19: The charged particle fragmentation function in hard photoproduction events
with 0.2 < y <  0.85, containing jets with E ^ AD > 8 GeV and \rjHAD\ < 0.5. The data (filled 
circles) is compared to distributions of the mixed resolved plus direct default PYTHIA sample 
(open squares) and the Ps/Pu =  0.20 mixed PYTHIA sample (open triangles). The range 
covered by the prediction of [1] lies between the solid lines.
7.6 F in a l Charged P article  R esu lts
As stated in section 7.4 the inclusive multiplicities Nj 'ets  ^ and Wj*TS  ^
are equally well described by the default, Ps/P u = 0 . 2 0  and LAC1 reweighted 
resolved plus direct PYTHIA samples. However, the Nj1ets measurement
shows tha t these samples underestim ates the charged particle cross section at
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Figure 7.20: The charged particle fragmentation function in hard photoproduction events 
with 0.2 < y < 0.85, containing jets with E ^ AD > 8 GeV and \rjHAD\ <  0.5. The result 
obtained using the definition z' =  E'jbt (°Pen cir(des) is compared with the range covered by 
the prediction of [35]. The result obtained using the definition z =  Ph%'PJET is depicted by the
J E T
filled circles.
7] > 0.75. Using the GS2  and ACFGP photon structure functions gave charged 
particle cross sections very similar to the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo. PYTHIA 
with multiple interactions provides a good description of the particle multiplicity 
at r) > 0.75, but predicts a larger charged particle multiplicity at low px than  is 
observed in the data, and generally overestimates the charged particle multiplicity 
at r) <  0.75.
The observation of section 7.5.2, tha t the charged particle m ultiplicity per 
jet is lower in the data than in any of the Monte Carlo models considered 
is unchanged. Integrating over the region It^ ^ I  <  0.5 gave a value of
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< n h±/JET >  =  3.11 ±0.06tJ5;JJ. As with the K °  analysis, the excess m ultiplicity 
was located in the jet core.
There is good agreement between the charged particle fragm entation function 
measured in the data and predicted by the default and Ps/P u =  0 - 2 0  PYTHIA 
Monte Carlo samples, while PYTHIA with multiple interactions predicts a softer 
fragm entation function than is observed in the data. The data  and results of [1] 
are in good agreement.
Chapter 8 
Summ ary and Conclusions
This thesis has presented the first analysis of charged particle and K °  production 
in hard photoproduction jets at HERA. K °  and charged particle multiplicities in 
the kinem atic regions —1.5 <  rj <  1.5 and px  >  0.5 GeV have been measured as a 
function of px and 77 respectively. The K °  and charged particle mean m ultiplicities 
per je t and fragmentation functions have also been measured. The m easurements 
have been corrected back to the kinematic range E j<et  > 8  GeV, |r)JET\ <  0.5, 
Q2 <  4 GeV2, 0.2 < yjB <  0.85, corresponding to a 7 p centre of m om entum  
energy of 60 <  W  <  255 GeV. These measurements complement results already 
obtained by ZEUS and HI on K °  and charged particle production in DIS [73, 74] 
and inclusive photoproduction [75, 76].
A m ethod of calibrating the ZEUS CTD which incorporated correlations 
between the calibration constants was developed. Monte Carlo tests showed 
this procedure provided an accurate global calibration of the CTD. The single­
hit resolution obtained by this method for 1994 data was typically 290 //m, 
comparable to th a t obtained by the standard calibration procedure.
An algorithm for reconstructing K J —► 7r+ 7r~ decays was developed. The 
reconstruction algorithm was shown to be accurate and a clear K ° signal was 
observed. Detector effects and reconstruction efficiencies in the data  were taken 
into account by applying a bin-by-bin correction procedure and system atic errors 
were evaluated. The main systematic errors arose from the choice of tracking
157
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algorithm  and uncertainty in the calorimeter energy scale.
The corrected data has been compared to PYTHIA Monte Carlo predictions 
with default hadronisation, with the strangeness suppression factor, Ps/P u =
0 .2 , default hadronisation reweighted to the LACl photon structure function 
and w ith multiple interactions. The default PYTHIA Monte Carlo was found 
to describe the Nj1ets dN} ^   ^ spectrum  well, while the Ps/P u =  0.2 PYTHIA 
Monte Carlo predicted a lower dN} $   ^ spectrum  than  the data. However,
examining the Nj1ets dNj£   ^ spectrum showed tha t PYTHIA overestim ated this 
at backward pseudorapidity, but underestim ated it at forward pseudorapidities. 
The Ps/P u =  0.2 PYTHIA Monte Carlo prediction for dN^   ^ was i*1 good 
agreement with the data at backward psuedorapidity but also did not describe 
the forward psuedorapidity region. The discrepancy in the forward direction is 
believed to arise from the same cause as the forward je t cross section observed in 
earlier ZEUS and HI measurements, which have proved difficult to sim ulate with 
currently available Monte Carloes. Using the LACl photon structure function 
which describes fairly well the inclusive je t cross section at forward psudorapidity 
does not however improve the descriptions of the Nj1ets dN} ^  ^  or n ^ets  ^
spectra. PYTHIA with multiple interactions provided a be tter description of the 
forward psuedorapidity region but failed to describe the Nj1ets dN} ^   ^ spectrum  
at lo w p r. HI recently measured da^ -  ^ in inclusive photoproduction [75, 76] and 
found good agreement with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo using Ps/P u — 0.20 at 
T) <  0.5, and observed an excess in the data over the Ps/P u = 0 . 2 0  Monte Carlo 
at large 77, even after inclusion of multiple interaction effects.
By examining the distributions in (j) and 77 between K J mesons and jets, 
K® were shown to be produced in association with high E t  jets and the mean 
K °  m ultiplicity per jet has been measured. The default PYTHIA Monte Carlo 
predicted a mean K °  multiplicity per je t 20 % greater than  measured in the 
data. This discrepancy was present in both direct and resolved photoproduction 
events, could not be attributed to tracking efficiency problems between the data 
and Monte Carlo and could not be accounted for by changing the photon structure
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function. The uncorrected K® - je t profiles showed th a t the jets in the da ta  were 
broader than  those predicted by the PYTHIA Monte Carloes considered. An 
excess over the data in the mean K °  m ultiplicity per je t was observed in the je t 
core (R  < 0.4) while a deficit was observed in the wings of the je t (0.4 <  R  <  1). 
The mean K °  multiplicity per jet predicted by the Ps/P u — 0-2 Monte Carlo was 
in good agreement with the data, however the effect of lowering Ps/P u was to 
renormalise the K °  - jet profile such tha t better agreement was obtained in the 
jet core at the expense of the wings of the jet, and the region outside the je t 
affected by the high pseudorapidity K °  excess. Simply lowering the strangeness 
suppression factor does not therefore provide a complete solution to the difference 
in the m ean K °  multiplicity per je t between PYTHIA and the data.
Corresponding distributions for charged particles have been studied. The 
charged particle px, spectra were in reasonable agreement with the default 
PYTHIA prediction. However, an excess was observed in the charged particle 
rj spectrum  as in case of the K °  77 spectrum. Except for the high 77 region, the 
data was also in reasonable agreement with the p x  and 77 spectra predicted by 
the Ps/Pu = 0.2 and LACl reweighted PYTHIA samples. As with the K °  px  
and 77 spectra, PYTHIA with multiple interactions provided a better description 
of the forward psuedorapidity region but failed to describe the charged particle 
multiplicity at low px. As with the K J - je t profiles, the distributions of charged 
particles relative to the jet axes were found to be narrower in the PYTHIA M onte 
Carlo models considered than in the data. The difference in jet shape led to a 
10 % difference in the charged particle multiplicity.
The K °  and charged particle fragmentation functions were in reasonable 
agreement with both the default and Ps/P u = 0.2 PYTHIA predictions, and also 
with the spread of values corresponding to a QCD calculation of LO and NLO 
fragm entation functions of different flavours of final state partons [2, 1]. PYTHIA 
with m ultiple interactions predicted fragm entation functions which were softer 
than those observed in the data. Since the JETSET hadronisation model and 
QCD fragm entation functions are prim arily based on measurements made at e+
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e~ experiments this thesis provides evidence for the universality of quark and 
gluon fragmentation.
The PYTHIA Monte Carlo with its default hadronisation param eters has 
been found to describe charged particle production more accurately than  K °  
production. An investigation of the effects of different hadronisation param eters, 
or of m ultiple interactions on the predictions of PYTHIA should improve the 
description of the data.
A ppendix A
Secondary Vertex R econstruction
A .l  Tracking P aram etrisation
The reconstruction algorithm used tracks reconstructed by the VCTRAK 
package. VCTRAK provided tracks param etrised in term s of the following 
variables.
1. (j)H, the azimuthal angle of the tangent to the track at its point of closest 
approach to the line x = y = 0.
2. Q / R , where Q was the charge and R the local radius.
3. e, the distance of closest approach of the track to  the line x = y = 0.
4. Zfjy the ^-coordinate of the track at its closest approach to the line x =
y = 0.
5. cot 6h , where Oh was the polar angle of the track.
The track param eters are depicted in figure A .l
A .2 Secondary V ertex C oordinate
The centre of curvature of each charged track was calculated according to
X c  =  (e — R)cos<f>0 (A.l)
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X(0,0)
Figure A.l: VCTRAK track reconstruction parameters. 
Yc = (e -  R ) sin </>0 (A.2)
From these coordinates the length, D, and the direction of the line joining the 
centres of curvature of a charged track pair was calculated. Non-intersecting track 
pairs were rejected by testing if any of the following conditions were true,
D  > \Ri \ +  |^21 
\Ri | > D  +  |i?21 
I-R2 I >  D -f  \R i |
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
The angle subtended by half of the chord joining the two candidate secondary 
vertices at each track’s centre was calculated using
sino i =  f(FtiR2,D)(2DR,y sin 0:2 =
  R R 11R2P)
(2 D R 2f
(A.6)
(A.7)
f ( R u R 2,D )  =  ( |f l1| - | . R 2| +  D )(|iJ1| +  |i*2| - .D )
(l^l + n-I^IKI^I + l^l + D)
The quadrants of a.\ and « 2  were determined using the cosine rule. The candidate 
secondary vertex coordinates in the icy-plane were calculated for each track from
Xvi = X c% +  \Ri\ cos (ft ±  a,-) 
Yvi = Yc, +  |ft '| sin(ft ±  a {)
(A.8)
(A.9)
i
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It was checked tha t the candidate secondary vertex coordinates evaluated using 
both tracks were in agreement. The azim uthal angles of the tangents to each 
track at the candidate vertices were given by
3 7T
<l>u = f t  ±  oti -  —  (A .10)
<j>2i = f t  ±  OCi — — (A .11)
where the first (second) index denotes the track(candidate vertex). Assuming 
uniform motion in the z-direction, tracks follow straight lines in the zs-plane 
where s denotes the path length along a track, s was calculated from
si = Rj{(f)ji -  (A. 12)
where (f)jj} denotes the azimuthal angle of the tangent to track j  at its point of 
closest approach to the z axis. Then the z coordinate of track j  at secondary 
vertex i is given by,
=  Z h > +  (A -13)
A .3 K ®  M om entum  R econstruction .
Since the m om entum  components of each track at the track starting point were 
known, and the tracks were assumed to undergo uniform circular m otion in the 
iry-plane and uniform motion along the ^-direction, the m om entum  components 
of each track at each secondary vertex were given by,
Pxii =  PST i rt cos </>!*> Pyli =  PST i rt sin 01*» P zli =  PSz i rt (A -14)
The m om entum  was given by the sum of the track pairs m om entum  compo­
nents.
A ppendix B 
Second Analysis
A second independent analysis was performed [77]. The main differences between 
the analysis presented in this thesis (Analysis 1) and the second analysis were:
1. Positron finder. Analysis 1 used the ELEC5 e+ finder. Analysis 2 used 
SINISTRA, and corrected the e+ energy for the effects of dead m aterial in 
front of the calorimeter.
2. The effects of noisy UCAL cells were suppressed in Analysis 2 by application 
of the NOISE94 subroutine.
3. Analysis 2 used the VOFIND subroutine to reconstruct K® and A decays, 
and a different window range for background subtraction from the K ° signal.
The results of the analysis presented in this thesis and the second analysis are 
compared in figures B .l and B.2. Good agreement between the analyses is 
observed.
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Figure B .l:  Comparison of results from two independent analyses. The results presented in 
this thesis are shown as the ‘1st Analysis’. The results of [77] are shown as the ‘2nd Analysis’.
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